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Preface
This manual describes the mechanical and electrical aspects of the NB-MI0-16X and contains
information concerning its operation and programming. The NB-MI0-16X is a high-performance
multifunction analog, digital, and timing input/output (I/0) board for Macintosh NuBus computers.
The NB-MI0-16X contains a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with up to 16 analog inputs,
two 12-bit digital-to-analog converters (DACs) with voltage outputs, eight lines of TIL-compatible
digital I/0, and three 16-bit counter/timer channels for timing I/0. If additional analog inputs are
required, you can use the AMUX-64T multiplexer board.

Organization of This Manual
TheNB-MI0-16X User Manual is organized as follows:
"

Chapter 1, Introduction, describes the NB-MI0-16X; lists the contents of your NB-MI0-16X
kit, the optional software, and the optional equipment; and explains how to unpack the
NB-MI0-16X.

"

Chapter 2, Configuration and Installation, explains board configuration, installation of the
NB-MI0-16X in the Macintosh NuBus computer, signal connections to the NB-MI0-16X,
and cable wiring.

"

Chapter 3, Theory of Operation, contains a functional overview of the NB-MI0-16X and
explains the operation of each functional unit making up the NB-MI0-16X.

"

Chapter 4, Programming, describes in detail the address and function of each of the
NB-MI0-16X registers. This chapter also includes important information about programming
the NB-MI0-16X.

"

Chapter 5, Calibration Procedures, discusses the calibration procedures for the NB-MI0-16X
analog input and analog output circuitry.

"

Appendix A, Specifications, lists the specifications of the NB-MI0-16X.

"

Appendix B, I/0 Connector, contains the pinout and signal names for the NB-MI0-16X 50-pin
I/0 connector.

"

Appendix C, AMD Data Sheet, contains the manufacturer data sheet for the Am9513Af
AmZ8073A System Controller (Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.) integrated circuit. This circuit
is used on the NB-MI0-16X.

"

Appendix D, Customer Communication, contains forms for you to complete to facilitate
communication with National Instruments concerning our products.

"

The Index contains an alphabetical list of key terms and topics used in this manual, including
the page where each one can be found.
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Conventions Used in This Manual
The following conventions are used in this manual:
DIFF

DIFF refers to differential input configuration.

DMAboard

DMA board refers to the NB-DMA-8-G board or the NB-DMA2800 board
unless otherwise noted.

italic

Italic text denotes emphasis, a cross reference, or an introduction to a key
concept.

Macintosh

Macintosh refers to all Macintosh II and Macintosh Quadra computers
unless otherwise noted.

NI-DAQ

NI-DAQ is used throughout this manual to refer to the NI-DAQ software for
Macintosh unless otherwise noted.

NRSE

NRSE refers to non-referenced single-ended input configuration.

RSE

RSE refers to referenced single-ended input configuration.

Abbreviations
The following metric system prefixes are used with abbreviations for units of measure in this
manual:

Prefix

Meaning

pn-

piconanomicro-

10-12
10-9

m-

milli-

k-

kilomegagiga-

10-3
103
106
109

µMG-

Value

lQ-6

The following abbreviations are used in this manual:
A
C
dB
0

F

ft
hex

Hz

in.

NB-MI0-16X User Manual

amperes
Celsius
decibels
degrees
farads
feet
hexadecimal
hertz
inches
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Abbreviations (continued)
m
M

.Q

%
ppm
rms
sec
V
Vrms

meters
megabytes of memory
ohms
percent
parts per million
root mean square
seconds
volts
volts root mean square

Acronyms
The following acronyms are used in this manual:
AC
ND
AOC
CMOS

DIA

DAC

DMA

EPROM

FIFO
I/0

LSB

NMR

ROM
RTSI

TC
TIL

VDC
VI

alternating current
analog-to-digital
AID converter
complementary metallic oxide semiconductor
digital-to-analog
DIA converter
direct memory access
electrical programmable read-only memory
first-in-first-out
input/output
least significant bit
nonmaskable interrupt request
read-only memory
Real-Time System Integration
terminal count
transistor-transistor logic
volts direct current
virtual instrument

Related Documentation
The following documents contain information that you may find helpful as you read this manual:
•

The Macintosh II or Quadra Owner's Manual, Getting Started manual, or Setting Up manual

Consult the following manual if you plan to program the Am9513A Counter!fimer used on the

NB-MI0-16X:
•

The Am9513A/Am9513 System Timing Controller technical manual

© National Instruments Corporation
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Consult the following National Instruments manuals if you plan to program DMA operations with
this board:
0

The NB-DMA-8-G User Manual (part number 320097-01)

0

The NB-DMA2800 User Manual (part number 320240-01)

Customer Communication
National Instruments wants to receive your comments on our products and manuals. We are
interested in the applications you develop with our products, and we want to help if you have
problems with them. To make it easy for you to contact us, this manual contains comment and
configuration forms for you to complete. These forms are in Appendix D, Customer
Communication, at the end of this manual.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter describes the NB-MI0-16X; lists the contents of your NB-MI0-16X kit, the optional
software, and the optional equipment; and explains how to unpack the NB-MI0-16X.

The NB-MI0-16X is a high-perfonnance multifunction analog, digital and timing J/0 board for
Macintosh NuBus computers. The NB-MI0-16X has the following features:
•

Fast 16-bit ADC
16 single-ended or 8 differential channels (expandable with AMUX-64T multiplexer board)
Programmable gains of 1, 10, 100,500, or 1, 2, 4, 8
42 µsec converter or 18 µsec converter
Guaranteed rates up to 55 ksamples/sec
16-word FIFO ND buffer to obtain the highest possible data acquisition rate
Internal or external ND timing

"

Two double-buffered multiplying 12-bit DACs
Unipolar and bipolar voltage output available
Onboard reference voltages of 5 V and 10 V
Onboard timer for wavefonn generation

•

Eight digital J/0 lines, each able to sink up to 24 mA current

•

Three independent 16-bit counter/timers for frequency counting, event counting, and pulse
output applications

"

Timer-generated interrupts

•

High-perfonnance RTSI bus interface
Triggers for system-level timing
DMA operation over a RTSI bus with a DMA board

© National Instruments Corporation
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Figure 1-1 shows the NB-MI0-16X.

Figure 1-1. NB-MI0-16X Interface Board
The NB-MI0-16X, with its multifunction analog, digital, and timing I/0, can be used for
automation of machine and process control, level monitoring and control, instrumentation,
electronic test, and many other functions. The multichannel analog input can be used for signal
and transient analysis, data logging, and chromatography. The two analog output channels can be
used for machine and process control, analog function generation, 12-bit resolution voltage source,
and programmable signal attenuation. The eight TTL-compatible digital I/0 lines can be used for
machine and process control, intermachine communication, and relay switching control. The three
16-bit counter/timers can be used for pulse and clock generation, timed control of laboratory
equipment, and frequency, event, and pulse-width measurement. With all these functions on one
board, laboratory processes can be automatically monitored and controlled. If additional analog
inputs are required, you can use the AMUX-64T multiplexer board. This four-to-one multiplexer
can process 64 single-ended inputs. Up to four AMUX-64T boards can be cascaded to obtain 256
single-ended inputs.
The NB-MI0-16X has an interface to the National Instruments RTSI bus. This bus sends timing
signals between National Instruments NB Series boards. The NB-MI0-16X can send signals
from the onboard counter/timer to another board, or another board can control single and multiple
AID conversions on the NB-MI0-16X.
The NB-MI0-16X is available in two conversion speeds and two gain ranges, for a total of four
different versions:
•

NB-MI0-16XL-18

•

NB-MI0-16XL-42

•

NB-MI0-16XII-18

•

NB-MI0-16XII-42
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The NB-MI0-16XL has software-programmable gain settings of 1, 10, 100, and 500 for low-level
analog input signals. The NB-MI0-16XH has software programmable gain settings of 1, 2, 4,
and 8 for high-level analog input signals. The NB-MI0-16X(LJH)-42 has an ADC capable of a 42
µsec conversion rate, which is about 24 kbytes/sec. The NB-MI0-16X(L/H)-18 has an ADC
capable of an 18 µsec conversion rate, which is about 55 kbytes/sec.
Detailed specifications for the NB-MI0-16X are included in Appendix A, Specifications.

What Your Kit Should Contain
Each version of the NB-MI0-16X board has a different part number and kit part number, listed as
follows.

Kit Name

Kit Part Number

NB-MI0-16XL-18

776259-01

NB-MI0-16XL-18 board

180675-01

NB-MI0-16XL-42

776259-02

NB-MI0-16XL-42 board

180675-02

NB-MI0-16XH-18

776259-11

NB-MI0-16XH-18 board

180675-11

NB-MI0-16XH-42

776259-12

NB-MI0-16XH-42 board

180675-12

Kit Component

Board Part
Number

The board part number is printed on your board along the top edge on the component side. You
can identify which version of the NB-MI0-16X board you have by looking up the part number in
the preceding table.
In addition to the board, each version of the NB-MI0-16X kit contains the following components.

Kit Component
NB-MI0-16X User Manual
NI-DAQ software for Macintosh, with manuals
NI-DAQfor Macintosh Software Reference Manual

Part Number
320157-01
776181-01
320103-01

If your kit is missing any of the components or if you received the wrong version, contact National
Instruments.
Your NB-MI0-16X is shipped with the NI-DAQ software for Macintosh. NI-DAQ has a library
of functions that can be called from your application programming environment These functions
include routines for analog input (ND conversion), buffered data acquisition (high-speed ND
conversion), analog output (D/A conversion), waveform generation, digital I/0, counter/timer,
SCXI, RTSI, and self-calibration. NI-DAQ maintains a consistent software interface among its
different versions so you can switch between platforms with minimal modifications to your code.
NI-DAQ comes with language interfaces for MPW C, THINK C, Pascal, and Microsoft
QuickBASIC. Any language that uses Device Manager Toolbox calls can access NI-DAQ.
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Optional Software
This manual contains complete instructions for directly programming the NB-MI0-16X.

Normally, however, you should not need to read the low-level programming details in the user
manual because the NI-DAQ software package for controlling the NB-MI0-16X is included with
the board. Using NI-DAQ is quicker and easier than and as flexible as using the low-level
programming described in Chapter 4, Programming.

The NB-MI0-16X can also be used with LabVIEW (part number 776141-01), a software system
that features interactive graphics, a state-of-the-art user interface, and a powerful graphical
programming language. The LabVIEW Data Acquisition VI Library, a series of VIs for using
LabVIEW with the NB-MI0-16X and other National Instruments boards, is included with
Lab VIEW. The LabVIEW Data Acquisition VI Library is functionally equivalent to the NI-DAQ
software for Macintosh.

Optional Equipment
Equipment

Part Number

NB-DMA2800 board

776305-01

NB-DMA-8-G board

776161-01

CB-50 I/0 connector block (50 screw terminals)
with 0.5-m type NB 1 cable
with 1.0-m type NB 1 cable

776164-01
776164-02

NB Series RTSI bus cables for
2 boards
3 boards
4 boards
5 boards

776188-02
776188-03
776188-04
776188-05

SCXI signal conditioning modules
SCXI-1100 32-channel differential multiplexer/amplifier
SCXI-1120 8-channel isolated analog input
SCXI-1121 4-channel isolated transducer amplifier with excitation
SCXI-1140 8-channel simultaneously sampling differential amplifier
SCXI-1180 feedthrough panel
SCXI-1181 breadboard

776572-00
776572-20
776572-21
776572-40
776572-80
776572-81

AMUX-64T analog multiplexer board
with 0.2-m ribbon cable
with 0.5-m ribbon cable
with 1.0-m ribbon cable
with 2.0-m ribbon cable

776366-02
776366-05
776366-10
776366-20
(continues)
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Part Number

Equipment
SC-2050 cable adapter board for signal conditioning with 50-conductor cable
0.5m
1.0 m

776335-00
776335-10

SC-2060 optically isolated digital input board with 26-conductor cable
0.2m
0.4m

776336-00
776336-10

SC-2061 optically isolated digital output board with 26-conductor cable
0.2m
0.4m

776336-01
776336-11

SC-2062 electromechanical relay digital control board with 26-conductor cable
0.2m
0.4m

776336-02
776336-12

SC-2070 general-purpose termination breadboard with 50-conductor cable
0.5m
1.0 m

776358-00
776358-10

BNC-2080 BNC adapter board with 50-conductor cable
0.5m
1.0 m

776579-05
776579-10

Digital signal conditioning modules
SSR Series mounting rack and 0.4-m cable
8-channel backplane with SC-205X cable

776290-18

5B Series signal conditioning backplane with 1.0-m cable

776291-01

Unpacking
Your NB-MI0-16X is shipped in an antistatic plastic bag to prevent electrostatic damage to the
board. Several components on the board may be damaged by electrostatic discharge. To avoid
such damage in handling the board, take the following precautions:
•

Touch the plastic bag to a metal part of your computer before removing the board from the bag.

•

Remove the board from the bag and inspect the board for loose components or any other sign
of damage. Notify National Instruments if the board appears damaged in any way. Do not
install a damaged board into your computer.

© National Instruments Corporation
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Configuration and Installation
This chapter explains board configuration, installation of the NB-MI0-16X in the Macintosh
NuBus computer, signal connections to the NB-MI0-16X, and cable wiring.

Board Configuration
The NB-MI0-16X has 10 jumpers that determine the analog input and analog output
configurations of the board. The jumpers are shown in the parts locator diagram in Figure 2-1.
Jumpers W3, W5, and W8 configure the analog input circuitry. Jumpers Wl, W2, W4, W6, W7,
W9, and WlO configure the analog output circuitry.

Jumper Settings
The NB-MI0-16X is shipped from the factory with the following configuration:
•

Differential analog input (8 channels)

•

10 V input range

•

±10 V output range with internal 10 V reference selected

"

Two's complement DAC input mode

Table 2-1 lists all the available jumper configurations for the NB-MI0-16X with the factory
settings noted.
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Table 2-1. Jumper Settings
Configuration

Jumper Settings

Output CHO
Reference

Internal 10 V (factory setting)
Internal 5 V
External

W2:
W2:
W2:

B-C
B-C
A-B

W4: B-C
W4: A-B

Output CHl
Reference

Internal 10 V (factory setting)
Internal 5 V
External

Wl:
WI:
Wl:

B-C
B-C
A-B

W4: B-C
W4: A-B

Input Range

0 to 10 V or -10 to + 10 V (factory setting)
0 to 5V or -5 to +5 V

WS:
WS:

B-C
A-B

Input Mode

Differential (DIFF) (factory setting)
Non-referenced single-ended (NRSE)
Ground-referenced single-ended (RSE)

W3: A-C, B-D, E-F WS: A-B
W3: A-B, C-E, G-H WS: B-C
W3: A-B, C-D, G-H WS: B-C

Output CHO
Polarity

Unipolar
Bipolar (factory setting)

W6: B-C
W6: A-B

Output CHI
Polarity

Unipolar
Bipolar (factory setting)

W7: B-C
W7: A-B

DACO Input
Mode

Straight binary mode
Two's complement mode (factory setting)

W9: A-B
W9: B-C

DACI Input
Mode

Straight binary mode
Two's complement mode (factory setting)

WIO: A-B
WIO: B-C
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Analog Input Configuration
You can select different analog input configurations by using the jumper settings shown in
Table 2-1. The following paragraphs describe each of the analog input categories in detail. In the
configuration illustrations throughout this chapter, the black bars show where to place jumpers.

Input Mode
The NB-MI0-16X offers three different input modes-referenced single-ended (RSE) input, nonreferenced single-ended (NRSE) input, and differential (DIFF) input The single-ended input
configurations use 16 channels. The DIFF input configuration uses 8 channels. These
configurations are described in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2. Input Configurations Available for the NB-MI0-16X

Configuration

Description

DIFF

Differential configuration.
Provides 8 differential inputs with the negative(-) input of
the instrumentation amplifier tied to the multiplexer output
of Channels 8 through 15.

RSE

Referenced Single-Ended configuration.
Provides 16 single-ended inputs with the negative (-) input
of the instrumentation amplifier referenced to analog
ground.

NRSE

Non-Referenced Single-Ended configuration.
Provides 16 single-ended inputs with the negative(-) input
of the instrumentation amplifier tied to AISENSE and not
connected to ground.

While reading the following paragraphs, you may find it helpful to refer to Analog Input Signal
Connections later in this chapter, which contains diagrams showing the signal paths for the three
configurations.

DIFF Input (8 Channels, Factory Setting)
DIFF input means that each input signal has its own reference, and the difference between each
·signal and its reference is measured. The signal and its reference are each assigned an input
channel. With this input configuration, the NB-MI0-16X can monitor eight different analog input
signals. You select the DIFF input configuration by setting jumpers W3 and W5 as follows:
W3:

A-C

Jumper is placed in standby position. (A and C are always connected
together inside the board.)

B-D

AI SENSE is tied to the instrumentation amplifier signal ground.

NB-MJ0-16X. User Manual
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W5:

E-F

Channels O through 7 are tied to the positive (+) input of the
instrumentation amplifier. Channels 8 through 15 are tied to the negative
(-) input of the instrumentation amplifier.

A-B

Multiplexer is configured to control eight input channels.

This configuration is shown in Figure 2-2.
W3

H

F

A

W5

B

D

.I

B

"

..

G
E

C
A

C

Figure 2-2. DIFF Input Configuration (Factory Setting)
Considerations for using the DIFF configuration are discussed under Signal Connections later in
this chapter. Figure 2-17 shows a schematic diagram of this configuration.

RSE Input (16 Channels)
RSE input means that all input signals are referenced to a common ground point that is also tied to
the analog input ground of the NB-MI0-16X board. The negative(-) input of the differential input
amplifier is tied to analog ground. This configuration is useful when measuring floating signal
sources. See Types of Signal Sources later in this chapter. With this input configuration, the
NB-MI0-16X can monitor 16 different analog input signals. You select the RSE input
configuration by setting jumpers W3 and W5 as follows:
W3:

W5:

A-B

AI SENSE is tied to the negative (-) input of the instrumentation amplifier.

C-D

The negative (-) input of the instrumentation amplifier is tied to the
instrumentation amplifier signal ground.

G-H

Multiplexer outputs are tied together into the positive (+) input of the
instrumentation amplifier.

B-C

Multiplexer control is configured for 16 input channels.

This configuration is shown in Figure 2-3.
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•

E

C
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Figure 2-3. RSE Input Configuration
Considerations for using the RSE configuration are discussed under Signal Connections later in
this chapter. Figure 2-18 shows a schematic diagram of this configuration.

NRSE Input (16 Channels)
NRSE input means that all input signals are referenced to the same common mode voltage but that
this common mode voltage is allowed to float with respect to the analog ground of the
NB-MI0-16X board. Tiris common mode voltage is subsequently subtracted out by the input
instrumentation amplifier. Tiris· configuration is useful when measuring ground-referenced signal
sources. See Types of Signal Sources later in this chapter. With this input configuration, the
NB-MI0-16X can measure 16 different analog input signals having the same ground reference.
You select the NRSE input configuration by setting jumpers W3 and W5 as follows:
W3:

W5:

A-B

AI SENSE is tied to the negative (-) input of the instrumentation amplifier.

C-E

Jumper is placed in standby position. (C and E are always connected
together inside the board.)

G-H

Multiplexer outputs are tied together into the positive (+) input of the
instrumentation amplifier.

B-C

Multiplexer control is configured for 16 input channels.

Tiris configuration is shown in Figure 2-4.

-

W3

H

F

I.
A

-

W5

B

D

B
C

G

•

E

"

C
A

Figure 2-4. NRSE Input Configuration
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Considerations for using the NRSE configuration are discussed under Signal Connections later in
this chapter. Figure 2-19 shows a schematic diagram of this configuration.

Input Polarity and Input Range
The NB-MI0-16X has four different input ranges. You select the NB-MI0-16X input polarity and
input range by setting jumper W8 and the BP*/UP bit in Command Register 1 (described in
Chapter 4, Programming), as follows:
5VRange

lOVRange

Bipolar

SetW8 to A-B
BP*/UP Cleared

SetW8 toB-C
BP*/UP Cleared

Unipolar

SetW8 to A-B
BP*/UP Set

SetW8 toB-C
BP*/UP Set

If you are using NI-DAQ, the BP*/UP bit is automatically set to the correct value when you
specify the input range and polarity in the AI_Config call.
Figures 2-5 and 2-6 show the jumper positions for the 5 V (0 to +5 V or -5 to +5 V) and 10 V (0 to
+ 10 V or -10 V to + 10 V) input range configurations, respectively.
W8

I·c -B

A

Figure 2-5. 5 V Input Configuration

W8

C

B

A

Figure 2-6. 10 V Input Configuration (Factory Setting)

Considerations for Selecting Input Ranges
Input polarity/range selection depends on the expected input range of the incoming signal. A large
input range can accommodate a large signal variation but sacrifices voltage resolution. Choosing a
smaller input range increases voltage resolution but may result in the input signal going out of
range. For best results, the input range should be matched as closely as possible to the expected
range of the input signal. For example, if the input signal is guaranteed to never go negative
(below O V), a unipolar input is best. However, if the signal does go negative, inaccurate readings
will occur and so a bipolar input range would be appropriate.
© National Instruments Corporation
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Software-programmable gain on the NB-MI0-16X increases overall flexibility by matching input
signal ranges to those accommodated by the NB-MI0-16X ADC. The NB-MI0-16XH board has
gains of 1, 2, 4, and 8 and is suited for high-level signals near the range of the ADC. The
NB-MI0-16XL board is designed to measure low-level signals and has gains of l, 10, 100, and
500. With the proper gain setting, the full resolution of the ADC can be used to measure the input
signal. Table 2-3 shows the overall input range and precision according to the input range
configuration and gain used.
Table 2-3. Actual Range and Measurement Precision Versus Input Range Selection and Gain

Range Configuration

*

Gain

Actual Input Range

Precision*

Oto+SV

1
2
4
8
10
100
500

Oto+S V
0 to +2.5 V
0 to +l.25 V
0 to +o.625 V
0 to +o.5 V
0 to +o.05 V
Oto+lOmV

76.3 µV
38.1 µV
19.1 µV
9.54 µV
7.63 µV
763nV
153nV

Oto+lOV

1
2
4
8
10
100
500

Oto+lOV
0 to+S V
0 to +2.5 V
0 to +l.25 V
Oto+l V
Oto+o.l V
Oto+20mV

153µV
76.3 µV
38.1 µV
19.1 µV
15.3 µV
1.53 µV
305nV

-5 to +SY

1
2
4
8
10
500

-5 to +5 V
-2.5 to +2.5 V
-1.25 to + 1.25 V
-0.625 to +o.625 V
-0.5 to +o.5 V
-lOmVto+lOmV

153µV
76.3 µV
38.1 µV
19.1 µV
15.3 µV
305nV

-10 to +lOV

1
2
4
8
10
100
500

-lOto+lOV
-5 to +5 V
-2.5 to +2.5 V
-1.25 to + 1.25 V
-1 to+l V
-0.1 to +o.l V
-20 mV to +20 mV

305µV
153µV
76.3 µV
38.1 µV
30.5 µV
3.05 µV
610nV

The value of l least significant bit (1 LSB) of the 16-bit ADC, that is, the
voltage increment corresponding to a change of one count in the ADC 16-bit
count.
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Analog Output Configuration
You can select different analog output configurations by using the jumper settings shown in
Table 2-1. The following paragraphs describe each of the analog output configurations in detail.

External and Internal Reference
Each analog output channel can be connected to the NB-MI0-16X internal reference of 10 V or to
the external reference signal connected to the EXTREF pin (pin 22) on the I/0 connector. Both
channels need not be configured the same way, although only one of the internal references (5 V or
10 V) can be used at a time. (You cannot, for example, use the internal 10 V reference on Channel
0 and the internal 5 V reference on Channel 1.)

External Reference Selection
You select the external reference signal for each analog output channel by setting the following
jumpers:
Analog Output Channel 0:

W2

A -B

External reference signal connected to DAC 0
reference input.

Analog Output Channel 1:

Wl

A -B

External reference signal connected to DAC 1
reference input.

This configuration is shown in Figure 2-7.

-A

W2

B

-

·I
C

A

Wl

B

.I

C

Channel 1

Channel 0

Figure 2-7. External Reference Configuration

Internal Reference Selection (Factory Setting)
You select the onboard reference for each analog output channel by setting the following jumpers:
Analog Output Channel 0:

W2

B-C

Onboard reference connected to DAC Oreference
input.

Analog Output Channel 1:

Wl

B-C

Onboard reference connected to DAC 1 reference
input.

This configuration is shown in Figure 2-8.
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W2

WI

I· -I

I· -I

Channel 0

Channel I

A

B

A

C

B

C

Figure 2-8. Internal Reference Configuration (Factory Setting)
Both channels must use the same internal reference. You select which internal reference to use by
setting W4 as follows:
5 V internal reference:

W4

A-B

10 V internal reference:

W4

B-C

(factory setting)

These configurations are shown in Figure 2-9.
W4

W4

A

B

I· -I
A

C

5V

B

C

IOV
(Factory setting)

Figure 2-9. Reference Choice Configurations

Analog Output Polarity Selection
Each analog output channel can be configured for either unipolar or bipolar output. A unipolar
configuration has a range of Oto Vref at the analog output A bipolar configuration has a range of
-Vref to V ref at the analog output Vref is the voltage reference used by the DACs in the analog
output circuitry and can either be the onboard reference or an externally supplied reference. Both
channels need not be configured the same way; however, at the factory both channels are
configured for bipolar output.

Bipolar Output Selection (Factory Setting)
You select the bipolar output configuration for each analog output channel by setting the following
jumpers:
Analog Output Channel 0:

W6

A-B

Analog Output Channel 1:

W7

A-B

This configuration is shown in Figure 2-10.
NB-MI0-16X User Manual
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W7

W6
111111111111111.

A

B

A

C

ChannelO

B

C

Channel 1

Figure 2-10. Bipolar Output Configuration (Factory Setting)
When you use the bipolar configuration, you need to select whether to write straight binary or
two's complement to the DAC. In straight binary mode, data values written to the analog output
channel range from Oto 4095 decimal (0 to OFFF hex). In two's complement mode, data values
written to the the analog output channel range from -2048 to 2047 decimal (F800 to 07FF hex).
Straight Binazy Mode
The data value written to each analog output channel is interpreted as a straight binary number
when the following jumpers are set:
Analog Output Straight Binary for Channel 0:

W9

A-B

Analog Output Straight Binary for Channel 1:

WlO

A-B

This configuration is shown in Figure 2-11.
W9

WlO

C

C

B
A

I

B
A

ChannelO

..

I
Channel I

Figure 2-11. Straight Binary Mode
Two's Complement Mode (Factory Setting)
The data value written to each analog output channel is interpreted as a two's complement number
when the following jumpers are set:
Analog Output Two's Complement for Channel 0:

W9

B-C

Analog Output Two's Complement for Channel 1:

WlO

B-C

This configuration is shown in Figure 2-12.
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WlO

W9

C

B

I

I

C

B
A

A

Channel 1

ChannelO

Figure 2-12. Two's Complement Mode (Factory Setting)

Unipolar Output Selection
You select the unipolar output configuration for each analog output channel by setting the
following jumpers:
Analog Output Channel 0:

W6

B-C

Analog Output Straight Binary for Channel 0:

W9

A-B

Analog Output Channel 1:

W7

B-C

Analog Output Straight Binary for Channel 1:

WlO

A-B

Notice that the straight binary format should be used when in unipolar output mode.
This configuration is shown in Figure 2-13.

I.
A

C
B

A

-

W6

B

-

W7

I.

B

A

C

C

Channel 0

Channel 1

W9

WlO

C

9

I

B
A

Channel 0

9

I
Channel 1

Figure 2-13. Unipolar Output Configuration
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Note: If you are using a software package such as NI-DAQ or LabVIEW 2, you may need to
reconfigure your software to reflect any changes in jumper or switch settings.

Installation
Within the manual shipped with your Macintosh computer, read the instructions for installing the
video card in the main unit These instructions can be used as a universal board installation guide.
Read the entire installation procedure before installing the NB-MI0-16X into the Macintosh. You
can install the NB-MI0-16X in any of the Macintosh NuBus slots. However, to achieve best
noise performance, you should leave as much room as possible between the NB-MI0-16X and
other boards and hardware. For instance, if the video board is in Slot 1 and the NB-MI0-16X is
the only other board in the computer, you should install it in Slot 3 or 4.

Signal Connections
This section describes input and output signal connections to the NB-MI0-16X board via the
NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector. This section includes connection instructions and some
specifications for the signals provided on the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector.
Warning:

Connections that exceed any of the maximum ratings of input or output signals on the
NB-MI0-16X may result in damage to the NB-MI0-16X board and to the Macintosh
computer. Maximum input ratings for each signal are given in this section under the
discussion of that signal. National Instruments is not liable for any damages resulting
from any such signal connections.

The pinout for the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector is shown in Figure 2-14.
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AIGND

1 2

AIGND

ACHO

3 4

ACH8

ACRI

5

6

ACH9

ACH2
ACH3

7

8

ACHlO
ACHll

ACH4

9 10

ACH12

ACH5

11 12
13 14

ACH13

ACH6

15 16

ACH14

ACH7
AI SENSE

17 18
19 20

ACH15
DACOOur

DAClOur
AOGND

21 22
23 24

EXTREF
DIGGND

ADIOO

25 26

BDIOO

ADIOl
ADI02

27 28

BDIOI
BDI02

ADI03
DIGGND

31 32

+5 V
EXTS1ROBE*
STOPTRIG

29 30
33 34

BDI03
+5 V

35 36

SCANCLK

37 38
39 40

STARTIRIG*

SOURCE!
Ourl

41 42

EXTCONV*
GA1El

43 44

SOURCE2

GA1E2

45 46

0Uf2

SOURCES

47 48
49 50

GA1E5

ours

Four

Figure 2-14. NB-MI0-16X I/0 Connector
The signals on the connector can be classified as analog input signals, analog output signals, digital
I/0 signals, digital power connections, and timing I/0 signals. The following sections have signal
connection guidelines for each of these groups.

Analog Input Signal Connections
Pins 1 through 19 of the I/0 connector are analog input signal pins. Pins 1 and 2 are AI GND
signal pins. AI GND is an analog input common signal that is routed directly to the ground tie
point on the NB-MI0-16X. These pins can be used for a general analog power ground tie point to
the NB-MI0-16X if necessary. Pin 19 is the AI SENSE pin. In NRSE mode, this pin is
connected internally to the negative (-) input of the NB-MI0-16X instrumentation amplifier. In
DIFF mode, this signal is connected to the reference ground at the output of the instrumentation
amplifier.
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Pins 3 through 18 are ACH<15 .. 0> signal pins. These pins are tied to the 16 analog input
channels of the NB-MI0-16X. In single-ended mode, signals connected to ACH<l5 .. 0> are
routed to the positive(+) input of the NB-MI0-16X instrumentation amplifier. In DIFF mode,
signals connected to ACH<7 .. 0> are routed to the positive(+) input of the NB-MI0-16X
instrumentation amplifier, and signals connected to ACH<15 .. 8> are routed to the negative(-)
input of the NB-MI0-16X instrumentation amplifier.
The following input ranges and maximum ratings apply to inputs ACH<15 ..0>:
Differential Input Range

±lOV

Common Mode Input Range

±7 V with respect to NB-MI0-16X AGND

Input Range

±12 V with respect to NB-MI0-16X AGND

Maximum Input Voltage Rating

±20 V for NB-MI0-16X board powered off
±35 V for NB-MI0-16X board powered on

Warning:

Exceeding the differential and common mode input ranges will result in distorted
input signals. Exceeding the maximum input voltage rating may result in damage to
the NB-MI0-16X board and to the Macintosh computer. National Instruments is
not liable for any damages resulting from any such signal connections.

Connection of analog input signals to the NB-MI0-16X depends on the configuration of the
NB-MI0-16X analog input circuitry and the type of input signal source. The different
NB-MI0-16X configurations allow the NB-MI0-16X instrumentation amplifier to be used in
different ways. Figure 2-15 shows a diagram of the NB-MI0-16X instrumentation amplifier.

VIN + o - - - - - - 1

+
V M Measured
Voltage

Figure 2-15. NB-MI0-16X Instrumentation Amplifier
The NB-MI0-16X instrumentation amplifier applies gain, common-mode voltage rejection, and
high-input impedance to the analog input signals connected to the NB-MI0-16X board. Signals
are routed to the positive (+) and negative (-) inputs of the instrumentation amplifier through input
multiplexers on the NB-MI0-16X. The instrumentation amplifier converts two input signals to a
signal that is the difference between the two input signals multiplied by the gain setting of the
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amplifier. The amplifier output voltage is referenced to the NB-MI0-16X ground. The
NB-MI0-16X ADC measures this output voltage when it performs ND conversions.
All signals must be referenced to ground somewhere, either at the source device or at the
NB-MI0-16X. If you have a floating source, you must use a ground-referenced input connection
at the NB-MI0-16X. If you have a grounded source, you must use a non-referenced input
connection at the NB-MI0-16X.
The following sections have connection guidelines for single-ended and differential configurations
and for grounded and floating signal sources.

Types of Signal Sources
When configuring the input mode of the NB-MI0-16X and making signal connections, you must
first determine whether the signal source is floating or ground-referenced. These two types of
signals are described in the following sections.

Floating Signal Sources
A floating signal source is one that is not connected in any way to the building ground system but
rather has an isolated ground reference point. Some examples of floating signal sources are
outputs of transformers, thermocouples, battery-powered devices, optical isolator outputs, and
isolation amplifiers. The ground reference of a floating signal must be tied to the NB-MI0-16X
analog input ground in order to establish a local or onboard reference for the signal. Otherwise,
the measured input signal varies or appears to float. An instrument or device that provides an
isolated output falls into the floating signal source category.

Ground-Referenced Signal Sources
A ground-referenced signal source is one that is connected in some way to the building system
ground and is therefore already connected to a common ground point with respect to the
NB-MI0-16X board, assuming that the Macintosh is plugged into the same power system. Nonisolated outputs of instruments and devices that plug into the building power system fall into this
category.
The difference in ground potential between two instruments connected to the same building power
system is typically between 1 mV and 100 mV, but can be much higher if power distribution
circuits are not properly connected. If a grounded signal source is measured improperly, this
difference may show up as an error in the measurement. The following connection instructions for
grounded signal sources are designed to eliminate this ground potential difference from the
measured signal.

Input Configurations
The NB-MI0-16X can be configured for one of three input modes: NRSE, RSE, or DIFF. The
following sections discuss the use of single-ended and differential measurements, and
considerations for measuring both floating and ground-referenced signal sources. Table 2-4
summarizes the recommended input configuration for both types of signal sources.
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Table 2-4. Recommended Input Configurations for Ground-Referenced
and Floating Signal Sources

Type of Signal

Recommended Input Configuration

Ground-Referenced
(non-isolated outputs,
plug-in instruments)

DIFF
NRSE

Floating
(batteries, thermocouples,
isolated outputs)

DIFF with bias resistors
RSE

Differential Connection Considerations (DIFF Configuration)
Differential connections are those in which each NB-MI0-16X analog input signals has its own
reference signal or signal return path. These connections are available when the NB-MI0-16X is
configured in the DIFF mode. Each input signal is tied to the positive(+) input of the
instrumentation amplifier, and its reference signal, or return, is tied to the negative (-) input of the
instrumentation amplifier.
When the NB-MI0-16X is configured for DIFF input, each signal uses two of the multiplexer
inputs-one for the signal and one for its reference signal. Therefore, only eight analog input
channels are available when using the DIFF configuration. The DIFF input configuration should
be used when any of the following conditions are present:
•

Input signals are low-level (less than 1 V).

•

Leads connecting the signals to the NB-MI0-16X are greater than 15 ft

•

Any of the input signals requires a separate ground reference point or return signal.

•

The signal leads travel through noisy environments.

Differential signal connections reduce induced noise and increase common mode signal and noise
rejection. They also permit input signals to float within the common mode limits of the input
instrumentation amplifier.

Differential Connections for Grounded Signal Sources
Figure 2-16 shows how to connect a ground-referenced signal source to an NB-MI0-16X board
configured for DIFF input. Configuration instructions are included under Analog Input
Configuration earlier in this chapter.
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Figure 2-16. Differential Input Connections for Grounded Signal Sources
With this type of connection, the instrumentation amplifier rejects both the common mode noise in
the signal and the ground potential difference between the signal source and the NB-MI0-16X
ground (shown as Vcm in Figure 2-16).

Differential Connections for Floating Signal Sources
Figure 2-17 shows how to connect a floating signal source to an NB-MI0-16X board configured
for DIFF input Configuration instructions are described under Analog Input Configuration earlier
in this chapter.
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Figure 2-17. Differential Input Connections for Floating Sources
The 100 kQ resistors shown in Figure 2-17 create a return path to ground for the bias currents of
the instrumentation amplifier. If a return path is not provided, the instrumentation amplifier bias
currents charge up stray capacitances, resulting in uncontrollable drift and possible saturation in the
amplifier. Typically, values from 10 kQ to 100 kQ are used.
A resistor from each input to ground, as shown in Figure 2-17, provides bias current return paths
for an AC-coupled input signal. This solution, although necessary for AC-coupled signals, lowers
the input impedance of the analog input channel. In addition, the input offset current of the
instrumentation amplifier contributes a DC offset voltage at the input The amplifier has a
maximum input offset current of ±15 nA and a typical offset current drift of ±20 pN°C. Multiplied
by the 100 kQ resistor, this current contributes a maximum offset voltage of 1.5 mV and a typical
offset voltage drift of 2 µV/°C at the input. Keep this in mind when you observe DC offsets with
AC-coupled inputs.

If the input signal is DC-coupled, then only the resistor connecting the negative (-) signal input to
ground is needed. This connection does not lower the input impedance of the analog input channel
or cause an offset at the input
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Single-Ended Connection Considerations
Single-ended connections are those in which all NB-MI0-16X analog input signals are referenced

to one common ground. The input signals are tied to the positive (+) input of the instrumentation

amplifier, and their common ground point is tied to its negative (-) input.

When the NB-MI0-16X is configured for single-ended input (NRSE or RSE), 16 analog input
channels are available. Single-ended input connections can be used when the following criteria are
met by all input signals:
..

Input signals are high-level (greater than 1 V).

..

Leads connecting the signals to the NB-MI0-16X are less than 15 ft.

..

All input signals share a common reference signal (at the source).

If any of the above criteria is not met, using DIFF input configuration is recommended.
The NB-MI0-16X can be jumper configured for two different types of single-ended connectionsRSE configuration and NRSE configuration. The RSE configuration is used for floating signal
sources. In this case, the NB-MI0-16X provides the reference ground point for the external
signal. The NRSE configuration is used for ground-referenced signal sources. In this case, the
external signal supplies its own reference ground point and the NB-MI0-16X should not supply
one.

Single-Ended Connections for Floating Signal Sources (RSE Configuration)
Figure 2-18 shows how to connect a floating signal source to an NB-MI0-16X board configured
for single-ended input The NB-MI0-16X analog input circuitry must be configured for RSE
input to make these types of connections. Configuration instructions are included under Analog
Input Configuration earlier in this chapter.

ACH<0 .. 15>

..

Floating
Signal

Source
1,2

Input Multiplexer

Measured
Voltage

I/0 Connector
NB-MI0-16X Board in RSE Configuration

Figure 2-18. Single-Ended Input Connections for Floating Signal Sources
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Single-Ended Connections for Grounded Signal Sources (NRSE Configuration)
If a grounded signal source is to be measured with a single-ended configuration, then the
NB-MI0-16X must be configured in the NRSE input configuration. The signal is connected to the
positive (+) input of the NB-MI0-16X instrumentation amplifier and the signal local ground
reference is connected to the negative(-) input of the NB-MI0-16X instrumentation amplifier. The
ground point of the signal should therefore be connected to the AI SENSE pin. Any potential
difference between the NB-MI0-16X ground and the signal ground appears as a common mode
signal at both the positive (+) and negative (-) inputs of the instrumentation amplifier, and this
difference is rejected by the amplifier. On the other hand, if the input circuitry of the
NB-MI0-16X is referenced to ground, such as in the RSE configuration, this difference in ground
potentials appears as an error in the measured voltage.
Figure 2-19 shows how to connect a grounded signal source to an NB-MI0-16X board configured
in the NRSE configuration. Configuration instructions are included under Analog Input
Configuration earlier in this chapter.

ACH<0 .. 15>

Grmmd-

•
•
+
Measured
Voltage

Input Multiplexer

I/0 Connector

NB-MI0-16X Board in NRSE Input Configuration

Figure 2-19. Single-Ended Input Connections for Grounded Signal Sources

Common Mode Signal Rejection Considerations
Figures 2-16 and 2-19 show connections for signal sources that are already referenced to some
ground point with respect to the NB-MI0-16X. In these cases, the instrumentation amplifier can
reject any voltage due to ground potential differences between the signal source and the
NB-MI0-16X. In addition, with differential input connections, the instrumentation amplifier can
reject common mode noise pickup in the leads connecting the signal sources to the NB-MI0-16X.
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The common mode input range of the NB-MI0-16X instrumentation amplifier is defined as the
magnitude of the greatest common mode signal that can be rejected.
The common mode input range for the NB-MI0-16X depends on the size of the differential input
signal 01diff = v+in - v-in) and the gain setting of the instrumentation amplifier. The exact
formula for the allowed common mode input range is as follows:
V cm-max = ± (12V -

V cliff * Gain
2
)

where the maximum value for V cliff is as follows:
±lOVrange
0 to +10 V range
±5 Vrange

V cliff-max

=±10 V

V cliff-max = 10 V
V cliff-max =±5 V

For example, for a differential voltage as large as 20 m V and a gain of 500, the largest common
mode voltage that can be rejected is ±7 V. However, if the differential signal is 10 m V with a gain
of 500, ±9.5 V common mode voltage can be rejected.
The common mode voltage is measured with respect to the NB-MI0-16X ground and can be
calculated by the following formula:
V cm-actual =

cv+in + v-in)

2

where V\n is the signal at the positive (+) input of the instrumentation amplifier and v-in is the
signal at the negative (-) input of the instrumentation amplifier.

If the input signal common mode range exceeds ±7 V with respect to the NB-MI0-16X ground,
you need to limit the amount of floating that occurs between the signal ground and the
NB-MI0-16X ground.

Analog Output Signal Connections
Pins 20 through 23 of the I/0 connector are analog output signal pins.

Pins 20 and 21 are the DACO OUT and DACl OUT signals pins. DACO OUT is the voltage
output signal for analog output channel 0. DACl OUT is the voltage output signal for analog
output channel 1.

Pin 22, EXTREF, is the external reference input for both analog output channels. Each analog
output channel must be configured individually for external reference selection in order for the
signal applied at the external reference input to be used by that channel. Analog output
configuration instructions are described under Analog Output Configuration earlier in this chapter.
The following ranges and ratings apply to the EXTREF input:
Useful input voltage range:

±10 V peak with respect to AO GND

Absolute maximum ratings:

±25 V peak with respect to AO GND
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Pin 23, AO GND, is the ground reference point for both analog output channels and for the
external reference signal.
Figure 2-20 shows how to make analog output connections and the external reference input
connection to the NB-MIQ..16X board. If neither channel is configured to use an external
reference signal, do not connect anything to the EXTREF pin.

22
20

External

DACOOUT
Channel 0

+

Reference
Signal
(Optional)

EX1REF

VOUTO

Load

VOUTl

Load

+

21

DAClOUT
Channel 1
Analog Output Channels

NB-MI0-16X Board

Figure 2-20. Analog Output Connections
The external reference signal can be either a DC or an AC signal. This reference signal is
multiplied by the DAC code to generate the output voltage.

Digital I/0 Signal Connections
Pins 24 through 32 of the I/0 connector are digital I/0 signal pins.
Pins 25, 27, 29, and 31 are connected to the digital lines ADI0<3:0> for digital I/0 port A Pins
26, 28, 30, and 32 are connected to the digital lines BDI0<3:0> for digital I/0 port B. Pin 24,
DIG GND, is the digital ground pin for both digital I/0 ports. Ports A and B can be programmed
individually to be inputs or outputs.
The following specifications and ratings apply to the digital I/0 lines:
Absolute maximum voltage
input rating:
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Digital Input Specifications (referenced to DIG GND):
Vrn input logic high voltage:
Vn... input logic low voltage:

2Vminimum
0.8 V maximum

Irn input current load,
logic high input voltage:

40 µA maximum

Irr.. input current load,
logic low input voltage:

-120 µA maximum

Digital Output Specifications (referenced to DIG GND):
VOH output logic high voltage:
VOL output logic low voltage:

2.4 V minimum
0.5 V maximum

IoH output source current,
logic high:

2.6 mA maximum

loH output sink current,
logic low:

24 mA maximum

With these specifications, each digital output line can drive 11 standard TTL loads and over 50 LS
TTL loads.
Figure 2-21 depicts signal connections for three typical digital I/0 applications.
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Figure 2-21. Digital I/0 Connections
In Figure 2-21, port A is configured for digital output, and port Bis configured for digital input.
Digital input applications include receiving TIL signals and sensing external device states such as
the state of the switch in Figure 2-21. Digital output applications include sending TIL signals and
driving external devices such as the LED shown in Figure 2-21.

Power Connections
Pins 34 and 35 of the I/0 connector provide +5 V from the Macintosh power supply. These pins
are referenced to DIG GND and can be used to power external digital circuitry.
Power rating:

0.5Aat+5V±10%

Warning: Under no circumstances should these +5 V power pins be connected directly to analog
or digital ground or to any other voltage source on the NB-MI0-16X or any other
device. Doing so may damage the NB-MI0-16X and the Macintosh. National
Instruments is not liable for damage resulting from such a connection.
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Timing Connections
Pins 36 through 50 of the I/0 connector are connections for timing I/0 signals. Pins 36 through
40 carry signals used for data acquisition timing. These signals are explained under Data
Acquisition Timing Connections later in this chapter. Pins 41 through 50 carry general-purpose
timing signals provided by the onboard Am9513A Counter!fimer. These signals are explained
under General-Purpose Timing Signal Connections later in this chapter.

Data Acquisition Timing Connections
The data acquisition timing signals are SCANCLK, EXTSTROBE*, STARTTRIG*, STOPTRIG,
and EXTCONV*.
SCANCLK is an output signal that generates a low-to-high edge whenever an ND conversion
begins. SCANCLK pulses only when scanning is enabled on the NB-MI0-16X. SCANCLK is
normally high and pulses low for approximately 1 µsec before the ND conversion begins. The
low-to-high edge can be used to clock external analog input multiplexers. The SCANCLK signal
is driven by one LS TTL gate.
A low pulse is generated on the EXTSTROBE* pin when the External Strobe Register is loaded
(see External Strobe Register in Chapter 4, Programming). Figure 2-22 shows the timing for the
EXTSTROBE* signal.

65 nsec minimum
90 nsec typical

Figure 2-22. EXTSTROBE* Signal Timing
The pulse is typically 90 nsec and is a minimum 65 nsec in width. The EXTSTROBE* signal is an
LS TTL signal that can be used by an external device to latch signals or trigger events.

ND conversions can be externally triggered with the EXTCONV* pin. Applying an active low
pulse to the EXTCONV* initiates an ND conversion. The ND conversion is initiated by the lowto-high edge of the applied pulse. Figure 2-23 shows the timing requirements for the EXTCONV*
signal.
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lw 50 nsec minimum

ND conversion starts within
100 nsec from this point

Figure 2-23. EXTCONV* Signal Timing
The minimum allowed pulse width is 50 nsec. An AID conversion starts within 100 nsec of the
low-to-high edge. There is no maximum pulse width limitation. EXTCONV* should be high for
at least 50 nsec before going low. The EXTCONV* signal is one LS TTL load and is pulled up to
+5 V through a 4.7 ill resistor.
Note: EXTCONV* is also driven by the output of Counter 3 of the Am9513A Counterffimer.
This counter is also referred to as the sample-interval counter. The output of Counter 3
must be disabled to a high-impedance state if AID conversions are to be controlled by
pulses applied to the EXTCONV* pin. If Counter 3 is used to control AID conversions, its
output signal can be monitored at the EXTCONV* pin.
Any data acquisition sequence controlled by the onboard sample-interval and sample counters can
be initiated by an external trigger applied to the STARTTRIG* pin. If conversions are generated
by the EXTCONV* signal, STARTIRIG* does not affect the acquisition timing. Once the two
counters are initialized and armed, applying a falling edge to the STARTIRIG* pin starts the
counters, thereby initiating a data acquisition sequence.
The data acquisition operation is initiated by the high-to-low edge of the applied pulse. Figure
2-25 shows the timing requirements for the STARTTRIG* signal.

-=--tw-=--~i ~ }----

vlli-~-0;;:.~
V1L

[

tw 50 nsec minimum

First ND conversion starts within
1 sample interval from this point

Figure 2-24. STARTTRIG* Signal Timing
The minimum allowed pulse width is 50 nsec. The first AID conversion starts within one sample
interval from the high-to-low edge. The sample interval is controlled by Counter 3. This clock
period is the clock period of the timebase or source signal used by the sample-interval counter.
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There is no maximum pulse width limitation; however, STARTIRIG* should be high for at least
50 nsec before going low. The STARTIRIG* signal is one LS TTL load and is pulled up to +5 V
through a 4.7 kO resistor.
The STOPTRIG pin is used during NB-MI0-16X pretriggered data acquisition operations. In
pretriggered mode, the data acquisition operation is started but no sample counting occurs until a
rising edge is applied to the STOPTRIG pin. The acquisition then completes when the sample
counter decrements to 0. This mode acquires data both before and after a hardware trigger is
received. Figure 2-25 shows the timing requirements for the STOPTRIG signal.

Figure 2-25. STOPTRIG Signal Timing
The STOPTRIG signal is pulled up to +5 V through a 4.7 kQ resistor.

General-Purpose Timing Signal Connections
The general-purpose timing signals include the GATE, SOURCE, and OUT signals for the
Arn9513A Counters 1, 2, and 5, and the FOUT signal generated by the Arn9513A. Counters 1, 2,
and 5 of the Arn9513A Counterffimer can be used for general-purpose applications such as pulse
and square wave generation, event counting, and pulse-width, time-lapse, and frequency
measurements. For these applications, SOURCE and GATE signals can be directly applied to the
counters from the I/0 connector, and the counters are programmed for various operations.
The Arn9513A Counterffimer is described briefly in Chapter 3, Theory of Operation. For detailed
programming information, consult the Arn9513A data sheet in Appendix C, AMD Data Sheet. For
detailed applications information, consult the technical manual The Am9513A/Am9513 System
Timing Controller published by Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Pulses and square waves can be produced by programming Counter 1, 2, or 5 to generate a pulse
signal at its OUT output pin or to toggle the OUT signal each time the counter reaches the terminal
count.
For event counting, one of the counters is programmed to count rising or falling edges applied to
any of the Arn9513A SOURCE inputs. The counter value can then be read to determine the
number of edges that have occurred. Counter operation can be gated on and off during event
counting. Figure 2-26 shows connections for a typical event-counting operation where a switch is
used to gate the counter on and off.
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Figure 2-26. Event-Counting Application with External Switch Gating
To perform pulse-width measurement, a counter is programmed to be level gated. The pulse to be
measured is applied to the counter GATE input. The counter is programmed to count while the
signal at the GATE input is either high or low. If the counter is programmed to count an internal
timebase, then the pulse width is equal to the counter value multiplied by the timebase period.
For time-lapse measurement, a counter is programmed to be edge gated. An edge is applied to the
counter GATE input to start the counter. The counter can be programmed to start counting after
receiving either a high-to-low edge or a low-to-high edge. If the counter is programmed to count
an internal timebase, then the time lapse since receiving the edge is equal to the counter value
multiplied by the timebase period.
To measure frequency, a counter is programmed to be level gated and the rising or falling edges are
counted in a signal applied to a SOURCE input. The gate signal applied to the counter GATE input
is of some known duration. In this case, the counter is programmed to count either rising or
falling edges at the SOURCE input while the gate is applied. The frequency of the input signal is
then the count value divided by the known gate period. Figure 2-27 shows the connections for a
frequency measurement application. A second counter could also be used to generate the gate
signal in this application.
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Figure 2-27. Frequency Measurement Application
Two or more counters can be concatenated by tying the OUT signal from one counter to the
SOURCE signal of another counter. The counters can then be treated as one 32-bit or 48-bit
counter for most counting applications.
The GATE, SOURCE, and OUT signals for Counters 1, 2, and 5, and the FOUT output signal are
tied directly from the Am9513A input and output pins to the I/0 connector. In addition, the GATE
and SOURCE pins are pulled up to +5 V through a 4.7 ill resistor.
The following specifications and ratings apply to the Am9513A I/0 signals:
Absolute maximum voltage
input rating:

-0.5 V to +7 .0 V with respect to DIG GND

Am9513A Digital Input Specifications (referenced to DIG GND):

Vrn: input logic high voltage:

2.2 V minimum

VIL input logic low voltage:

0.8 V maximum

Input load current:

±10 µA maximum

Am9513A Digital Output Specifications (referenced to DIG GND):
VOH output logic high voltage:
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VOL output logic low voltage:

0.4 V maximum

loH output source current,
atVoH:

200 µA maximum

IoH output sink current,
atVoL:

3.2 mA maximum

Output current, high-impedance
state:

±25 µA maximum

Figure 2-28 shows the timing requirements for the GATE and SOURCE input signals and the
timing specifications for the OUT output signals of the Am9513A.

SOURCE

V

IB

V n.,

GATE
lgw
lout

our
lsc
tsp
lgsu
lgh
lgw
tout

145 nsec minimum
70 nsec minimum
100 nsec minimum
10 nsec minimum
145 nsec minimum
300 nsec maximum

Figure 2-28. General-Purpose Timing Signals
The GATE and OUT signal transitions in Figure 2-28 are referenced to the rising edge of the
SOURCE signal. This timing diagram assumes that the counters are programmed to count rising
edges. The same timing diagram, with the source signal inverted and referenced to the falling edge
of the source signal, applies to the case in which the counter is programmed to count falling edges.
The signal applied at a SOURCE input can be used as a clock source by any of the Am9513A
counter/timers and by the Am9513A frequency division output FOUT. The signal applied to a
SOURCE input must not exceed a frequency of 6 MHz for proper operation of the Am9513A. The
Am9513A counters can be individually programmed to count rising or falling edges of signals
applied at any of the Am9513A SOURCE or GATE input pins.
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In addition to the signals applied to the SOURCE and GATE inputs, the Am9513A generates five
internal timebase clocks from the clock signal supplied by the NB-MI0-16X. These clocks can be
used as counting sources, and they have a maximum skew of 7 5 nsec between them. The
SOURCE signal shown in Figure 2-28 represents any of the signals applied at the SOURCE
inputs, GATE inputs, or internal timebase clocks. See the Am9513A data sheet in Appendix C,
AMD Data Sheet, for further details.
Specifications for signals at the GATE input are referenced to the signal at the SOURCE input or
one of the Am9513A internally generated signals. Figure 2-28 shows the GATE signal referenced
to the rising edge of a source signal. The gate must be valid (either high or low) at least 100 nsec
before the rising or falling edge of a source signal for the gate to take effect at that source edge (as
shown by tgsu and !izh in Figure 2-28). Similarly, the gate signal must be held for at least 10 nsec
after the rismg or falling edge of a source signal for the gate to take effect at that source edge. The
gate high or low period must be at least 145 nsec in duration. If an internal timebase clock is used,
the gate signal cannot be synchronized with the clock. In this case, gates applied close to a source
edge take effect either on that source edge or on the next one. This arrangement provides an
uncertainty of one source clock period with respect to unsynchronized gating sources.
Signals generated at the OUT output are referenced to the signal at the SOURCE input or to one of
the Am9513A internally generated clock signals. Figure 2-28 shows the OUT signal referenced to
the rising edge of a source signal. Any OUT signal state changes occur within 300 nsec after the
source signal rising or falling edge.

Cabling and Field Wiring
This section discusses cabling and field wiring guidelines for the NB-MI0-16X board.

Field Wiring Considerations
Accuracy of measurements made with the NB-MI0-16X can be seriously affected by
environmental noise if proper considerations are not taken into account when running signal wires
between signal sources and the NB-MI0-16X board. The following recommendations apply
mainly to analog input signal -routing to the NB-MI0-16X board, though they are applicable for
signal routing in general.
Noise pickup can be minimized and measurement accuracy maximized by doing the following:
•

Use individually shielded, twisted-pair wires to connect analog input signals to the
NB-MI0-16X. With this type of wire, the signals attached to the CH+ and CH- inputs are
twisted together and then covered with a shield. This shield is then connected at only one point
to the signal source ground. This kind of connection is required for signals traveling through
areas with large magnetic fields or high electromagnetic interference.

•

Use differential analog input connections to reject common mode noise.

The following recommendations apply for all signal connections to the NB-MI0-16X:
•

Physically separate NB-MI0-16X signal lines from high-current or high-voltage lines. These
lines are capable of inducing currents in or voltages on the NB-MI0-16X signal lines if they
run in parallel paths at a close distance. Reduce the magnetic coupling between lines by
separating them by a reasonable distance if they run in parallel, or by running the lines at right
angles to each other.
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•

Do not run NB-MI0-16X signal lines through conduits that also contain power lines.

•

Protect NB-MI0-16X signal lines from magnetic fields caused by electric motors, welding
equipment, breakers, or transformers by running the NB-MI0-16X signal lines through special
metal conduits.

Cabling Considerations
National Instruments has a cable termination accessory, the CB-50, for use with the NB-MI0-16X
board. This kit includes a terminated 50-conductor flat ribbon cable and a connector block. Signal
I/0 leads can be attached to screw terminals on the connector block and thereby connected to the
NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector.
The CB-50 is useful for prototyping an application or in situations where NB-MI0-16X
interconnections are frequently changed. Once a final field wiring scheme has been developed,
however, you may wish to develop your own cable. This section contains information and
guidelines for design of such a cable.
The NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector is a 50-pin male ribbon cable header. Recommended
manufacturer part numbers for this header are as follows:
3M Scotchflex
T &B Corporation/Ansley Electronics Division

part number 3596-5002
part number 609-5007

The mating connector for the NB-MI0-16X is a 50-position, ribbon socket connector, polarized,
with strain relief. National Instruments uses a polarized (keyed) connector to prevent inadvertent
upside down connection to the NB-MI0-16X. Recommended manufacturer part numbers for this
mating connector are as follows:
3M Scotchflex
T &B Corporation/Ansley Electronics Division

part number 3425-7650
part number 609-5041CE

A standard ribbon cable (50-conductor, 28 AWG, stranded) can be used with these connectors.
Recommended manufacturer part numbers for this ribbon cable are as follows:
3M Scotchflex
T &B Corporation/Ansley Electronics Division

part number 3365/50
part number 171-50

In making your own cabling, you may want to shield your cables. The following guidelines may
help:
For the analog input signals, shielded twisted-pair wires for each analog input pair yield the
best results, assuming that differential inputs are used. Tie the shield for each signal pair to the
ground reference at the source.
The analog lines, pins 1 through 23, should be routed separately from the digital lines, pins 24
through 50.
When using a cable shield, use separate shields for the analog and digital halves of the cable.
Failure to do so will result in noise from switching digital signals coupling into the analog
signals.
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This chapter contains a functional overview of the NB-MI0-16X and explains the operation of
each functional unit making up the NB-MI0-16X.

Functional Overview
The block diagram in Figure 3-1 is a functional overview of the NB-MI0-16X board.
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Figure 3-1. NB-MI0-16X Block Diagram
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The following are the major constituents of the NB-MI0-16X board:
•

NuBus interface circuitry

0

Analog input and data acquisition circuitry

•

Analog output circuitry

•

Digital I/0 circuitry

•

Timing 1/0 circuitry

•

RTSI bus interface circuitry

The internal data and control buses interconnect the components. The theory of operation of each
of these components is explained in the remainder of this chapter.

NuBus Interface Circuitry
The NB-MI0-16X is a full-sized 16-bit NuBus slave board. The NuBus is a 32-bit address and
data bus with a 10 MHz clock. In addition, the NuBus provides interface signals for read and
write operations, and an interrupt line that may be driven by boards in NuBus slots. The
components making up the NB-MI0-16X NuBus interface circuitry are shown in Figure 3-2.
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The NuBus interface circuitry consists of slot-decoding circuitry, address latches, data
transceivers, interface timing signals, address decoding circuitry, EPROM, NMR interrupt
circuitry, and circuitry to generate onboard 10 MHz and 1 MHz clocks. This interface circuitry
generates the signals necessary to control and monitor the operation of the NB-MI0-16X multiple
function circuitry.
The slot-decoding circuitry on the NB-MI0-16X matches NuBus address lines 24 through 27 to
slot ID lines provided by the slot in which the board resides. This matching is used by the board to
determine when the slot that it occupies is being addressed. Each slot in the Macintosh NuBus has
a unique slot address. The NuBus address lines Othrough 19 are latched by the onboard address
latches. These address lines are decoded by the NB-MI0-16X address-decoding circuitry in order
to generate select signals for the onboard configuration ROM and other registers. Address lines 20
through 23 are left undecoded by the NB-MI0-16X board so that the NB-MI0-16X is compatible
with both the 24-bit and 32-bit bus modes used by the Macintosh NuBus.
The NB-MI0-16X is a 16-bit interface board and therefore uses only 16 of the 32 data lines on the
NuBus. The NuBus interface timing signals are decoded by the NB-MI0-16X NuBus interface
timing circuitry, which generates the proper read and write signals for the remaining NB-MI0-16X
circuitry. The NuBus 10 MHz clock is used to clock the NuBus interface timing circuitry. This
clock is also buffered onboard, and generates a 1 MHz clock for the counter/timer and 2, 5, and 10
MHz clocks for running the ADC.
The configuration ROM is an 8 kilobyte EPROM that contains information pertinent to the
NB-MI0-16X board. This ROM is read by the Macintosh Slot Manager at system startup. It is
required by the NuBus and is used by the Macintosh operating system and other software to
identify the board.
The NB-MI0-16X is able to cause interrupts in the Macintosh NuBus by driving the NuBus NMR
interrupt line.

Analog Input and Data Acquisition Circuitry
The NB-MI0-16X handles 16 channels of analog input with software-programmable gain and
16-bit AID conversion. In addition, the NB-MI0-16X contains data acquisition circuitry for
automatic timing of multiple AID conversions and includes advanced options such as external
triggering, gating, and clocking. Figure 3-3 shows a block diagram of the analog input and data
acquisition circuitry.
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Analog Input Circuitry
The analog input circuitry consists of an input multiplexer, multiplexer mode selection jumpers, a
software-programmable gain instrumentation amplifier, a 16-bit ADC, and a 16-bit FIFO.
The input multiplexer consists of two CMOS analog input multiplexers and has 16 analog input
channels. Multiplexer MUXO is connected to analog input channels O through 7. Multiplexer
MUXl is connected to analog input channels 8 through 15. The input multiplexers provide input
overvoltage protection of ±35 V powered on and ±20 V powered off.
The multiplexer mode selection jumpers configure the analog input channels as 16 single-ended
inputs or 8 differential inputs. When single-ended mode is selected, the outputs of the two
multiplexers are tied together and routed to the positive (+)input of the instrumentation amplifier.
The negative(-) input of the instrumentation amplifier is tied to the NB-MI0-16X ground for RSE
input or to the analog return of the input signals via the AISENSE input on the I/0 connector for
NRSE input. When DIFF mode is selected, the output of MUXO is routed to the positive (+) input
of the instrumentation amplifier, and the output of MUXl is routed to the negative(-) input of the
instrumentation amplifier.
The instrumentation amplifier fulfills two purposes on the NB-MI0-16X board It converts a
differential input signal into a single-ended signal with respect to the NB-MI0-16X ground for a
minimum input common mode rejection ratio of75 dB. This conversion allows the input analog
signal to be extracted from any common mode voltage or noise before being sampled and
converted The instrumentation amplifier also applies gain to the input signal, allowing an input
analog signal to be amplified before being sampled and converted, and thus increasing
measurement resolution and accuracy. The gain of the instrumentation amplifier is selected under
software control. The NB-MI0-16XL (L stands for low-level signals) provides gains of 1, 10,
100, and 500. The NB-MI0-16XH (H stands for high-level signals) provides gains of 1, 2, 4,
and 8.
Selection of the analog input channel and the gain settings is controlled by the mux-gain memory.
The mux-gain memory provides two gain control bits to the instrumentation amplifier and four
multiplexer address bits to the input multiplexers and multiplexer mode selection circuitry that
select the analog input channels. Operation of the mux-gain memory is explained in more detail
under Data Acquisition Timing Circuitry later in this chapter.
The ADC is a 16-bit successive approximation sampling ADC. The 16-bit resolution of the
converter allows the ADC to resolve its input range into 65536 different steps. This resolution also
provides a 16-bit digital word that represents the value of the input voltage level with respect to the
converter input range. The ADC supports four input ranges that can be selected by setting jumpers
on the board and setting a software bit: -10 to+ 10 V, -5 to +5 V, 0 to+ 10 V, and Oto +5 V. The
NB-MI0-16X ADC is available in two different maximum conversion times: 42 or 18 µsec.
When an AID conversion is complete, the ADC clocks the result into the AID FIFO. The ND
FIFO is 16 bits wide and 16 words deep. This FIFO serves as a buffer to the ADC and provides
two benefits. Any time an AID conversion is complete, the value is saved in the AID FIFO for later
reading, and the ADC is free to start a new conversion. Secondly, the AID FIFO can collect up to
16 AID conversion values before any information is lost, thus allowing software or DMA extra
time (16 times the sample interval) to catch up with the hardware. If more than 16 values are
stored in the AID FIFO and the ND FIFO is not read, an error condition called AID FIFO overflow
occurs and AID conversion information is lost.
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The AID FIFO generates a signal that indicates when it contains AID conversion data. The state of
this signal can be read from the NB-MI0-16X Status Register. This signal can be used to generate
a DMA request signal or to generate an interrupt
The NB-MI0-16X can be programmed to generate either straight binary numbers or two's
complement numbers. Straight binary numbers range from Oto 65535; two's complement
numbers range from -32768 to +32767. Two's complement numbers are generated on the board
from straight binary numbers by inverting the most significant bit.

Data Acquisition Timing Circuitry
A data acquisition operation refers to the process of taking a sequence of AID conversions with the
sample interval (the time between successive AID conversions) carefully timed. The data
acquisition timing circuitry consists of various clocks and timing signals. Three types of data
acquisition are supported by the NB-MI0-16X board: single-channel data acquisition, multiplechannel data acquisition with continuous scanning, and multiple-channel data acquisition with
interval scanning.
Scanned data acquisition uses the mux counter and the mux-gain memory to automatically switch
between analog input channels during data acquisition. Continuous scanning cycles through the
mux-gain memory without any delays between cycles. Interval scanning assigns a time interval
called the scan interval to each cycle through the mux-gain memory. The scan interval is basically
the time between starts for each cycle through the mux-gain memory.
Data acquisition timing consists of signals that initiate a data acquisition operation, initiate
individual AID conversions, gate the data acquisition operation, and generate scanning clocks. The
sources for these signals can be supplied by timers on the NB-MI0-16X board, by signals
connected to the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector, or by signals from other NB Series boards
connected to the RTSI bus.
Single AID conversions can be initiated by applying an active low pulse to the EXTCONV* input
on the I/0 connector or writing to the Start Convert Register on the NB-MI0-16X board. During
data acquisition, the onboard sample-interval counter (Counter 3 of the Am9513A Counter/Timer)
generates pulses that initiate AID conversions. The sample interval can be controlled externally by
applying a stream of pulses at the EXTCONV* input In this case, you have complete external
control over the sample interval and the number of AID conversions performed.
The sample-interval timer is a 16-bit down counter that can be used with the five internal timebases
of the Am9513A to generate sample intervals from 2 µsec to 6 sec (see Timi.ng 110 Circuitry later in
this chapter). The sample-interval timer can also use any of the external clock inputs to the
Am9513A as a timebase. During data acquisition, the sample interval counts down at the rate
given by the internal timebase or external clock. Each time the sample-interval timer reaches 0, it
generates a pulse and reloads with the programmed sample-interval count This operation
continues until data acquisition halts.
Data acquisition can be controlled by the onboard sample counter. This counter is loaded with the
number of samples to be taken during a data acquisition operation. The sample counter can be
16-bit for counts up to 65535 or 32-bit for counts up to (232 - 1). If a 16-bit counter is needed,
Counter 4 of the Am9513A Counter/Timer is used. If more than 16 bits are needed, Counter 4 is
concatenated with Counter 5 of the Am9513A to form a 32-bit counter. The sample counter
decrements its count each time the sample-interval counter generates an AID conversion pulse, and
the sample counter stops the data acquisition process when it counts down to 0.
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The sample counter can be triggered externally with the STOPTRIG input on the NB-MI0-16X I/0
connector. The counter does not begin counting the ND conversion pulses until a rising edge
signal occurs on STOPTRIG. With this method, ND conversion samples can be collected both
before and after a hardware trigger is received.
The data acquisition process can be initiated by writing to the Start DAQ Register on the
NB-MI0-16X board or by applying an active low pulse to the STARTIRIG* input on the
NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector. These triggers start the sample-interval and sample counters. The
sample-interval counter then manages the data acquisition process until the sample counter
reaches 0.

Single°Channel Data Acquisition
During single-channel data acquisition, the mux-gain memory is set up to select the gain and analog
input channel before data acquisition is initiated. These gain and multiplexer settings remain
constant during the entire data acquisition process; therefore, all ND conversion data is read from a
single channel.

Multiple°Channel (Scanned) Data Acquisition
Multiple-channel data acquisition is performed by enabling scanning during data acquisition.
Multiple-channel scanning-is controlled by the mux counter and the mux-gain memory.
The mux-gain memory consists of 16 words of memory. Each word of memory contains a
multiplexer address (4 bits) for input analog channel selection, a gain setting (2 bits), and a bit
indicating if the entry is the last in the scan sequence. The mux-gain memory address is controlled
by the mux counter. Whenever a mux-gain memory address location is selected, the multiplexer
and gain control bits contained in that memory location are applied to the analog input circuitry.
For scanning operations, the mux counter steps through successive locations in the mux-gain
memory at a rate determined by the scan clock. The mux-gain memory, therefore, allows an
arbitrary sequence of channels (16 maximum), with a separate gain setting for each channel to be
clocked through during a scanning operation.
Both the mux counter and the mux-gain memory can be directly written to through NB-MI0-16X
registers. For writing purposes, the mux counter serves as a pointer to the mux-gain memory.
The counter can be loaded with any 4-bit value to point to any mux-gain memory location. This
counter also allows scanning to start at any location in the mux-gain memory.
The SCANCLK signal is generated from the sample-interval counter. This signal pulses once at
the beginning of each ND conversion. The SCANCLK signal is supplied at the I/0 connector.
During multiple-channel scanning, the mux counter is incremented repeatedly, thereby sequencing
through the mux-gain memory and automatically selecting new channel and gain settings during
data acquisition. The MUXCTRCLK signal is generated from the SCANCLK and provides the
pulses that increment the mux counter. MUXCTRCLK can be identical to SCANCLK,
incrementing the mux counter once after every ND conversion. MUXCTRCLK can also be
generated by dividing SCANCLK by Counter 1 of the Am9513A Counter/Timer. This method
allows the mux counter to be incremented once every N ND conversions such that N conversions
can be performed on a single channel and gain selection before switching to the next channel and
gain selection.
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Analog Output Circuitry
The NB-MIQ..16X provides two channels of 12-bit DIA output Each analog output channel
provides options such as unipolar or bipolar output and internal or external reference voltage
selection. Figure 3-4 shows a block diagram of the analog output circuitry.
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Figure 3-4. Analog Output Circuitry Block Diagram
Each analog output channel contains a 12-bit DAC, output operational amplifiers (op amps),
reference selection jumpers, and unipolar/bipolar output selection jumpers.
The DAC in each analog output channel generates a current proportional to the input voltage
reference (Vref) multiplied by the digital code loaded into the DAC. Each DAC can be loaded with
a 12-bit digital code by writing to registers on the NB-MI0-16X board. The output op amps
convert the DAC current output to a voltage output provided at the NB-MIQ..16X I/0 connector
DACO OUT and DA Cl OUT pins. The analog output of the DACs is updated to reflect the loaded
12-bit digital code in any of four ways-immediately when the 12-bit code is written to the DACs,
when an active low pulse occurs on the Am9513A OUT2 pin, when an external active low pulse
drives the OUT2 signal on the back connector, or when an active low pulse is received from the
RTSI bus. The update method used is selected by the RTSIWGEN and TMRWGEN bits in
Command Register 1.
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The DAC output op amps can be jumper configured to provide either a unipolar or bipolar voltage
output range. A unipolar output has an output voltage range of O to +Vref - 1 LSB V. A bipolar
output provides an output voltage range of -Vref to +V ref -1 LSB V. For unipolar output, 0 V
output corresponds to a digital code word of 0. For bipolar output, the form of the digital code
input is jumper selectable. If straight binary form is selected, 0 V output corresponds to a digital
code word of 2,048. If two's complement form is selected, 0 V output corresponds to a digital
code word of 0. One LSB is the voltage increment corresponding to an LSB change in the digital
code word.
For unipolar output, use the following formula:
1 LSB = Vref
4,096
For bipolar output, use the following formula:
1 LSB = Vref
2,048
The voltage reference source for each DAC is jumper selectable and can be supplied either
externally at the EXTREF input or internally. The external reference can be either a DC or an AC
signal. If an AC reference is applied, the analog output channel acts as a signal attenuator, and the
AC signal appears at the output attenuated by the digital code divided by 4,096 for unipolar output
Bipolar output with an AC reference provides four-quadrant multiplication, which means that the
signal is inverted for digital codes -2,048 through -1, and not inverted for digital codes 1 through
2,047. In two's complement mode, a digital code word of O attenuates the input signal to O V.
This attenuation is equivalent to multiplying the signal by (digital code word) I 2,048.
The internal voltage reference is a buffered version of the 5 V reference supplied by the ADC. This
buffer either produces 5 V or multiplies its input by 2 to give 10 V. Using the internal reference
supplies an output voltage range of Oto 4.9988 Vin steps of 1.22 m V or Oto 9.9976 Vin steps of
2.44 m V for unipolar output and an output voltage range of -5 V to +4.9976 V in steps of 2.44 mV
or -10 V to +9 .9951 V in steps of 4.88 m V for bipolar output.

Digital I/0 Circuitry
The NB-MI0-16X provides eight digital I/0 lines. These lines are divided into two ports of four
lines each and are located at pins ADI0<3 .. 0> and BDI0<3 .. 0> on the I/0 connector. Figure 3-5
shows a block diagram of the digital I/0 circuitry.
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Figure 3-5. Digital I/0 Circuitry Block Diagram
The digital I/0 lines are controlled by the Digital Output Register and monitored by the Digital Input
Register. The Digital Output Register is an 8-bit register that contains the digital output values for
both ports A and B. When port A is enabled, bits <3 ..0> in the Digital Output Register are driven
onto digital output lines ADI0<3 ..0>. When port Bis enabled, bits <7 ..4> in the Digital Output
Register are driven onto digital output lines BDI0<3 ..0>.
Reading the Digital Input Register returns the state of the digital I/0 lines. Digital I/0 lines
ADI0<3 ..0> are connected to bits <3 ..0> of the Digital Input Register. Digital I/0 lines
BDI0<3 ..0> are connected to bits <7 ..4> of the Digital Input Register. When a port is enabled,
the Digital Input Register serves as a read-back register, returning the digital output value of the
port. When a port is not enabled, reading the Digital Input Register returns the state of the digital
I/0 lines as driven by an external device.
Both the digital input and output registers are TIL compatible. The digital output ports, when
enabled, are capable of sinking 24 mA of current and sourcing 2.6 mA of current on each digital
I/0 line. When the ports are not enabled, the digital I/0 lines act as high-impedance inputs.
The external strobe signal EXTSTROBE*, shown in Figure 3-5, is a general-purpose strobe
signal. Writing to an address location on the NB-MI0-16X board generates an active low 90 nsec
pulse on this output pin. EXTSTROBE* is not necessarily part of the digital I/0 circuitry but is
shown here because it can be used to latch digital output from the NB-MI0-16X into an external
device.
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Timing I/0 Circuitry
The NB-MI0-16X uses an Am9513A Counter/Timer for data acquisition timing and for generalpurpose timing J/0 functions. Figure 3-6 shows a block diagram of the timing J/0 circuitry.
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Figure 3-6. Timing J/0 Circuitry Block Diagram
The Am9513A contains five independent 16-bit counter/timers, a 4-bit frequency output channel,
and five internally generated timebases. The five counter/timers can be programmed to operate in
several timing modes. The programming and operation of the Am9513A are presented in detail in
Appendix C, AMD Data Sheet.
The Am9513A clock input is a 1 MHz clock generated from the NuBus 10 MHz clock. The
Am9513A uses this clock input to generate five internal timebases. These timebases can be used as
clocks by the counter/timers and by the frequency output channel. The five internal timebases
normally used for NB-MI0-16X timing functions are 1 MHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz, 1 kHz, and
100 Hz.
The 16-bit counters in the Am9513A are diagrammed as shown in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7. Counter Block Diagram
Each counter has a SOURCE input pin, a GATE input pin, and an output pin labeled OUT. The
Am9513A counters are numbered 1 through 5, and their GATE, SOURCE, and OUT pins are
labeled GATE N, SOURCE N, and OUT N, where N is the counter number.
For counting operations, the counters can be programmed to use any of the five internal timebases,
any of the five GATE and five SOURCE inputs to the Am9513A, and the output of the previous
counter (Counter 4 uses Counter 3 output, and so on). A counter can be configured to count either
falling or rising edges of the selected input.
The counter GATE input allows counter operation to be gated. Once a counter is configured for an
operation through software, a signal at the GATE input can be used to start and stop counter
operation. There are five gating modes supported by the Am9513A: no gating, level gating active
high, level gating active low, low-to-high edge gating, and high-to-low edge gating. A counter can
also be active high level gated by a signal at GATEN+ 1 and GATE N-1, where N is the counter
number.
The counter generates timing signals at its OUT output pin. The OUT output pin can also be set to
a high-impedance state or a grounded output state. The counters generate two types of output
signals during counter operation: terminal count (fC) pulse output, and TC toggle output A
counter reaches TC when it counts up or down and rolls over. In many counter applications, the
counter reloads from an internal register when it reaches TC. In TC pulse output mode, the
counter generates a pulse during the cycle that it reaches TC and reloads. In TC toggle output
mode, the counter output changes state after it reaches TC and reloads. In addition, the counters
can be configured for positive logic output or negative (inverted) logic output for a total of four
possible output signals generated for one timing mode.
The SOURCE, GATE, and OUT pins for Counters 1, 2, and 5 of the onboard Am9513A are
located on the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector. A rising edge signal on the STOPTRIG pin of the I/0
connector sets the flip-flop output signal connected to the GATE4 input of the Am9513A and can
be used as an additional gate input The flip-flop output connected to GATE4 is cleared when the
sample counter reaches TC, when an overflow or overrun occurs, or when the ND Clear Register
is written to.
The Am9513A SOURCES pin is connected to the NB-MI0-16X RTSI switch, which means that a
signal from the RTSI trigger bus can be used as a counting source for the Am9513A counters.
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The Am9513A OUT2 pin can be used in several different ways. If the TMRWGEN bit is set in
Command Register 1, an active low pulse on OUT2 updates the analog output on the two DACs.
OUT2 can also be used to trigger interrupt requests. If this bit is set, an interrupt occurs when a
rising edge signal is detected on OUT2. This interrupt can be used to update the DACs or to
interrupt on an external signal connected to OUT2 through the I/0 connector.
Counters 3 and 4 of the Am9513A are dedicated to data acquisition timing and therefore are not
made available for general-purpose timing applications. Signals generated at OUT3 and OUT4 are
provided to the data acquisition timing circuitry. GATE3 is controlled by the data acquisition
timing circuitry.
Counter 5 is used by the data acquisition timing circuitry and concatenated with Counter 4 to form
a 32-bit sample counter whenever the 16*/32CNT bit in Command Register I is set high. The
SCANCLK signal is connected to the SOURCE3 input of the Am9513A. OUTI can be used to
divide the SCANCLK signal for generating the MUXCTRCLK signal (see Data Acquisition
Timing Circuitry earlier in this chapter).
Counter 2 is sometimes used by the data acquisition timing circuitry to assign a time interval to
each cycle through the scan sequence programmed in the mux-gain memory. This mode is called
interval channel scanning. See Multiple-Channel (Scanned) Data Acquisition earlier in this chapter.
The Am9513A 4-bit programmable frequency output channel is provided at the I/0 connector
FOUT pin. Any of the five internal timebases and any of the counter SOURCE or GATE inputs
can be selected as the frequency output source. The frequency output channel divides the selected
source by its 4-bit programmed value and provides the divided-down signal at the FOUT pin.

RTSI Bus Interface Circuitry
The NB-MI0-16X is interfaced to the National Instrument RTSI bus. The RTSI bus has seven
trigger lines, seven DMA request lines, and eight interrupt lines. All National Instruments NB
Series boards with RTSI bus connectors can be wired together inside the Macintosh and share
these signals. A block diagram of the RTSI bus interface circuitry is shown in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8. RTSI Bus Interface Circuitry Block Diagram
Figure 3-8 shows the DMA driver circuitry, the interrupt driver circuitry, and the RTSI switch.
These drivers and the RTSI switch route NB-MI0-16X signals to and from the RTSI bus.
The seven RTSI DMA request lines are driven by the DMA driver circuitry. The DMA driver
routes the NB-MI0-16X DMA request signal onto the DMA request line selected by the bits
DMAA<2 .. 0>. DMAA<2.. 0> are controlled by an NB-MI0-16X register.
The eight RTSI interrupt lines are driven by the interrupt driver circuitry. The interrupt driver
routes the NB-MI0-16X interrupt signal onto the interrupt line selected by the bits ID*<2.. 0>.
ID*<2 .. 0> are provided at the NuBus connector and are unique to each NuBus slot; therefore the
RTSI interrupt line selected is determined by the slot containing the NB-MI0-16X board.
The RTSI switch is a National Instruments custom integrated circuit that acts as a seven by seven
crossbar switch. Pins B<6.. 0> are connected to the seven RTSI bus trigger lines. Pins A<6 .. 0>
are connected to seven signals on the board. The RTSI switch can drive any of the signals at pins
A<6 .. 0> onto any one or more of the seven RTSI bus trigger lines and can drive any of the seven
trigger line signals onto any one or more of the pins A<6 .. 0>. This capability provides a
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completely flexible signal interconnection scheme for any NB Series board sharing the RTSI bus.
The RTSI switch is programmed via its select and data inputs.
On the NB-MI0-16X board, nine signals are connected to pins A<6 .. 0> of the RTSI switch with
the aid of additional drivers. The signals GATEl, OUTl, OUT2, OUTS, and STOPTRIG are
shared with the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector and Am9S 13A Counter/fimer. The SOURCES
signal is connected to the Am9Sl3A SOURCES pin. The EXTCONV* and STARTTRIG* signals
are shared with the I/0 connector and the data acquisition timing circuitry. The RTSIWG signal is
connected to the DIA circuitry to permit use of timing signals from the RTSI for waveform
generation. These onboard interconnections allow NB-MI0-16X general-purpose and data
acquisition timing to be controlled over the RTSI bus as well as externally and allow the
NB-MI0-16X and the I/0 connector to provide timing signals to other NB Series boards connected
to the RTSI bus.
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This chapter describes in detail the address and function of each of the NB-MI0-16X registers.
This chapter also includes important infonnation about programming the NB-MI0-16X.

Register Access
The Macintosh uses memory mapping to access boards in the system. The following sections
discuss how to access the various registers on the NB-MI0-16X.

Slot Address Space
Each slot in the Macintosh is allocated a block of Macintosh memory addresses known as the slot

address space. All I/0 boards plugged into Macintosh NuBus slots are therefore memory mapped.

When an I/0 board is plugged into a given slot, the board's registers can be accessed within that
slot address space. The block of memory addresses allocated to each slot depends on the slot
number and whether the Macintosh memocy manager is in 24-bit or 32-bit addressing mode.
Consult your Macintosh manual to detennine the slot numbers used in your computer. Table 4-1
shows the slot address space for each slot, both for 24-bit mode and for 32-bit mode.
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Table 4-1. Macintosh Slot Addresses

Slot Number

Starting Address (Hex)

Ending Address (Hex)

24-BitMode
9
A
B
C
D
E

0090 0000
OOAO 0000
OOBO 0000
ooco 0000
OODO 0000
OOEO 0000

009F
OOAF
OOBF
OOCF
OODF
OOEF

FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF

FOOO
FlOO
F200
F300
F400
F500
F600
F700
F800
F900
FAOO
FBOO
FCOO
FDOO
FEOO

POFF
Fl FF
F2FF
F3FF
F4FF
F5FF
F6FF
F7FF
F8FF
F9FF
FAFF
FBFF
FCFF
FDFF
FEFF

FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF
FFFF

32-BitMode
0
1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

Register Map
The register map for the NB-MI0-16X is shown in Table 4-2. This table lists the register name,
the register address offset from the slot starting address, the type of the register (read only, write
only, or read and write), and the size of the register in bits.
Each register address in Table 4-2 is the offset address from the slot starting address. To calculate
the absolute address of the register, add the register offset given in Table 4-2 to the slot starting
address given in Table 4-1. For example, if the NB-MI0-16X is plugged into slot B and the
memory manager is in 24-bit mode, the AID Clear Register is at address 00 0018 + BO 0000, that
is, address BO 0018 (hex). If the NB-MI0-16X is plugged into slot Band the memory manager is
in 32-bit mode, the RTSI Switch Strobe Register is at address C 0004 + FBOO 0000, that is,
address FBOC 0004.
The address decoding circuitry on the NB-MI0-16X is such that using a slot starting address of
FssO 0000 (where thesis replaced by the slot number) properly accesses all registers in both
memory modes.
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Table 4-2. NB-MI0-16X Register Map

Register Name

Address (Hex)

Type

Size

Configuration and Status Register Group:
Status Register
Command Register 1
Command Register 2

Base address + 0
Base address + 0
Base address + 4

Read-only
Write-only
Write-only

16-bit
16-bit
16-bit

Event Strobe Register Group:
Start Convert Register
Start DAQ Register
ND Clear Register
External Multiplexer Strobe Register
Internal Calibration Register

Base address + 10
Base address+ 14
Base address + 18
Base address + 1C
Base address + 2 0000

Write-only
Write-only
Write-only
Write-only
Write-only

16-bit
16-bit
16-bit
16-bit
16-bit

Analog Output Register Group:
DACO Register
DACl Register
TMRINTCL Register

Base address+ 20
Base address+ 24
Base address + 4 0000

Write-only
Write-only
Write-only

16-bit
16-bit
16-bit

Analog Input Register Group:
Mux-Counter Register
Mux-Gain Register
ND FIFO Register

Base address+ 8
Base address + C
Base address + 2C

Write-only
Write-only
Read-only

16-bit
16-bit
16-bit

Am9513A Counter/Timer Register Group:
Am9513A Data Register
Am9513A Command Register
Am9513A Status Register

Base address + 30
Base address + 34
Base address+ 34

Read-and-write
Write-only
Read-only

16-bit
16-bit
16-bit

Digital I/0 Register Group:
Digital Input Register
Digital Output Register

Base address + 38
Base address + 38

Read-only
Write-only

16-bit
16-bit

RTSI Switch Register Group:
RTSI Switch Shift Register
RTSI Switch Strobe Register

Base address + C 0000
Base address + C 0004

Write-only
Write-only

8-bit
8-bit

Register Sizes
The Macintosh supports three different memory word sizes for memory read and write operations:
byte (8-bit), half-word (16-bit), and word (32-bit). Table 4-2 shows the word sizes of the
NB-MI0-16X registers. For example, reading the ND FIFO Memory Register requires a
16-bit (half-word) read operation at the specified address, whereas writing to the RTSI Switch
Strobe Register requires an 8-bit (byte) write operation at the specified address.

Register Description
Table 4-2 divides the NB-MI0-16X registers into seven different register groups. A bit description
of each of the registers making up these groups is included later in this chapter.
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The Configuration and Status Register Group controls the overall operation of the NB-MI0-16X
hardware. The Event Strobe Group is a group of registers that, when written to, generate some
events on the NB-MI0-16X board. The registers in the Analog Output Group access the
NB-MI0-16X DACs. The Analog Input Group allows the ADC output to be read. The
Counter/fimer Group consists of the three registers of the onboard Am9513A Counter/fimer chip.
The registers in the Digital J/0 Group access the onboard digital input and output lines. The
registers in the RTSI Switch Group control the onboard RTSI switch. Finally, the configuration
EPROM is not a set of registers but rather onboard read-only memory that contains information
required by the Macintosh operating system.

Register Description Format
The remainder of this register description section discusses each of the NB-MI0-16X registers in
the order shown in Table 4-2. Each register group is introduced, followed by a detailed bit
description of each register. The individual register description gives the address, type, word size,
and bit map of the register, followed by a description of each bit.
The register bit map shows a diagram of the register with the most significant bit (bit 15 for a
16-bit register, bit 7 for an 8-bit register) shown on the left, and the least significant bit (bit 0)
shown on the right A rectangle is used to represent each bit. Each bit is labeled with a name
inside its rectangle. An asterisk (*) after the bit name indicates that the bit is inverted (negative
logic).
In many of the registers, several bits are labeled with an X, indicating that these bits are don't care
bits. When a register is read, these bits may appear set or cleared but should be ignored because
they are not used. When a register is written to, setting or clearing these bit locations has no effect
on the NB-MI0-16X hardware.

The bit map field for some write-only registers may contain the message not applicable, no bits
used. Writing to these registers generates a strobe in the NB-MI0-16X. These strobes are used to
cause some onboard events to occur. For example, they can be used to clear the analog input
circuitry or to start a data acquisition operation. The data itself is actually ignored when writing to
these registers; therefore, any bit pattern will suffice.
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Configuration and Status Register Group
The three registers making up the Configuration and Status Register Group allow general control
and monitoring of the NB-MI0-16X hardware. Command Registers 1 and 2 contain bits that
control operation of several different pieces of the NB-MI0-16X hardware. The Status Register
can be used to read the state of different parts of the NB-MI0-16X hardware.
Bit descriptions of the three registers making up the Configuration and Status Group are given on
the following pages.
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Status Register
The Status Register contains 14 bits of NB-MI0-16X hardware status information, including
interrupt and analog input status.
Address:

Base address + 0 (hex)

Type:

Read-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:
15

14
CMPLINT

INT*

7

6

GAIN"l

GAINO

13

I CONVAVAIL!
5

I TIMERUP I

11

12

I DAQPROG!

X

4
MUXlEN

I

3
MUXOEN

I

10
X

9

1

2
MA2

8

I OVERFLOW !OVERRUN
MAl

0
MAO

Bit

Name

Description

15

INT*

This bit reflects the overall state of interrupts generated by the
NB-MI0-16X board. If INT* is cleared, the NB-MI0-16X is
asserting an interrupt request that has not yet been serviced. If INT*
is set, no interrupt is pending. This bit is normally set.

14

CMPLINT

This bit reflects the status of the CMPLINT interrupt If CMPLINT
is set, the current interrupt is due to the completion of a data
acquisition operation. CMPLINT is cleared by writing to the ND
Clear Register. CMPLINT interrupts are enabled by the
CMPLINTEN bit in Command Register 1.

13

CONVAVAIL

This bit reflects the state of the ND FIFO. If CONVAVAIL is set,
one or more ND conversion results are available to be read from the
ND FIFO. If conversion interrupts are enabled (CONVINTEN set)
and CONVAVAIL is set, the current interrupt indicates that ND
conversion data is available in the ND FIFO. If CONVAVAIL is
cleared, the ND FIFO is empty and no conversion interrupt request
has been asserted.

12

X

Don't care bit.

11

DAQPROG

If DAQPROG is set, a data acquisition operation is in progress. If
DAQPROG is cleared, a data acquisition operation is not in
progress. This bit is meaningful only for data acquisition operations
that are timed internally. For instance, if EXTCONV* is being used
to time data acquisition, then DAQPROG does not indicate anything.

10

X

Don't care bit.
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Bit

Name

Description (continued)

9

OVERFLOW

This bit indicates whether the ND FIFO has overflowed during a
sample run. OVERFLOW is an error condition that occurs if the
FIFO fills up with ND conversion data and ND conversions
continue. If OVERFLOW is set, ND conversion data has been lost
because of FIFO overflow. If OVERFLOW is cleared, no overflow
has occurred. This bit can be reset by writing to the ND Clear
Register.

8

OVERRUN

This bit indicates whether an ND conversion was initiated before the
previous ND conversion was complete. OVERRUN is an error
condition that may occur if the data acquisition sample interval is too
small (sample rate is too high). If OVERRUN is set, one or more
conversions were skipped. If OVERRUN is cleared, no overrun
condition has occurred. This bit can be reset by writing to the ND
Clear Register.

7-6

GAIN<l .. 0>

These two bits show the current gain setting for the programmable
gain amplifier (see Mux-Gain Register).

5

TIMERUP

This bit reflects the status of the TMRINT interrupt. If it is set and
TMRINTEN has been set, the current interrupt is due to a rising
edge on the OUT2 signal. TIMERUP is cleared by writing to the
TMRINTCL Register, or by writing to either DACO or DACl.
TIMERUP is set whenever a rising edge on OUT2 is detected; this
condition generates an interrupt request only if the TMRINTEN bit
in Command Register 1 is set If that bit is not set, TIMERUP still
indicates that there been a rising edge edge on OUT2, but an
interrupt is not generated.

4

MUXlEN

This bit indicates the state of Multiplexer 1, which selects analog
input channels 8 through 15. If this bit is set, then this multiplexer
is enabled; otherwise, it is disabled. In single-ended mode, this bit
is set if any of channels 8 through 15 are selected. In DIFF mode,
this bit is always set.

3

MUXOEN

This bit indicates the state of Multiplexer 0, which selects analog
input channels O through 7. If this bit is set, then this multiplexer is
enabled; otherwise, it is disabled. In single-ended mode, this bit is
set if any of channels O through 7 are selected. In DIFF mode, this
bit is always set.

2-0

MA<2 .. 0>

These three bits give the low-order three bits of the analog input
channel address. MA stands for multiplexer address. These three
bits, in conjunction with the MUXlEN and MUXOEN bits, indicate
which analog input channel is currently selected. In single-ended
mode, the analog input channel selected is determined by the value
of MA<2 .. 0> if MUXOEN is set, and by the value of MA<2 .. 0>
plus eight if MUXlEN is set. In DIFF mode, two analog input
channels are selected simultaneously. The two channels are
MA<2 .. 0> and MA<2 .. 0> plus eight.
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Command Register 1
Command Register 1 contains 16 bits that control NB-MI0-16X interrupts, DMA, and some
analog input and output modes.
Address:

Base address+ 0 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:
15

14

13

!RTSIWGEN ! TMRWGEN! TMRINTEN!
7

6

!CMPLINTEN! CONVINTEN

5

I DMAEN

11

12

BP*/UP

SCN2

4
DAQEN

3

I SCANEN

10

9

8

CLK2

CLKl

CLKO

2

1

SCANDIV

! 16*/32CNT !

0
2SCADC*

Bit

Name

Description

15

RTSIWGEN

This bit enables or disables control of output waveform generation

14

TMRWGEN

This bit enables or disables control of output waveform generation

13

TMRINTEN

This bit enables or disables the generating of interrupts by Counter 2
on the Am9513A. If enabled, an interrupt is generated on the rising
edge of OUT2. This bit can be used in conjunction with

(using the DACs) by signals on the RTSI bus.

by the OUT2 signal from the Am9513A.

TMRWGEN so that an interrupt service routine updates the DACs
automatically or it may be used by itself. Interrupts generated from
OUT2 are cleared by the TMRINTCL register, to be discussed later.
12

SCN2

This bit selects the data acquisition scanning mode used when
scanning multiple AID channels. If SCN2 is cleared, continuous

channel scanning is used. In this mode, scan sequences are repeated
with no delays between cycles. If SCN2 is set, interval channel
scanning is used. In this mode, scan sequences occur during a
programmed time interval, called a scan inter-val. One cycle of the
scan sequence occurs during each scan interval.

11

BP*/UP

NB-MI0-16X User Manual

This bit sets, in part, the input range of the ADC. If this bit is set,
the AID is set in unipolar mode (0 to 10 V or Oto 5 V). If it is
cleared, the AID is set in bipolar mode (-10 to +10 V or-5 to +5 V).
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Bit

Name

Description (continued)

10-8

CLK<2 .. 0>

These three bits select the internal clock rate for the ADC.
CLK<2.. 0> should be set to OO 1 for the NB-MI0-16X-42 and
0 1 0 for the NB-MI0-16X-18. Setting them to 0.0.0 generates a
slow internal clock rate, which produces unreliable conversions, and
so this combination should not be used. Setting them to O 1 1
results in a very high internal clock rate. This setting permits the
ADC on the NB-MI0-16X-18 to sample as fast as about 10 µsec,
but at reduced and unspecified accuracy.

7

CMPLINTEN

This bit enables or disables generation of an interrupt at the
completion of a data acquisition operation. A data acquisition
operation is a multiple ND conversion sequence that is timed and
controlled by the NB-MI0-16X onboard counter/timers. The
onboard sample counter generates this interrupt when it counts
down to Oand the AID conversion scan sequence is complete. If
external conversion timing is used, this interrupt does not occur. If
this bit is set, an interrupt is generated whenever a data acquisition
operation completes. If this bit is cleared, no interrupt is generated.
Notice that the CMPLINT interrupt is asserted when the last
conversion of a data acquisition operation is started, not when the
last conversion is finished.

6

CONVINTEN

This bit enables and disables the generation of an interrupt when
AID conversion results are available. If CONVINIBN is set, an
interrupt is generated whenever an AID conversion is available to be
read from the AID FIFO. If CONVINTEN is cleared, no interrupt is
generated.

5

OMA.EN

This bit enables and disables the generation of DMA requests. If
DMAEN is set, a DMA request is generated whenever an AID
conversion result is available to be read from the ND FIFO. If
DMAEN is cleared, no DMA request is generated.

4

DAQEN

This bit enables and disables a data acquisition operation that is
controlled by the onboard sample-interval and sample counters. If
DAQEN is set, a software or start trigger starts the counters
(assuming that the counters are programmed and enabled), thereby
starting a data acquisition operation. If DAQEN is cleared, software
and start triggers are ignored.

3

SCANEN

This bit enables and disables multiple-channel scanning during data
acquisition. If SCANEN is set, alternate analog input channels are
sampled during data acquisition under control of the mux-gain
memory. If SCANEN is cleared, a single analog input channel is
sampled during the entire data acquisition operation.

2

SCANDIV

This bit enables and disables division of the mux-counter clock
during data acquisition. The mux-counter clock controls sequencing
of the mux-gain memory. If SCANDIV is set, the mux-counter
clock is controlled by Counter 1 of the Am9513A Counter/fimer. If
SCANDIV is cleared, the mux-counter clock generates one pulse per
conversion.
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Bit

Name

Description (continued)

1

16*/32CNT

This bit selects the count resolution for the number of AID

0

2SCADC*

conversions to be performed in a data acquisition operation. If
16*/32CNT is cleared, a 16-bit count mode is selected and Counter
4 of the Am9513A Counterffimer controls conversion counting. If
16*/32CNT is set, a 32-bit count mode is selected and Counter 4 is
concatenated with Counter 5 to control conversion counting.
A 16-bit count mode can be used if the number of AID sample
conversions to be performed is less than or equal to 65,536.
A 32-bit count mode should be used if the number of AID sample
conversions to be performed is greater than or equal to 65,536.
This bit selects the binary format for the 16-bit data word read from
the AID FIFO. If 2SCADC* is set, a straight binary format is used

and the data read from the AID FIFO ranges from Oto +65,535
decimal (0 to FFFF hex). This mode is useful if a unipolar input
range is used. If 2SCADC* is cleared, a 16-bit two's complement
mode is used and the data read from the ADC ranges from -32,768
to +32,767 decimal (8000 to 7FFF hex). This mode is useful if a
bipolar input range is used.
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Command Register 2
Command Register 2 contains 10 bits that control NB-MI0-16X digital output drivers and scan
modes used by the data acquisition circuitry.
Address:

Base address + 4 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Siz.e:

16-bit

Bit Map:
14

15

X

X

7

I NBINIDIS

6
DMAA2

13
X

5
DMMl

12

11

X

X

4

3

DMMO

A4RCV

10
X

2
A4DRV

9

8

I DOUfBEN I DOlITAEN I
1
A2RCV

0
A2DRV

Bit

Name

Description

15-10

X

Don't care bits.

9

DOUTBEN

This bit enables and disables driving of the 4-bit digital output Port
B by the Digital Output Register. If DOUTBEN is set, the Digital
Output Register drives the digital lines. If DOUTBEN is cleared,
the Digital Output Register drivers are set to a high-impedance state,
thereby allowing an external device to drive the digital lines.

8

DOUTAEN

This bit enables and disables driving of the 4-bit digital output Port
A by the Digital Output Register. If DOUTAEN is set, the Digital
Output Register drives the digital lines. If DOUTAEN is cleared,
the Digital Output Register drivers are set to a high-impedance state,
thereby allowing an external device to drive the digital lines.

7

NBINTDIS

This bit disables or enables driving of the NuBus NMR interrupt
line by the NB-MI0-16X interrupt line. If this bit is cleared, the
NuBus NMR line is driven by the NB-MI0-16X interrupt line. If
this bit is set, no interrupts are ever asserted onto the NuBus by the
NB-MI0-16X.

Note: This bit is normally cleared, which means that interrupts are
normally gated onto the NuBus.

6-4

DMAA<2 .. 0>

These three bits specify which RTSI bus DMA channel is to be
used, and specify the RTSI DMA request line for routing DMA
requests. For example, to select DMA channel 2, set bits 6 through
4 to O 1 0 (binary), respectively. DMA requests generated by the
NB-MI0-16X are then gated onto DMA request line 2 of the RTSI
bus. DMA operation is enabled by setting the DMAEN bit in
Command Register 1.
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Bit

Name

Description (continued)

3

A4RCV

This bit controls a driver that allows the STOPTRIG signal to be
driven from pin A4 of the RTSI switch. This bit allows a signal to
be received from one of the RTSI bus trigger lines and driven onto
the STOPTRIG line. If A4RCV is set, pin A4 of the RTSI switch
drives the STOPTRIG signal. If A4RCV is cleared, the STOPTRIG
signal is not driven by the RTSI switch.

2

A4DRV

This bit controls a driver that allows the OUTS signal to drive pin
A4 of the RTSI switch. This driver allows the OUTS signal to be
driven onto one of the RTSI bus trigger lines. If A4DRV is set, pin
A4 of the RTSI switch is driven by OUTS. If A4DRV is cleared,
the pin A4 is not driven.

1

A2RCV

This bit controls a driver that allows the GATEl signal to be driven
from pin A2 of the RTSI switch. This driver allows a signal to be
received from one of the RTSI bus trigger lines and driven onto the
GATEl line. If A2RCV is set, pin A2 of the RTSI switch drives the
GATEl signal. If A2RCV is cleared, the GATEl signal is not
driven by the RTSI switch.

0

A2DRV

This bit controls a driver that allows the OUT2 signal to drive pin
A2 of the RTSI switch. This driver allows the OUT2 signal to be
driven onto one of the RTSI bus trigger lines. If A2DRV is set, pin
A2 of the RTSI switch is driven by OUT2. If A2DRV is cleared,
pin A2 is not driven.
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The Event Strobe Register Group
The Event Strobe Register Group consists of five registers that, when written to, cause certain
events to occur on the NB-MI0-16X board, such as clearing flags and starting AID conversions.
They are the Start Convert, Start DAQ, AID Clear, Internal Calibration, and External Multiplexer
Strobe Registers.
Descriptions of the these registers are given on the following pages.
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Start Convert Register
Writing to the Start Convert Register location initiates an ND conversion.
Address:

Base address + 10 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:

Not applicable, no bits used

Note: ND conversions are initiated in one of two ways: when the Start Convert Register is

written to, or when an active low signal is detected on the EXTCONV* signal. The
EXTCONV* signal is connected to pin 40 on the I/0 connector, to OUT3 of the
Am9513A, and to pin AO of the RTSI bus switch. If EXTCONV* is driven low by any
one of these sources, it prevents the Start Convert Register from initiating an ND
conversion. If the Start Convert Register is to initiate ND conversions, the OUT3 signal
should be initialized to a high-impedance state, any signal connected to pin 40 of the I/0
connector should be in a high-impedance or high state, and the AO pin of the RTSI bus
switch should be configured as an input pin.
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Start DAQ Register
Writing to the Start DAQ Register location initiates a multiple ND conversion data acquisition
operation.

Note: Several other pieces of NB-MI0-16X circuitry must be set up before a data acquisition run
can occur. See Programming Multiple AID Conversions on a Single Input Channel later in
this chapter.

Address:

Base address+ 14 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:

Not applicable, no bits used

Note: Multiple ND conversion data acquisition operations are initiated in one of two ways: when
the Start DAQ Register is written to, or when an active low signal is detected on the
STARTTRIG* signal. The STARTTRIG* signal is connected to pin 38 on the I/0
connector and to pin A6 of the RTSI bus switch. If STARTTRIG* is driven low by either
of these sources, it prevents the Start DAQ Register from initiating a multiple ND
conversion data acquisition operation. If the Start DAQ Register is to initiate multiple ND
conversions, any signal connected to pin 38 of the I/0 connector should be in a highimpedance or high state and the A6 pin of the RTSI bus switch should be configured as an
input pin.
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AID Clear Register
Writing to the AID Clear Register location clears the data acquisition circuitry. The following
specific events occur:
•

Any data acquisition operation in progress is canceled.

•

The AID FIFO is emptied.

•

The overrun flag is cleared.

•

The overflow flag is cleared.

•

Any pending CONV interrupt is cleared.

•

Any pending CMPL interrupt is cleared.

•

Any pending DMA request is cleared.

Address:

Base address+ 18 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:

Not applicable, no bits used
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External Multiplexer Strobe Register
Writing to the External Multiplexer Strobe Register location generates an active low, approximately
100 nsec strobe pulse at the EXTSTROBE* output at the J/0 connector. This pulse may be useful
for several applications, including generating external general-purpose triggers and latching data
into external devices (from the digital output port, for example).
Address:

Base address+ lC (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:

Not applicable, no bits used
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Internal Calibration Register
Writing to the Internal Calibration Register location initiates a calibration sequence in the ADC on
the NB-MI0-16X. Calibration is necessary for the board to operate within specification because
the ADC must manipulate some internal bit-weights to achieve high linearity. Before the Internal
Calibration Register is written to, the CLK<2.. 0> bits should be set to O O 1. Afterwards they may
be set as desired, preferably as indicated in their description (under Command Register 1).
Address:

Base address+ 2 0000 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:

Not applicable, no bits used
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Analog Output Register Group
Two of the three registers making up the Analog Output Register Group load the two analog output
channels. DACO controls analog output Channel 0. DACl controls analog output Channel 1.
These DACs are written to individually, and the analog output can be updated immediately or each
time an active low pulse is detected on the OUT2 bit of the Am9513A Counter/fimer. The update
method is selected with the TMRWGEN and RTSIWGEN bits in Command Register 1.
The third register in the Analog Output Register Group is the TMRINTCL Register. The
NB-MI0-16X can be programmed to interrupt when it detects a rising edge signal on the OUT2
pin of the Am9513A Counter/fimer. This interrupt can be cleared by writing to DACO, DACl, or
the TMRINTCL Register.
The following pages contain descriptions of the registers making up the Analog Output Register
Group.
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DACO, DACl Registers
Writing to DACO or DACl loads the corresponding analog output channel DAC. The voltages
generated by the analog output channels are updated either immediately or when an active low
pulse occurs on OUT2 or on pin Al of the RTSI switch. The update method is selected by the
TMRWGEN and RTSIWGEN bits in Command Register 1. Writing to DACO or DACl also
clears interrupts enabled by TMRINTEN.
Address:

Base address + 20 (hex) loads DACO
Base address+ 24 (hex) loads DACl

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:

15
X

14
X

13
IX

12
X

11

10

! Dll ! D10 !
MSB

9
D9

!

8

7

6

5

4

D8

D7

D6

D5

D4

3

2

1

0

! D3 ! D2 ! Dl ! DO l
LSB

Bit

Name

Description

15-12

X

Don't care bits.

11-0

D<l 1..0>

These twelve bits are loaded into the DAC and update the voltage
generated by the analog output channel in one of two waysimmediately, or upon an OUT2 pulse. See Programmi.ng the
Analog Output Circuitry later in this chapter for a table mapping
digital values to output voltage.
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TMRINTCL Register
Writing to TMRINTCL clears the interrupt request asserted when an OUT2 pulse is detected.
Address:

Base address + 4 0000 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:

Not applicable, no bits used
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Analog Input Register Group
The three registers making up the Analog Input Register Group control the analog input circuitry
and allow the AID FIFO to be read from. The Mux-Counter Register generates addresses for the
mux-gain memory. The Mux-Gain Register controls the current multiplexer and gain settings and
allows the mux-gain memory to be written to. Reading the AID FIFO Register returns stored AID
conversion results.
The following pages contain bit descriptions for the registers making up the Analog Input Register
Group.
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Mux-Counter Register
The Mux-Counter Register loads the counter that sequences through the mux-gain memory.
Address:

Base address+ 8 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:
15

14

13

12

X

X

X

X

11
X

10

9

8

X

X

X

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

X

X

X

X

MC3

MC2

MCl

MCO

Bit

Name

Description

15-4

X

Don't care bits.

3-0

MC<3 .. 0>

These four bits are loaded into the mux counter by writing to the
Mux-Counter Register. The mux counter generates addresses for
the mux-gain memory; therefore, writing to the Mux-Counter
Register allows a specific location in the mux-gain memory to be
addressed. The mux-gain memory contains a sequence of
multiplexer addresses and gain settings. For example, writing
0.0.0.4 hex to the Mux-Counter Register loads the mux counter
with the value 4, and thus addresses mux-gain memory location 4.
The analog circuitry is then controlled by the multiplexer address
and gain settings in mux-gain memory location 4 (see the Mux-Gain
Register description later in this chapter).
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Mux-Gain Register
The Mux-Gain Register controls the multiplexer and gain settings, and, when used in conjunction
with the Mux-Counter Register, allows a scan sequence to load into the mux-gain memory.
Address:

Base address + C (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:
15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

6

7
GAIN!

GAINO

5

4

X

!LASTONE

I

3

2

1

0

MA3

MA2

MAI

MAO

Bit

Name

Description

15-8

X

Don't care bits.

7-6

GAIN<l..0>

This 2-bit field controls the gain setting of the input instrumentation
amplifier. The actual amplifier gains depend on the type of
NB-MI0-16X board. The following gains can be selected on the
NB-MI0-16XH board:
GAIN<l..0>

Actual Gain

00
01

1
2
4
8

10
11

The following gains can be selected on the NB-MI0-16XL board:
GAIN<l..0>

Actual Gain

00
01

10

1

10

100
500

11

5

X

Don't care bit.

4

LASTONE

This bit should be left clear normally and set only in the last entry of
the scan sequence loaded into the mux-gain memory. Setting this bit
tells the NB-MI0-16X that this entry is the last in the sequence.
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Bit

Name

Description {continued)

3-0

MA<3 .. 0>

This 4-bit field controls the multiplexer address setting of the input
multiplexers, thereby allowing the analog input channel to be
selected. In single-ended mode (NRSE or RSE), only one analog
input channel is selected. In DIFF mode, two analog input channels
are selected. The analog input channel selected for either mode is
shown here:

MA<3 .. 0>

Selected Analog Input Channels
Single Ended
0

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0 111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1 110
1111

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13

14
15

DIFF

(+) (-)

0&8
1&9
2&10
3& 11
4& 12
5 & 13
6& 14
7 & 15
0&8
1&9
2& 10
3 & 11
4& 12
5 & 13
6&14
7 & 15

Writing to the Mux.-Gain Register updates the current analog input channel selection and the current
gain setting. The mux-gain memory is also loaded by writing to the Mux-Gain Register. The mux.
counter is written to in order to address a specific location in the mux-gain memory. Any
subsequent value written to the Mux-Gain Register is then stored in that memory location as well
as applied to the analog input multiplexer and gain circuitry.
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AID FIFO Register
Reading the ND FIFO Register returns the oldest ND conversion value stored in the ND FIFO.
Whenever the ND FIFO is read, the value read is removed from the ND FIFO, thereby leaving
space for another ND conversion value to be stored. Values are stored into the ND FIFO by the
ADC whenever an ND conversion is complete.
The ND FIFO is emptied when all values it contains are read. The Status Register should be read
before the ND FIFO Register is read. If the ND FIFO contains one or more ND conversion
values, the CONVAVAIL bit is set in the Status Register and the ND FIFO Register can be read to
retrieve a value. If the CONVAVAIL bit is cleared, the ND FIFO is empty, in which case reading
the AID FIFO Register returns meaningless information.
The values returned by reading the ND FIFO Register are available in two different binary formats:
straight binary, which generates only positive numbers, or two's complement binary, which
generates both positive and negative numbers. The binary format used is selected by the
2SCADC* bit in Command Register 1. The bit pattern returned for either format is as follows.
Address:

Base address + 2C (hex)

Type:

Read-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:

Straight binary mode

15

! D15

M~

14

13

12

11

10

!D14 !D13 !D12 !Dll !DlO

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

! I)<) ! D8 ! D7 ! D6 ! DS ! D4 ! D3 ! D2 ! Dl ! DO !
L~

Bit

Name

Description

15-0

0<15 .. 0>

These bits are the straight binary result of a 16-bit ND conversion.
Values read, therefore, range from Oto 65,535 decimal (0000 to
FFFF hex). Straight binary mode is useful for unipolar analog input
readings because all values that are read reflect a positive polarity
input signal.

Two's complement binary mode

Bit Map:
15

14

13

12

11

10

!D15* !D14 !D13 !D12 !Dll !DlO

MSB

9

8

! I)<) ! D8

7
! D7

6

! D6

5
! DS

4

3

2

1

0

! D4 I D3 ! D2 ! Dl ! DO !
LSB

Bit

Name

Description

15-0

0<15 .. 0>

These bits are the two's complement result of a 16-bit ND
conversion. The difference between this encoding and straight
binary is that bit 015 is inverted. Values read, therefore, range from
-32,768 to +32,767 decimal (8000 to 7FFF hex). Two's
complement mode is useful for bipolar analog input readings
because the values read reflect the polarity of the input signal.
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Am9513A Counter/Timer Register Group
The three registers making up the Am9513A Counter/Timer Register Group access the onboard
Am9513A Counter/Timer. The Am9513A controls onboard data acquisition timing as well as
general-purpose timing for the user.
The Am9513A registers described here are the Am9513A Data Register, the Am9513A Command
Register, and the Am9513A Status Register. The Am9513A contains 18 additional internal
registers. These internal registers are accessed through the Am9513A Data Register. A detailed
register description of all Am9513A registers is included in Appendix C, AMD Data Sheet.
Bit descriptions for the Am9513A Counter/Timer Register Group registers are given in the
following pages.
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Am9513A Data Register
The Arn9513A Data Register allows any of the 18 internal registers of the Arn9513A to be written
to or read from. The Am9513A Command Register must be written to in order to select the
register to be accessed by the Am9513A Data Register. The internal registers accessed by the
Am9513A Data Register are as follows:
•

Counter Mode Registers for Counters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

•

Counter Load Registers for Counters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

•

Counter Hold Registers for Counters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

•

The Master Mode Register

•

The Compare Registers for Counters 1 and 2

All these registers are 16-bit registers. Bit descriptions for each of these registers are included in
Appendix C, AMD Data Sheet.
Address:

Base address + 30 (hex)

Type:

Read-or-write

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:
15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

! D15 !D14 l D13 !D12 !Dll !D10 l D9 ! D8 l D7 ! D6 ! D5 ! D4 ! D3 ! D2 ! Dl l DO
Bit

Name

Description

15-0

D<15 .. 0>

These 16 bits are loaded into the Arn9513A Internal Register
currently selected. See Appendix C, AMD Data Sheet, for the
detailed bit descriptions of the 18 registers accessed through the
Arn9513A Data Register.
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Am9513A Command Register
The Am9513A Command Register controls the overall operation of the Am9513A Counter/fimer
and controls selection of the internal registers accessed through the Am9513A Data Register.
Address:

Base address + 34 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:
15

14

13

1

1

1

Bit

I

Name

15-8

7-0

12

11

10

9

8

1

1

1

1

1

7

6

5

4

3

2

! C7 ! C6 ! cs l C4 ! C3 ! C2

1

f Cl

0

I co

Description
These bits must always be set when writing to the Am9513A
Command Register.

C<7 .. 0>

These eight bits are loaded into the Am9513A Command Register.
See Appendix C, AMD Data Sheet, for the detailed bit description of
the Am9513A Command Register.
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Am9513A Status Register
The Am9513A Status Register provides information about the output pin status of each counter in
theAm9513A
Address:

Base address + 34 (hex)

Type:

Read-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:
15

14

X

X

7
X

6
X

13

12

11

10

9

8

X

X

X

X

X

X

0

5

ours

4

3

2

1

0Uf4

OUT3

OlIT2

OUfl

I BYTEPTR I

Bit

Name

Description

15-6

X

Don't care bits.

5-1

OUT<5 .. 1>

Each of these five bits returns the logic state of the associated
counter output pin. For example, if OUT4 is set, then the output pin
of Counter 4 is at a logic high state.

0

BYTEPTR

This bit represents the state of the Am9513A Byte Pointer Flip-Flop.
This bit has no significance for NB-MI0-16X operation because the
Am9513A should always be used in 16-bit mode on the
NB-MI0-16X.
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Digital I/0 Register Group
The two registers making up the Digital I/0 Register Group monitor and control the NB-MI0-16X
digital I/0 lines. The Digital Input Register returns the digital state of the eight digital I/0 lines. A
pattern written to the Digital Output Register is driven onto the digital I/0 lines when the digital
output drivers are enabled (see the description for Command Register 2).
Bit descriptions for the registers making up the Digital I/0 Register Group are given on the
following pages.
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Digital Input Register
The Digital Input Register, when read, returns the logic state of the eight NB-MI0-16X digital I/0
lines.
Address:

Base address + 38 (hex)

Type:

Read-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:
15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

7
BDI3

BDI2

1

0
ADIO

6

5

BDI1

4

BDIO

3

ADI3

2

ADI2

ADil

Bit

Name

Description

15-8

X

·Don't care bits.

7-4

BDI<3 .. 0>

These four bits represent the logic state of the digital lines
BDI0<3 .. 0>.

3-0

ADI<3 .. 0>

These four bits represent the logic state of the digital lines
ADI0<3 .. 0>.
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Digital Output Register
Writing to the Digital Output Register controls the eight NB-MI0-16X digital I/0 lines. The Digital
Output Register controls both Ports A and B. When either digital port is enabled, the pattern
contained in the Digital Output Register is driven onto the lines of the digital port.
Address:

Base address + 38 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

16-bit

Bit Map:
15

14

13

12

X

X

X

X

4

7

6

5

BD03

BD02

BD01

BOO)

11
X

10

9

8

X

X

X

3
AD03

2
AD02

1

0

ADOl

ADOO

Bit

Name

Description

15-8

X

Don't care bits.

7-4

BD0<3 .. 0>

These four bits control the digital lines BDI0<3 .. 0>. The bit
DOUTBEN in Command Register 2 must be set for BD0<3 .. 0> to
be driven onto the digital lines BDI0<3 .. 0>.

3-0

AD0<3 .. 0>

These four bits control the digital lines ADI0<3 .. 0>. The bit
DOUTAEN in Command Register 2 must be set for AD0<3 .. 0> to
be driven onto the digital lines ADI0<3 .. 0>.
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The RTSI Switch Register Group
The two registers making up the RTSI Switch Register Group allow the NB-MI0-16X RTSI
switch to be programmed for routing of signals on the RTSI bus trigger lines to and from several
NB-MI0-16X signal lines. The RTSI switch is programmed by shifting a 56-bit routing pattern
into the RTSI switch and then loading the internal RTSI Switch Control Register. The routing
pattern is shifted into the RTSI switch by writing one bit at a time to the RTSI Switch Shift
Register. The RTSI Switch Control Register is then loaded by writing to the RTSI Switch Strobe
Register.
Bit descriptions for the registers making up the RTSI Switch Register Group are given on the
following pages.
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RTSI Switch Shift Register
The RTSI Switch Shift Register is written to in order to load the RTSI switch internal 56-bit
control register with routing information for switching signals to and from the RTSI bus trigger
lines. The RTSI Switch Shift Register is a 1-bit register and must be written to 56 times to shift
the 56 bits into the internal register.
Address:

Base address + C 0000 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

8-bit

Bit Map:
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

RSI

Bit

Name

Description

7-1

X

Don't care bits.

0

RSI

The name of this bit stands for RTSI switch serial input This bit is
the serial input to the RTSI switch. Each time the RTSI Switch
Shift Register is written to, the value of this bit is shifted into the
RTSI switch. See Programming the RTSI Switch later in this
chapter for more information.
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RTSI Switch Strobe Register
The RTSI Switch Strobe Register is written to in order to load the contents of the RTSI Switch
Shift Register into the RTSI Switch Control Register, thereby updating the RTSI switch routing
pattern. The RTSI Switch Strobe Register is written to after shifting the 56-bit routing pattern into
the RTSI Switch Shift Register.
Address:

Base address + C 0004 (hex)

Type:

Write-only

Word Size:

8-bit

Bit Map:

Not applicable, no bits used
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The Configuration EPROM
The Configuration EPROM on the NB-MI0-16X contains information pertinent to the
NB-MI0-16X board and is required by the Macintosh. The Macintosh system Slot Manager reads
the Configuration EPROM upon system startup.
The Configuration EPROM is mapped to address offset locations F 8000 through F FFFC (hex).
The EPROM is 8 bits (one byte) wide and 8 kilobytes in length. Each byte of the EPROM is
mapped to every fourth address location on the NB-MI0-16X board-the first byte is read from slot
address + F 8000; the second byte is read from slot address + F 8004; the third byte is read from
slot address + F 8008, and so on.
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Programming Considerations
This section contains programming instructions for operating the circuitry on the NB-MI0-16X
board Programming the NB-MI0-16X involves writing to and reading from the various registers
on the board The programming instructions are language-independent; that is, they instruct you to
write a value to a given register, to set or clear a bit in a given register, or to detect whether a given
bit is set or cleared without presenting the actual code.

Register Programming Considerations
Several write-only registers on the NB-MI0-16X contain bits that control independent pieces of the
onboard circuitry. In the instructions for setting or clearing bits, specific register bits should be set
or cleared without changing the current state of the remaining bits in the register. However,
writing to these registers affects all register bits simultaneously. You cannot read these registers to
determine which bits have been set or cleared in the past; therefore, you should maintain a software
copy of the write-only registers. This software copy can then be read to determine the status of the
write-only registers. To change the state of a single bit without disturbing the remaining bits, set
or clear the bit in the software copy and write the software copy to the register.

Initializing the NBaMlOal6X Board
The NB-MI0-16X hardware must be initialized for the NB-:MI0-16X circuitry to operate properly.
Use the following procedure to initialize the NB-MI0-16X hardware.
1. Write 0100 (hex) to Command Register 1 (16-bit write) for an NB-MI0-16X-42. This step
selects the 2 MHz internal clock rate for the ADC.
2. Write 0080 (hex) to Command Register 2 (16-bit write). This step disables all interrupts from
the NB-MI0-16X.
3. Write Oto the Mux-Gain Register (16-bit write).
4. Initialize the RTSI bus switch (described in the following.pages).
5. Initialize the Am9513A (described in the following pages).
6. Perform an internal AID calibration (described in the following pages).
7. Write Oto the TMRINTCL Register (16-bit write).
8. Initialize the analog output circuitry (des~bed in the following pages).
9. Write Oto the Digital Output Register (16-bit write).
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This sequence leaves the NB-MI0-16X circuitry in the following state:
•

DMA disabled.

"

All interrupts disabled.

•

Outputs of counter/timers in high-impedance state.

•

Analog input circuitry initialized.

•

Analog output circuitry initialized.

"

ADC calibrated.

" AID FIFO cleared.
0

Analog input channel O selected.

•

Gain of 1 selected.

•

All pins on the RTSI switch configured as input pins.

0

Digital output circuitry initialized.

Initializing the RTSI Bus Switch
This procedure configures all signals to the RTSI bus switch as read signals. This configuration
guarantees that the RTSI bus switch is not driving the signals connected to it, which may cause
undesirable results. All writes are 8-bit operations. Use the following procedure to initialize the
RTSI bus switch.
1. For i = 0 to 55 (decimal), write Oto the RTSI Shift Register (base address + C 0000 hex) to
load the RTSI switch with the program data pattern.
2. Write Oto the RTSI Switch Strobe Register (base address+ C 0004 hex) to load the pattern
into the RTSI switch.

Initializing the Arn9513A
Use the following procedure to initializ.e the Am9513A Counter/fimer. All writes are 16-bit
operations.
1. Issue a master reset by writing FFFF (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register.
2. Set up Am9513A 16-bit mode by writing FFEF (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register.
3. Point to the Am9513A Master Mode Register by writing FF17 (hex) to the Am9513A
Command Register.
4. Load the master mode value into the Am9513A Master Mode Register by writing FOOO (hex) to
the Am9513A Data Register.
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5. Initialize all five counters. For ctr= 1 through 5, follow these steps:
a. Write FFOO (hex) + ctr to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter Mode
Register.
b. Write 0004 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the counter mode value.
c. Write FF08 (hex) + ctr to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter Load
Register.
d. Write 3 to the Am9513A Data Register to store an inactive count value in the Counter Load
Register.
6. Load all counters with their Counter Load Register values by writing FF5F (hex) to the
Am9513A Command Register.
7. Wait at least 50 µsec, in case an AID conversion is inadvertently initiated by writing to the
Am9513A registers.
8. Write Oto the AID Clear Register to reset the board This ensures that the AID FIFO is cleared
in case a conversion was initiated inadvertently.
After this sequence of writes, the Am9513A Counter/fimer is in the following state:
•

16-bit mode is enabled.

•

BCD scalar division is selected.

"

The FOUT signal is turned off.

•

All counter OUT output pins are set to high-impedance output state.

•

All counters are loaded with a non-terminal count value.

For additional details concerning the Am9513A Counter/fimer, see Appendix C, AMD Data Sheet.

Note: If a data acquisition operation is executed and Counter 4 of Am9513A is not used, then
write 0000 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register (instead of 0004 hex) when ctr = 4.

Writing 0000 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register causes the output of Counter 4 to be low
and therefore prevents improper termination of the data acquisition operation.

Performing an Internal ADC Calibration
Use the following procedure to internally calibrate the ADC. This takes roughly 0.75 sec. No
other activity should be taking place on the board other than reading the Status Register to verify if
the calibration is finished.
1. Write Oto the Internal Calibration Register.
2. Repeatedly read the Status Register (16-bit read) until the CONVAVAIL bit is set
3. Write Oto the

AID Clear Register.
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Initializing the Analog Output Circuitry
The NB-MI0-16X starts up with the analog output circuitry at an unknown voltage. For most
applications, the analog output circuitry should be initialized to OV.

If the analog output channel is configured for unipolar operation, write Oto the DAC Register
(16-bit write) for that channel.
If the analog output channel is configured for two's complement bipolar output, write O to the DAC
Register (16-bit write) for that channel.
If the analog output channel is configured for straight binary bipolar output, write 2,048
(07FF hex) to the DAC Register (16-bit write) for that channel.

Programming the Analog Input Circuitry
To program the analog input circuitry to obtain a single ND conversion, follow these steps:
1 . Select analog input channel and gain.
2. Initiate an ND conversion.
3. Read the ND conversion·result.

In addition, the binary format of the ND conversion result can be programmed and the analog
input circuitry can be reset.

1. Select analog input channel and gain.
The analog input channel and gain are selected by writing to the Mux-Gain Register. Bits 7 and 6
control the gain, and bits 3 through Oselect the analog input channel. See the Mux-Gain Register
bit description earlier in this chapter for gain and analog input channel bit patterns. Set up the bits
as given in the Mux-Gain Register bit description and write to the Mux-Gain Register.
Once the Mux-Gain Register is set up, it needs to be written to only when the analog input channel
or gain setting needs to be changed.

2.

Initiate an AID conversion.

An ND conversion can be initiated in one of two ways-a software-generated pulse, or a hardware
pulse.
e
e

To initiate an ND conversion through software, write Oto the ND Start Convert Register.
To initiate an ND conversion through hardware, apply an active low pulse to the EXTCONV*
pin on the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector. See Data Acquisition Timi.ng Connections in
Chapter 2, Configuration and Installation, for EXTCONV* signal specifications.

Once an ND conversion is initiated, the ADC automatically stores the result in the ND FIFO at the
end of its conversion cycle.
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3.

Read the AID conversion result.

ND conversion results are obtained by reading the ND FIFO Register. Before reading the ND
FIFO, however, the Status Register should be read to determine whether the AID FIFO contains
any results.

To read the ND conversion result, follow these steps:
a. Read the Status Register (16-bit read).
b. If the CONYAVAIL bit is set, then read the AID FIFO Register to obtain the result
Reading the ND FIFO Register removes the AID conversion result from the AID FIFO. The
binary modes of the AID FIFO output are explained later in this chapter.
The CONYAVAIL bit indicates whether one or more ND conversion results are stored in the AID
FIFO. If the CONYAVAIL bit is not set, the AID FIFO is empty and reading the ND FIFO
Register returns meaningless data. Once an AID conversion is initiated, the CONYAVAIL bit is set
within 100 µsec, indicating that the data conversion result can be read from the FIFO.

An AID FIFO overflow condition occurs if more than 16 conversions are initiated and stored in the
ND FIFO before the ND FIFO Register is read. If this condition occurs, the OVERFLOW bit is
set in the Status Register to alert you that one or more ND conversion results have been lost
because of FIFO overflow. Writing to the AID Clear Register clears this error flag and empties the
ND FIFO.

Am

FIFO Output Binary Formats

The AID conversion result can be returned from the AID FIFO as a two's complement or straight
binary value by setting or clearing the 2SCADC* bit in Command Register 1. If the analog input
circuitry is configured for either of the unipolar input ranges (0 to +5 V or Oto + 10 V), straight
binary format is recommended (set the 2SCADC* bit). Straight binary format returns numbers
between O and 65,535 (decimal) when the AID FIFO Register is read. If the analog input circuitry
is configured for either of the bipolar input ranges (-5 to +5 V or -10 to +10 V), two's complement
format is recommended (clear the 2SCADC* bit). Two's complement format returns numbers
between -32,768 and +32,767 (decimal) when the ND FIFO Register is read.
Table 4-3 shows input voltage versus ND conversion value for straight binary format for O to
+5 V and Oto +10 V input ranges. Table 4-4 shows input voltage versus ND conversion value for
two's complement format for -5 to +5 V and -10 to + 10 V input ranges. The factory default input
range is -10 to +10 V.
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Table 4-3. Straight Binary Mode ND Conversion Values
Input Voltage
(Gain
1)

=

0
2.5
4.999924
5.0
7.5
9.999847

AID Conversion Result
Range: 0 to +5 V
Range: 0 to +10 V
Decimal
Hex
Decimal
Hex
0
0000
0
0000
32,768
8000
16,384
4000
65,535
FFFF
32,768
8000
49,152
cooo
FFFF
65,535

In straight binary mode, the data from the ADC FIFO can be converted to the input voltage
measured using the following formulas:

Oto +5 V Range

= AID Count* 5 V
65,536

Oto+lOVRange =

Gain

AID Count ... IO V
.,. __
65,536
Gain

Table 4-4. Two's Complement Mode ND Conversion Values
Input Voltage
(Gain = 1)

10.0
-5.0
-2.5
0
2.5
4.999847
5.0
9.999695

AID Conversion Result
Range: -5 to +5 V
Range: alO to +10 V
Decimal
Hex
Decimal
Hex
-32,768
8000
-32,768
8000
-16,384
cooo
-16,384
-8,192
cooo
EOOO
0
0000
0
0000
16,384
8,192
4000
2000
32,767
7FFF
16,384
4000
32,767
FFFF

In two's complement mode, the data from the ND FIFO can be converted to the input voltage
measured using the following formulas:

+5 V Range

= AID Count* 5 V
32,768

Gain

+ lOV Range = Al D Count* 10 V
32,768
Gain
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Clearing the Analog Input Circuitry
The analog input circuitry can be cleared by writing Oto the ND Clear Register. This operation
leaves the analog input circuitry in the following state:
0

Analog input error flags OVERFLOW and OVERRUN are cleared.

0

Pending interrupt requests are cleared.

•

ND FIFO is emptied.

The ND FIFO should be emptied before any ND conversions are started. This action guarantees
that the ND conversion results read from the ND FIFO are the results from the initiated
conversions, not results remaining from previous conversions.

Programming Multiple AID Conversions on a Single Input Channel
The NB-MI0-16X board can be programmed to execute a multiple ND conversion sequence with
the following options:
0

0

0

ND conversions can be initiated either by pulses generated by the onboard sample-interval
counter or by pulses applied to the EXTCONV* input These pulses control the conversion
·
rate.
The entire conversion sequence can be started by a software write operation to the board or by
a signal applied to the STARTIRIG* input
You can select either posttrigger or pretrigger operation. In posttrigger operation, the sample
counter begins decrementing with each conversion pulse once the conversion sequence is
started. When the sample counter reaches 0, the conversion sequence terminates. Thus, all
acquired data is received after the trigger or software start In pretrigger operation, the sample
counter does not decrement until a trigger signal is applied to the STOPTRIG input When the
conversion sequence terminates, some of the acquired data is received before the trigger signal
and some is received after this signal.

The most commonly used configuration is for the onboard sample-interval and sample counters to
control the entire data acquisition operation. Programming this configuration is explained here.
The other timing configurations are explained under External Timing Considerations for Multiple
AID Conversions later in this chapter. Multiple-channel scanning is discussed under Programmi.ng
Multiple AID Conversions with Channel Scanning later in this chapter.
The following programming sequences for sample counts less than 65,537 allow the data
acquisition circuitry to be retriggered. The sample-interval and sample counters are reloaded at the
end of the data acquisition to prepare for another data acquisition operation. The counters do not
need reprogramming, and the next data acquisition operation starts when a trigger is received.
Programming multiple ND conversions on a single channel requires the following programming
steps:
1. Select analog input channel and gain.
2. Program the sample-interval counter.
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3. Program the sample counter.
4. Clear the ND circuitry.

5. Enable the data acquisition operation.
6. Apply a trigger.

7. Service the data acquisition operation.
Each of these programming steps is described in detail on the following pages.

1. Select analog input channel and gain.
The analog input channel and gain are selected by writing to the Mux-Gain Register. Bits 7 and 6
control the gain, and bits 3 through Oselect the analog input channel. See the Mux-Gain Register
bit description earlier in this chapter for gain and analog input channel bit patterns. Set up the bits
as given in the Mux-Gain Register bit description, and write to the Mux-Gain Register.
The Mux-Gain Register needs to be written to only when the analog input channel or gain setting
needs to be changed.

2. Program the sample-interval counter.
Counter 3 of the Am9513A Counter/Timer is used as the sample-interval counter. Counter 3 can
be programmed to generate a pulse once every N counts. N is referred to as the sample interval,
that is, the time between successive ND conversions. N can be between 2 and 65,536. One count
is equal to the period of the timebase clock used by the counter. The following clocks are available
internal to the Am9513A: 1 MHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz, 1 kHz, and 100 Hz. In addition, the sampleinterval timer can use signals connected to any of the Am9513A SOURCE input pins.
To program the sample-interval counter, use the following programming sequence. All writes are
16-bit operations.
a. Write FF03 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 3 Mode Register.
b. Write the mode value to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 mode value. Use
one of the following hex mode values:
8B25
8C25
8D25
8E25
8F25
8525

-

Selects I-MHz clock
Selects 100-kHz clock
Selects 10-kHz clock
Selects I-kHz clock
Selects 100-Hz clock
Selects signal at SOURCES input as clock (counts the rising edge of the signal,
6 MHz maximum)

c. Write FFOB (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 3 Load Register.
d. Write 2 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 load value.
e. Write FF44 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 3.
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f. Write FFF3 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to step Counter 3 down to 1.
g. Write the desired sample interval to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 load
value:

•

If the sample interval is between 2 and FFFF (hex) (65,535 decimal), write the sample
interval to the Am9513A Data Register.

•

If the sample interval is 1 0000 (hex) (65,536 decimal), write Oto the Am9513A Data
Register.

h. Write FFF3 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register twice to step Counter 3 twice.

i. Write FF24 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 3.
After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 3 is configured to generate ND
conversion pulses as soon as application of a trigger causes it to be enabled.

3. Program the sample counter.
Counters 4 and 5 of the Am9513A Counterffimer are used as the sample counter. The sample
counter tallies the number of ND conversions initiated by Counter 3 and stops Counter 3 when the
desired sample count is reached. If the desired sample count is 65,536 or less, only Counter 4
needs to be used, making Counter 5 available for general-purpose timing applications. If the
desired sample count is greater than 65,536, both Counters 4 and 5 must be used.

Sample Counts 2 throu~h 65,536
Use this procedure to program the sample counter for sample counts up to 65,536. The minimum
permitted sample count is 2. All writes are 16-bit operations.
a. Write FF04 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Mode Register.
b. Write 1025 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 mode value.
c. Write FFOC (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Load Register.
d. Write the sample count value to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 load value:

•

If the sample count is between 2 and FFFF (hex) (65,535 decimal), write the sample count
to the Am9513A Data Register.

•

If the sample count is 1 0000 (hex) (65,536 decimal), write O to the Am9513A Data
Register.

e. Write FF48 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 4.

f. Write FFF4 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to decrement Counter 4.
g. Write FF28 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 4.
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h. Clear the 16*/32 CNT bit in Command Register 1 to notify the hardware that only Counter 4
will be used as the sample counter.
After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 4 is configured to count ND conversion
pulses generated by Counter 3 and turns off the data acquisition operation when Counter 4
decrements to 0.
Sample Counts Greater than

65,536

Use this procedure to program the sample counter for sample counts greater than 65,536. The
lower 16 bits of the sample count are stored in Counter 4, and the upper 16 bits of the sample
count are stored in Counter 5. All writes are 16-bit operations.
a.

Write FF04 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Mode Register.

b.

Write 1025 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 mode value.

c.

Write FFOC (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Load Register.

d.

Write the least significant 16 bits of the sample count value minus 1 to the Am9513A Data
Register to store the Counter 4 load value.

•

If the least significant 16 bits are all 0, write FFFF (hex).

e.

Write FF48 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 4.

f.

Write Oto the Am9513A Data Register to store O into the Load Register for Counter 4
reloading.

g.

Write FF28 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 4.

h.

Write FF05 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 5 Mode Register.

1.

Write 25 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 5 mode value.

J.

Write FFOD (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 5 Load Register.

k.

Take the most significant 16 bits of the sample count and do the following:

1.

•

If the least significant 16 bits of the sample count are all O or all O except for a 1 in the least
significant bit, write the most significant 16 bits to the Am9513A Data Register to store the
Counter 5 load value.

•

Otherwise, add 1 to the most significant 16 bits of the sample count and write that value to
the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 5 load value.

Write FF70 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load and arm Counter 5.

m. Set the 16*/32 CNT bit in Command Register 1 to notify the hardware that both Counters 4
and 5 will be used as the sample counter.
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After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 4 is configured to count ND conversion
pulses generated by Counter 3, and Counter 5 decrements every time Counter 4 reaches 0. The
data acquisition operation is terminated when both Counters 4 and 5 reach 0.

4. Clear the AID circuitry.
Before you start the data acquisition operation, the ND FIFO must be emptied to clear out any old
ND conversion results. This emptying must be done after the counters are programmed in case
any spurious edges were caused while programming the counters. Write Oto the ND Clear
Register to empty the FIFO.

5. Enable the data acquisition operation.
To enable the data acquisition operation so that AID conversions begin when a trigger is received,
set the DAQEN bit in Command Register 1.

6. Apply a trigger.
Once set up by the preceding steps, the data acquisition operation is initiated when a trigger is
received. A trigger can be provided in one of two ways: through software or through hardware.
To initiate the data acquisition operation through software, write Oto the Start DAQ Register
(16-bit write).
To initiate the data acquisition operation through hardware, apply an active low pulse to the
STARTTRIG* pin on the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector. See Data Acquisition Timing Connections
in Chapter 2, Configuration and Installation, for STARTTRIG* signal specifications.
Once the trigger is applied, Counter 3 generates pulses initiatii;ig ND conversions once every
sample interval until the sample counter reaches 0.

7. Service the data acquisition operation.
Once the data acquisition operation is started by application of a trigger, the operation must be
serviced by reading the ND FIFO Register every time an ND conversion result becomes available.
To do this, perform the following sequence until the desired number of conversion results have
been read:
a. Read the Status Register (16-bit read).
b. If the CONYAVAIL bit is set, read the ND FIFO Register to obtain the result
Interrupts or DMA can also be used to service the data acquisition operation. These topics are
discussed later in this chapter.
Two error conditions may occur during a data acquisition operation-an overflow error, or an
overrun error. These error conditions are reported through the Status Register and should be
checked every time the Status Register is read to check the CONYAVAIL bit If either of these
error conditions occurs, the data acquisition operation stops.
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An overflow condition occurs if more than 16 AID conversions have been stored in the AID FIFO
without the AID FIFO being read; that is, the AID FIFO is full and cannot accept any more data.
This condition occurs if the software loop reading the AID FIFO Register is not fast enough to
keep up with the AID conversion rate. When an overflow occurs, at least one AID conversion
result is lost. An overflow condition has occurred if the OVERFLOW bit in the Status Register is
set.
An overrun condition occurs if an AID conversion is imtiated before the previous conversion is
finished. This condition may result in one or more missing AID conversions. This condition
occurs if the sample interval is too small (sample rate is too high). An overrun condition has
occurred if the OVERRUN bit in the Status Register is set See Table 4-5 for NB-MI0-16X
maximum recommended single-channel data acquisition rates.
Table 4-5. Single-Channel Data Acquisition Rates

Board

Acquisition Rate

NB-MI0-16X(H/L)-42
NB-MI0-16X(H/L)-18

23.8 ksamples/sec
55.6 ksamples/sec

Both the OVERFLOW and OVERRUN bits in the Status Register are cleared by writing to the AID
Clear Register.

External Timing Considerations for Multiple AID Conversions
There are two ways you can use external timing for multiple AID conversions-using the
STOPTRIG input to control the sample counter, and applying pulses to the EXTCONV* input. In
addition, STARTTRIG provides external synchronization of the start of a multiple AID conversion
sequence.

Pretriggering with the STOPTRIG Signal
In this case, the sample-interval counter starts counting when a rising edge signal is applied to the
STOPTRIG input on the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector. The sample counter should be programmed
for active high level gating on Gate 4. The data acquisition operation is initiated by writing to the
Start DAQ Register or by a pulse on the STARTTRIG* input The sample count register does not
begin counting samples until a rising edge is applied to STOPTRIG.
To perform this operation, complete these steps:
1. Select analog input channel and gain.
2. Program the sample-interval counter.
3. Program the sample counter.
4. Clear the AID circuitry.
5. Apply a trigger.
6. Service the data acquisition operation.
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1, Select analog input channel and ~ain.

The analog input channel and gain are selected by writing to the Mux-Gain Register. Bits 7 and 6
control the gain, and bits 3 through O select the analog input channel. See the Mux-Gain Register
bit description earlier in this chapter for gain and analog input channel bit patterns. Set up the bits
as given in the Mux-Gain Register bit description, and write to the Mux-Gain Register.
Once set up with an initial value, the Mux-Gain Register needs to be written to only when the
analog input channel or gain setting needs to be changed.
2. Program the sample-interval counter.
Counter 3 of the Am9513A Counterffimer is used as the sample-interval counter. Counter 3 can
be programmed to generate a pulse once every N counts. N is referred to as the sample interval,
that is, the time between successive ND conversions. N can be between 2 and 65,536. One count
is equal to the period of the timebase clock used by the counter. The following clocks are available
internal to the Am9513A: 1 MHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz, 1 kHz, and 100 Hz. In addition, the sampleinterval timer can use signals connected to any of the Am9513A SOURCE input pins.
To program the sample-interval counter, use the following programming sequence. All writes are
16-bit operations.
a. Write FF03 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 3 Mode Register.
b. Write the mode value to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 mode value. Use
one of the following hex mode values:
8B25
8C25
8D25
8E25
8F25
8525

-

Selects 1-MHz clock
Selects 100-kHz clock
Selects 10-kHz clock
Selects 1-kHz clock
Selects 100-Hz clock
Selects signal at SOURCES input as clock (counts the rising edge of the signal,
6 MHz maximum)

c. Write FFOB (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 3 Load Register.
d. Write 2 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 load value.
e. Write FF44 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 3.

f. Write FFF3 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to step Counter 3 down to 1.
g. Write the desired sample interval to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 load
value:
"

If the sample interval is between 2 and FFFF (hex) (65,535 decimal) inclusive, write the
sample interval to the Am9513A Data Register.

"

If the sample interval is 1 0000 (hex) (65,536 decimal), write Oto the Am9513A Data
Register.

h. Write FF24 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 3.
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After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 3 is configured to generate ND
conversion pulses as soon as application of a trigger causes it to be enabled.
3, Program the sample counter,
Counters 4 and 5 of the Am9513A Counterffimer are used as the sample counter. The sample
counter tallies the number of ND conversions initiated by Counter 3 and stops Counter 3 when the
desired sample count is reached. If the desired sample count is 65,536 or less, only Counter 4
needs to be used, making Counter 5 available for general-purpose timing applications. If the
desired sample count is greater than 65,536, both Counters 4 and 5 must be used.
Sample Counts 2 through 65,536 Use this procedure to program the sample counter for sample
counts up to 65,536. The minimum permitted sample count is 2. All writes are 16-bit operations.
a. Write FF04 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Mode Register.
b. Write 9025 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 mode value.
c. Write FFOC (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Load Register.
d. Write the sample count value to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 load value:

•

If the sample count is between 2 and FFFF (hex) (65,535 decimal), write the sample count

•

If the sample count is 1 (X)()() (hex) (65,536 decimal), write Oto the Am9513A Data

to the Am9513A Data Register.

Register.

e. Write FF48 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 4.
f. Write FFF4 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to decrement Counter 4.
g. Write FF28 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 4.
h. Clear the 16*/32 CNT bit in Command Register 1 to notify the hardware that only Counter 4
will be used as the sample counter.
After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 4 is configured to count ND conversion
pulses generated by Counter 3 and to tum off the data acquisition operation when Counter 4
decrements to 0. Counter 4 begins counting ND conversion pulses when a rising edge signal is
received on the STOPTRIG input ND conversion data stored before receipt of the STOPIRIG
signal are pretrigger samples.
Sample Counts Greater than 65,536 Use this procedure to program the sample counter for sample
counts greater than 65,536. The lower 16 bits of the sample count are stored in Counter 4, and the
upper 16 bits of the sample count are stored in Counter 5. All writes are 16-bit operations.
a.

Write FF04 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Mode Register.

b.

Write 9025 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 mode value.
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c.

Write FFOC (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Load Register.

d.

Write the least significant 16 bits of the sample count value minus 1 to the Am9513A Data
Register to store the Counter 4 load value.

"

If the least significant 16 bits are all 0, write FFFF(hex) .

e.

Write FF48 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 4.

f.

Write O (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store O into the Load Register for Counter 4
reloading.

g.

Write FF28 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 4.

h.

Write FF05 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 5 Mode Register.

1.

Write 25 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 5 mode value.

J.

Write FFOD (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 5 Load Register.

k.

Take the most significant 16 bits of the sample count and do the following:

I.

"

If the least significant 16 bits of the sample count are all Oor all Oexcept for a 1 in the least

"

Otherwise, add 1 to the most significant 16 bits of the sample count and write that value to
the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 5 load value.

significant bit, write the most significant 16 bits to the Am9513A Data Register to store the
Counter 5 load value.

Write FF70 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load and arm Counter 5.

m. Set the 16*/32 CNT bit in Command Register 1 to notify the hardware that both Counters 4
and 5 will be used as the sample counter.
After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 4 is configured to count ND conversion
pulses generated by Counter 3, and Counter 5 decrements every time Counter 4 reaches 0. The
data acquisition operation is tenninated when both Counters 4 and 5 reach 0. Counters 4 and 5
begin counting ND conversion pulses when a rising edge signal is received on the STOPTRIG
input. ND conversion data stored before receipt of the STOPTRIG signal are pretrigger samples.
4,

Clear the AID circuitty,

Before you start the data acquisition operation, the ND FIFO must be emptied to clear out any old
ND conversion results. This emptying must be done after the counters are programmed in case
any spurious edges were caused while programming the counters. Write Oto the ND Clear

Register to empty the FIFO (16-bit write).

5.

Apply

a trigger,

Once set up by the preceding steps, the data acquisition operation is initiated when a trigger is
received. A trigger can be provided in one of two ways-through software, or through hardware.
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•

To initiate the data acquisition operation through software, write Oto the Start DAQ Register
(16-bit write).

•

To initiate the data acquisition operation through hardware, apply an active low pulse to the
STARTTRIG* pin on the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector. See Data Acquisition Timing
Connections in'Chapter 2, Configuration and Installation, for STARTTRIG* signal
specifications.

Once the trigger is applied, Counter 3 generates pulses initiating AID conversions once every
sample interval until the sample counter reaches 0.

6. Service the data acqyisition operation,
Once the data acquisition operation is started by application of a trigger, the operation must be
serviced by reading the AID FIFO Register every time an AID conversion result becomes available.
To do this, perform the following sequence until the desired number of conversion results have
been read:
a. Read the Status Register (16-bit read).
b. If the CO_NVAVAIL bit is set, read the AID FIFO Register to obtain the result
Interrupts or DMA can also be used to service the data acquisition operation. These topics are
discussed later in this chapter.
Two error conditions may occur during a data acquisition operation-an overflow error, or an
overrun error. These error conditions are reported through the Status Register and should be
checked every time the Status Register is read to check the CONYAVA1L bit If either of these
error conditions occurs, the data acquisition operation stops.
An overflow condition occurs if more than 16 AID conversions have been stored in the AID FIFO
without the AID FIFO being read; that is, the AID FIFO is full and cannot accept any more data.
This condition occurs if the software loop reading the AID FIFO Register is not fast enough to
keep up with the AID conversion rate. When an overflow occurs, at least one AID conversion
result is lost. An overflow condition has occurred if the OVERFLOW bit in the Status Register is
set.
An overrun condition occurs if an AID conversion is initiated before the previous conversion is
finished. This condition may result in one or more missing AID conversions. This condition
occurs if the sample interval is too small (sample rate is too high). An overrun condition has
occurred if the OVERRUN bit in the Status Register is set See Table 4-5 forNB-MI0-16X
maximum data acquisition rates.

Both the OVERFLOW and OVERRUN bits in the Status Register are cleared by writing to the AID
Clear Register.
When steps 1 through 5 Qf this sequence are completed, Counter 3 is armed and begins generating
pulses. The sample counter does not begin counting until a rising edge signal is detected on the
STOP'IRIG input. When the sample count decrements to 0, the data acquisition operation halts.
Chapter 2, Configuration and Installation, contains the STOPTRIG signal specifications.
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Controlling Multiple AID Conversions with the EXTCONV* Signal
When you use EXTCONV* to control multiple ND conversions, none of the onboard counters
need to be used, but the sample counters can still be used to stop the data acquisition operation
when the terminal count is reached. Pulses applied to the EXTCONV* input initiate the ND
conversions. To perform this operation, complete these steps:
1. Select analog input channel and gain.
2. (Optional) Program the sample counter (see Programming Multiple AID Conversions on a
Single Input Channel earlier in this chapter).
3. Clear the ND circuitry.
4. Service the data acquisition operation.
First, make certain that Counter 3 is reset as described under Resetting the Hardware after a Data
Acquisition Operation later in this chapter. If Counter 3 is not reset, it may be driving the
EXTCONV* line and therefore prevent another signal from successfully driving the line high or
low.
1. Select analog input channel and gain.
The analog input channel and gain are selected by writing to the Mux-Gain Register. Bits 7 and 6
control the gain, and bits 3 through O select the analog input channel. See the Mux-Gain Register
bit description earlier in this chapter for gain and analog input channel bit patterns. Set up the bits
as given in the Mux-Gain Register bit description, and write to the Mux-Gain Register.
The Mux-Gain Register needs to be written to only when the analog input channel or gain setting
needs to be changed.
2. Clear the AID circuitry.
Before starting the data acquisition operation, the ND FIFO must be emptied to clear out any old
ND conversion results. Write Oto the ND Clear Register to empty the FIFO.

3.

Service the data acquisition operation.

Once an external trigger starts the data acquisition operation, the operation is serviced by reading
the ND FIFO Register every time an ND conversion result becomes available. To do this,
perform the following sequence until the desired number of conversion results have been read:
a. Read the Status Register (16-bit read).
b. If the CONYAVAIL bit is set, read the ND FIFO Register to obtain the result
Interrupts or DMA can also be used to service the data acquisition operation. These topics are
discussed later in this chapter.
Two error conditions may occur during a data acquisition operation: an overflow error or an
overrun error. These error conditions are reported through the Status Register and should be
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checked every time the Status Register is read to check the CONVAVAIL bit If either of these
error conditions occurs, the data acquisition operation stops.
An overflow condition occurs if more than 16 AID conversions have been stored in the AID FIFO
without the AID FIFO being read; that is, the AID FIFO is full and cannot accept any more data.
This condition occurs if the software loop reading the AID FIFO Register is not fast enough to
keep up with the AID conversion rate. When an overflow occurs, at least one AID conversion
result is lost. An overflow condition has occurred if the OVERFLOW bit in the Status Register is
set.

An overrun condition occurs if an AID conversion is initiated before the previous conversion is
finished. This condition may result in one or more missing AID conversions. This condition
occurs if the sample interval is too small (sample rate is too high). An overrun condition has
occurred if the OVERRUN bit in the Status Register is set See Table 4-5 for NB-MI0-16X
maximum data acquisition rates.
Both the OVERFLOW and OVERRUN bits in the Status Register are cleared by writing to the AID
Clear Register.
An AID conversion is initiated and stored in the AID FIFO every time a low-to-high edge is
detected on the EXTCONV* input See Chapter 2, Configuration and Instal.lation, for
EXTCONV* signal specifications.

P.rog.ramming Multiple AID Conversions with Channel Scanning
The data acquisition programming sequences described earlier program the NB-MI0-16X for
multiple AID conversion on a single input channel. The NB-MI0-16X can also be programmed
for scanning analog input channels and switching gain settings during the data acquisition
operation. The sequence of AID channels and gain settings, called the scan sequence, is
programmed into the mux-gain memory.
There are two types of multiple AID conversions with channel scanning-continuous channel
scanning, and interval channel scanning. Continuous channel scanning cycles through the scan
sequence in the mux-gain memory and repeats the scan sequence until the sample counter
terminates the data acquisition. There is no delay between the cycles of the scan sequence.
Continuous channel scanning can be thought of as a rol.!,nd-:robin approach to scanning multiple
channels.

Interval channel scanning gives each scan sequence a programmed time interval, called a scan
interval. Each cycle of the scan sequence begins at the time interval specified by the scan interval.
If the sample-interval counter is programmed for the minimum time required to complete an AID
conversion, interval channel scanning can be thought of as a pseudo-simul.taneous scanning of
multiple channels; that is, all channels in the scan sequence are read as quickly as possible at the
beginning of each scan interval.
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Multiple AID Conversions with Continuous Channel Scanning (Round-Robin)
To program continuous scanning of multiple AID conversions, follow these steps:
1 . Set up the analog channel and gain selection sequence.
2. Program the sample-interval counter.
3. Program the sample counter.
4. Clear the AID circuitry and reset the mux counter.
5. Enable the scanning data acquisition operation.
6. Apply a trigger.
7. Service the data acquisition operation.
Setting the SCANEN bit in Command Register 1 enables scanning during multiple AID
conversions. This bit must be set regardless of the type of scanning used; otherwise, only a single
channel is scanned. In addition, a channel and gain scan sequence must be stored in the mux-gain
memory.
1.

Set up the analog channel and gain selection sequence.

During a scanning data acquisition operation, a selected number of locations in the mux-gain
memory are clocked through. A new mux-gain memory location is selected after each AID
conversion. The first conversion is performed on the first channel and gain setting in the memory.
The second conversion is performed on the second channel and gain setting, and so on. The last
entry written to the mux-gain memory must have the LASTONE bit set (see the Mux-Gain Register
description earlier in this chapter). This bit marks the end of the scan sequence. After the last
conversion is performed, the scan sequence starts over. If there are X entries in the mux-gain
memory, every Xth conversion in the data collected is performed on the same channel and gain
setting.
Multiple conversions can be performed on each entry in the mux-gain memory before incrementing
to the next entry in the scan sequence. If the SCANDIV bit in Command Register 1 is set, the
mux-gain memory increments to the next entry when an active low pulse is detected on the
Am9513A Counter/fimer OUTl signal. If the SCANDIV bit is cleared, the mux-gain memory is
incremented to the next entry after every conversion.
The mux-gain memory must be loaded with the desired scan sequence before data acquisition
begins. To load the mux-gain memory, perform the following write operations whereX is the
number of entries in the scan sequence:
For i = 0 to X-1, follow these steps:
a. Write i to the Mux-Counter Register to select the mux-gain memory location.
b. Write the desired analog channel selection and gain setting to the Mux-Gain Register to load the
mux-gain memory at location i .
c. If i =X-1, also set the LASTONE bit when writing to the Mux-Gain Register.
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2. Program the sample-interval counter.
Counter 3 of the Am9513A Counter/Timer is used as the sample-interval counter. Counter 3 can
be programmed to generate a pulse once every N counts. N is referred to as the sample interval,
that is, the time between successive ND conversions. N can be between 2 and 65,536. One count
is equal to the period of the timebase clock used by the counter. The following clocks are available
internal to the Am9513A: 1 MHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz, 1 kHz, and 100 Hz. In addition, the sampleinterval timer can use signals connected to any of the Am9513A SOURCE input pins.
To program the sample-interval counter, use the following programming sequence. All writes are
16-bit operations.
a. Write FF03 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 3 Mode Register.
b. Write the mode value to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 mode value. Use
one of the following hex mode values:
8B 25
8C25
8D25
8E25
8F25
8525

-

Selects 1-MHz clock
Selects 100-kHz clock
Selects 10-kHz clock
Selects 1-kHz clock
Selects 100-Hz clock
Selects signal at SOURCES input as clock (counts the rising edge of the signal,
6 MHz maximum)

c. Write FFOB (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 3 Load Register.
d. Write 2 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 load value.
e. Write FF44 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 3.
f. Write FFF3 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to step Counter 3 down to 1.

g. Write the desired sample interval to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 load
value:
•

If the sample interval is between 2 and FFFF (hex) (65,535 decimal), write the sample

•

If the sample interval is 1 0000 (hex) (65,536 decimal), write Oto the Am9513A Data

interval to the Am9513A Data Register.
Register.

h. Write FF24 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 3.
After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 3 is configured to generate AID
conversion pulses as soon as application of a trigger causes it to be enabled.
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3, Program the sample counter.
Counters 4 and 5 of the Am9513A Counter/Timer are used as the sample counter. The sample
counter tallies the number of ND conversions initiated by Counter 3 and stops Counter 3 when the
desired sample count is reached. The sample count should be programmed as a multiple of the
number of entries in the mux-gain memory. If the desired sample count is 65,536 or less, only
Counter 4 needs to be used, making Counter 5 available for general-purpose timing applications.
If the desired sample count is greater than 65,536, both Counters 4 and 5 must be used.
Sample Counts 2 through 65,536 Use this procedure to program the sample counter for sample
counts up to 65,536. The minimum permitted sample count is 2. All writes are 16-bit operations.
a. Write FF04 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Mode Register.
b. Write 1025 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 mode value.
c. Write FFOC (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Load Register.
d. Write the sample count value to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 load value:
•

If the sample count is between 2 and FFFF (hex) (65,535 decimal), write the sample count
minus 1 to the Am9513A Data Register.

•

If the sample count is 1 0000 (hex) (65,536 decimal), write Oto the Am9513A Data
Register.

e. Write FF48 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 4.

f. Write FFF4 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to decrement Counter 4.
g. Write FF28 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 4.
h. Clear the 16*/32 CNT bit in Command Register 1 to notify the hardware that only Counter 4
will be used as the sample counter.
After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 4 is configured to count ND conversion
pulses generated by Counter 3 and to turn off the data acquisition operation when Counter 4
reaches 0.
Sample Counts Greater than 65.536 Use this procedure to program the sample counter for sample
counts greater than 65,536. The lower 16 bits of the sample count are stored in Counter 4, and the
upper 16 bits of the sample count are stored in Counter 5. All writes are 16-bit operations.
a.

Write FF04 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Mode Register.

b.

Write 1025 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 mode value.

c.

Write FFOC (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Load Register.

d.

Write the least significant 16 bits of the sample count value minus 1 to the Am9513A Data
Register to store the Counter 4 load value.
•

If the least significant 16 bits are all 0, write FFFF (hex).
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e.

Write FF48 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load and arm Counter 4.

f.

Write Oto the Am9513A Data Register to store Ointo the Load Register for Counter 4
reloading.

g.

Write FF28 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 4.

h.

Write FF05 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 5 Mode Register.

1.

Write 25 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 5 mode value.

j.

Write FFOD (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 5 Load Register.

k.

Take the most significant 16 bits of the sample count and do the following:
•

If the least significant 16 bits of the sample count are all Oor all Oexcept for a 1 in the least
significant bit, write the most significant 16 bits to the Am9513A Data Register to store the

Counter 5 load value.

•
1.

Otherwise, add 1 to the most significant 16 bits of the sample count and write that value to
the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 5 load value.

Write FF70 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load and arm Counter 5.

m. Set the 16*/32 CNT bit in Command Register 1 to notify the hardware that both Counters 4
and 5 will be used as the sample counter.
After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 4 is configured to count ND conversion
pulses generated by Counter 3, and Counter 5 increments every time Counter 4 reaches 0. The
data acquisition operation is terminated when both Counters 4 and 5 reach Oand the last entry in
the mux-gain memory is served.
4. Clear the AID circuitzy and reset the mux counter.
Before starting the data acquisition operation, the ND FIFO must be emptied to clear out any old
ND conversion results. This emptying must be done after the counters are programmed in case
any spurious edges were caused while programming the counters. Write Oto the ND Clear
Register to empty the FIFO.
Write Oto the Mux-Counter Register to set the analog input circuitry to the first channel and gain
setting of the scan sequence.

5. Enable the scannin& data acquisition operation.
To enable the scanning data acquisition operation so that ND conversions begin when a trigger is
received, set the DAQEN bit and the SCANEN bit in Command Register 1.
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6, Apply a trigger.
Once set up by the preceding steps, the data acquisition operation is initiated when a trigger is
received. A trigger can be provided in one of two ways-through software, or through hardware.
..

To initiate the data acquisition operation through software, write Oto the Start DAQ Register.

•

To initiate the data acquisition operation through hardware, apply an active low pulse to the
STARTTRIG* pin on the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector. See Data Acquisition Timing
Connections in Chapter 2, Configuration and Insta/.lation, for STARTTRIG* signal
specifications.

Once the trigger is applied, Counter 3 generates pulses initiating ND conversions once every
sample interval until the sample counter reaches 0.

7, Service the data acquisition operation,
Once the data acquisition operation is started by application of a trigger, the operation is serviced
by reading the ND FJFO Register every time an ND conversion result becomes available. To do
this, perform the following sequence until the desired number of conversion results have been

read:

a. Read the Status Register (16-bit read).
b. If the CONVAVA1L bit is set, read the ND FJFO Register to obtain the result
Interrupts or DMA can also be used to service the data acquisition operation. These topics are
discussed later in this chapter.
Two error conditions may occur during a data acquisition operation-an overflow error, or an
overrun error. These error conditions are reported through the Status Register and should be
checked every time the Status Register is read to check the CONVAVA1L bit If either of these
error conditions occurs, the data acquisition operation stops.
An overflow condition occurs if more than 16 ND conversions have been stored in the ND FJFO
without the ND FJFO being read; that is, the ND FJFO is full and cannot accept any more data.
This condition occurs if the software loop reading the ND FJFO Register is not fast enough to
keep up with the ND conversion rate. When an overflow occurs, at least one ND conversion
result is lost. An overflow condition has occurred if the OVERFLOW bit in the Status Register is .
set.
An overrun condition occurs if a second ND conversion is initiated before the previous conversion
is finished. This condition may result in one or more missing ND con"'.ersions. This condition
occurs if the sample interval is too small (sample rate is too high). An overrun condition has
occurred if the OVERRUN bit in the Status Register is set.

Scanned data acquisition requires slower data acquisition rates than single-channel data acquisition
because signals must settle each time channels are switched. See Table 4-6 for the maximum
recommended multiple-channel data acquisition rates.
Both the OVERFLOW and OVERRUN bits in the Status Register are cleared by writing to the ND
Clear Register.
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Multiple AID Conversions with Interval Channel Scanning (Pseudo-Simultaneous)
To program scanned multiple AID conversions with a scan interval, follow these steps:
1. Set up the analog channel and gain selection sequence.
2. Program the sample-interval counter.
3. Program the sample counter.
4. Program the scan-interval counter.
5. Clear the AID circuitry and reset the mux counter.
6. Enable the scanning data acquisition operation.
7. Apply a trigger.
8. Service the data acquisition operation.
Setting the SCANEN bit in Command Register 1 enables scanning during multiple AID
conversions. This bit must be set regardless of the type of scanning used; otherwise, only a single
channel is scanned. In addition, a channel and gain scan sequence must be stored in the mux-gain
memory.
Setting the SCN2 bit in Command Register 1 enables the use of a scan interval during multiple AID
conversions. The scan-interval counter gives each cycle through the scan sequence a time interval.
The scan-interval counter begins counting at the start of the scan sequence programmed into the
mux-gain memory. When the scan sequence completes, the next cycle through the scan sequence
does not begin until the scan-interval counter has reached its terminal count. Be sure that the scaninterval counter allows enough time for all conversions in a scan sequence to occur so that
conversions are not missed.
1.

Set up the analog channel and gain selection seg_uence.

During a scanning data acquisition operation, a selected number of locations in the mux-gain
memory are clocked through. A new mux-gain memory location is selected after each AID
conversion. The first conversion is performed on the first channel and gain setting in the memory.
The second conversion is performed on the second channel and gain setting, and so on. The last
entry written to the mux-gain memory must have the LASTONE bit set. This bit marks the end of
the scan sequence. After the last conversion is performed, the scan sequence starts over. If there
areX entries fa the mux-gain memory, every Xth conversion in the data collected is performed on
the same channel and gain setting.
Multiple conversions can be performed on each entry in the mux-gain memory before incrementing
to the next entry in the scan sequence. If the SCANDIV bit in Command Register 1 is set, the
mux-gain memory increments to the next entry when an active low pulse is detected on the
Am9513A Counter/fimer OUTl signal. If the SCANDIV bit is cleared, the mux-gain memory is
incremented to the next entry after every conversion.
The mux-gain memory must be loaded with the desired scan sequence before data acquisition
begins. To load the mux-gain memory, perform the following write operations whereX is the
number of entries in the scan sequence.
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For i

=0 to X-1, follow these steps:

a. Write i to the Mux-Counter Register to select the mux-gain memory location.
b. Write the desired analog channel selection and gain setting to the Mux-Gain Register to load the
mux-gain memory at location i.
c. If i = X-1, also set the LASTONE bit when writing to the Mux-Gain Register.

2, Program the sample-interval counter,
Counter 3 of the Am9513A Counter!fimer is used as the sample-interval counter. Counter 3 can
be programmed to generate a pulse once every N counts. N is referred to as the sample interval,
that is, the time between successive AID conversions. N can be between 2 and 65,536. One count
is equal to the period of the timebase clock used by the counter. The following clocks are available
internal to the Am9513A: 1 MHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz, 1 kHz, and 100 Hz. In addition, the sampleinterval timer can use signals connected to any of the Am9513A SOURCE input pins.
To program the sample-interval counter, use the following programming sequence. All writes are
16-bit operations.
a. Write FF03 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 3 Mode Register.
b. Write the mode value to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 mode value. Use
one of the following hex mode values:
8B25
8C25
8D25
8E25
8F25
8525

-

Selects 1-MHz clock
Selects 100-kHz clock
Selects 10-kHz clock
Selects 1-kHz clock
Selects 100-Hz clock
Selects signal at SOURCES input as clock (counts the rising edge of the signal,
6 MHz maximum)

c. Write FFOB (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 3 Load Register.
d. Write 2 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 load value.
e. Write FF44 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 3.
f. Write FFF3 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to step Counter 3 down to 1.
g. Write the desired sample interval to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 load
value:

•

If the sample interval is between 2 and FFFF (hex) (65,535 decimal), write the sample
interval to the Am9513A Data Register.

"

If the sample interval is 1 0000 (hex) (65,536 decimal), write Oto the Am9513A Data
Register.
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h. Write FF24 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 3.
After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 3 is configured to generate AID
conversion pulses as soon as application of a trigger causes it to be enabled.

3, Program the sample counter,
Counters 4 and 5 of the Am9513A Counter/fimer are used as the sample counter. The sample
counter tallies the number of AID conversions initiated by Counter 3 and stops Counter 3 when the
desired sample count is reached. The sample count should be programmed as a multiple of the
number of entries in the mux-gain memory. If the desired sample count is 65,536 or less, only
Counter 4 needs to be used, making Counter 5 available for general-purpose timing applications.
If the desired sample count is greater than 65,536, both Counters 4 and 5 must be used.
Sample Counts 2 through 65,536 Use this procedure to program the sample counter for sample
counts up to 65,536. The minimum permitted sample count is 2. All writes are 16-bit operations.
a. Write FF04 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Mode Register.
b. Write 1025 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 mode value.
c. Write FFOC (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Load Register.
d. Write the sample count value to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 load value:
"

If the sample count is between 2 and FFFF (hex) (65,535 decimal), write the sample count

•

If the sample count is 1 0000 (hex) (65,536 decimal), write Oto the Am9513A Data

minus 1 to the Am9513A Data Register.

Register.

e. Write FF48 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 4.
f. Write FFF4 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to decrement Counter 4.
g. Write FF28 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 4.
h. Clear the 16*/32 CNT bit in Command Register 1 to notify the hardware that only Counter 4
will be used as the sample counter.
When this procedure is completed, Counter 4 is configured to count AID conversion pulses
generated by Counter 3 and to turn off the data acquisition operation when Counter 4 reaches 0.
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Sample Counts Greater than 65,536 Use this procedure to program the sample counter for sample
counts greater than 65,536. The lower 16 bits of the sample count are stored in Counter 4, and the
upper 16 bits of the sample count are stored in Counter 5. All writes are 16-bit operations.
a.

Write FF04 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Mode Register.

b.

Write 1025 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 mode value.

c.

Write FFOC (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Load Register.

d.

Write the least significant 16 bits of the sample count value minus 1 to the Am9513A Data
Register to store the Counter 4 load value.

•

If the least significant 16 bits are all 0, write FFFF(hex) .

e.

Write FF48 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 4.

f.

Write Oto the Am9513A Data Register to store O into the Load Register for Counter 4
reloading.

g.

Write FF28 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 4.

h.

Write FF05 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 5 Mode Register.

i.

Write 25 (hex) to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 5 mode value.

j.

Write FFOD (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 5 Load Register.

k.

Take the most significant 16 bits of the sample count and do the following:

1.

•

If the least significant 16 bits of the sample count are all O or all O except for a 1 in the least
significant bit, write the most significant 16 bits to the Am9513A Data Register to store the
Counter 5 load value.

•

Otherwise, add 1 to the most significant 16 bits of the sample count and write that value to
the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 5 load value.

Write Ff70 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load and arm Counter 5.

m. Set the 16*/32 CNT bit in Command Register 1 to notify the hardware that both Counters 4
and 5 will be used as the sample counter.
After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 4 is configured to count AID conversion
pulses generated by Counter 3, and Counter 5 increments every time Counter 4 reaches 0. The
data acquisition operation is terminated when both Counters 4 and 5 reach O and the last entry in
the mux-gain memory is served.
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4. Program the scan-interval counter,
Counter 2 of the Am9513A Counter/fimer is used as the scan-interval counter. Counter 2 can be
programmed to generate a pulse once every N counts. N is referred to as the scan interval, that is,
the time between successive scan sequences programmed into the mux-gain memory. N can be
between 2 and 65,536. One count is equal to the period of the timebase clock used by the counter.
The following clocks are available internal to the Am9513A: 1 MHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz, 1 kHz,
and 100 Hz. In addition, the scan-interval timer can use signals connected to any of the Am9513A
SOURCE input pins.
To program the scan-interval counter, use the following programming sequence. All writes are
16-bit operations.
a. Write FF02 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 2 Mode Register.
b. Write the mode value to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 2 mode value. Use
one of the following hex mode values:
8B25
8C25
8D25
8E25
8F25
8525

-

Selects 1-MHz clock
Selects 100-k:Hz clock
Selects 10-kHz clock
Selects 1-kHz clock
Selects 100-Hz clock
Selects signal at SOURCES input as clock (counts the rising edge of the signal,
6 MHz maximum)

c. Write FFOA (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 2 Load Register.
d. Write 3 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 2 load value.
e. Write FF42 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 2.
f. Write FFF2 (hex) o the Am9513A Command Register to step Counter 2 down to 1.
g. Entries stored in the mux-gain memory should be scanned once during a scan interval. The
following condition must be satisfied:
scan interval ~ 2 µsec + sample interval * x
where x is the number of entries in the scan sequence.
Write the desired scan interval to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 2 load value:
•

If the scan interval is between 2 and FFFF (hex) (65,535 decimal), write the scan interval

•

If the scan interval is 1 0000 (hex) (65,536 decimal), write Oto the Am9513A Data

to the Am9513A Data Register.

Register.

h. Write FF22 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to arm Counter 2.
After you complete this programming sequence, Counter 2 is configured to assign a time interval to
scan sequences once the trigger to enable ND conversions is detected.
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5, Clear the AID circuitry and reset the mux counter,
Before starting the data acquisition operation, the ND FIFO must be emptied to clear out any old
ND conversion results. This emptying must be done after the counters are programmed in case
any spurious edges were caused while programming the counters. Write Oto the ND Clear
Register to empty the FIFO (16-bit write).
Write Oto the Mux-Counter Register to set the analog input circuitry to the first channel and gain
setting of the scan sequence.
Write Oto the TMRINTCL Register to clear any spurious edge caused by programming Counter 2.

6. Enable the scanning data acquisition weration,
To enable the scanning data acquisition operation such that ND conversions begin when a trigger
is received, set the DAQEN bit and the SCANEN bit in Command Register 1. To enable the scan
interval timing, set the SCN2 bit in Command Register 2.

7, Apply a trigger,
Once set up by the preceding steps, the data acquisition operation is initiated when a trigger is
received. A trigger can be provided in one of two ways-through software, or through hardware.
•

To initiate the data acquisition operation through software, write Oto the Start DAQ Register.

•

To initiate the data acquisition operation through hardware, apply an active low pulse to the
STARTTRIG* pin on the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector. See Data Acquisition Timing
Connections in Chapter 2, Configuration and Installation, for STARTTRIG* signal
specifications.

Once the trigger is applied, Counter 3 generates pulses initiating ND conversions once every
sample interval until the sample counter reaches Oand the last scan cycle is completed. Counter 2
generates a scan interval for each cycle through the scan sequence in the mux-gain memory.

8, Service the data acquisition operation,
Once the data acquisition operation is started by application of a trigger, the operation is serviced
by reading the ND FIFO Register every time an ND conversion result becomes available. To do
this, perform the following sequence until the desired number of conversion results have been

read:

a. Read the Status Register (16-bit read).
b. If the CONYAVAIL bit is set, read the ND FIFO Register to obtain the result
Interrupts or DMA can also be used to service the data acquisition operation. These topics are
discussed later in this chapter.
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Two error conditions may occur during a data acquisition operation-an overflow error, or an
overrun error. These error conditions are reported through the Status Register and should be
checked every time the Status Register is read to check the CONVAVAIL bit If either of these
error conditions occurs, the data acquisition operation stops.
An overflow condition occurs if more than 16 AID conversions have been stored in the AID FIFO
without the AID FIFO being read; that is, the AID FIFO is full and cannot accept any more data.
This condition occurs if the software loop reading the AID FIFO Register is not fast enough to
keep up with the AID conversion rate. When an overflow occurs, at least one AID conversion
result is lost. An overflow condition has occurred if the OVERFLOW bit in the Status Register is
set.
An overrun condition occurs if a second AID conversion is initiated before the previous conversion
is finished. This condition may result in one or more missing AID conversions. This condition
occurs if the sample interval is too small (sample rate is too high). An overrun condition has
occurred if the OVERRUN bit in the Status Register is set.
Scanned data acquisition requires slower acquisition rates than single-channel data acquisition
because signals must settle each time channels are switched. See Table 4-6 for the maximum
recommended multiple-channel data acquisition rates.
Table 4-6. Multiple-Channel Data Acquisition Rates

Board

Gain

Data Acquisition Rate
0.01% Settling

0.005% Settling

l/2 LSB Settling

NB-MI0-16X(H/L)-42

1,2,4,8,10
100
500

23.8 ksamples/sec 20 ksamples/sec
20 ksamples/sec
20 ksamples/sec
20 ksamples/sec
10 ksamples/sec

5 ksamples/sec
2 ksamples/sec
2 ksamples/sec

NB-MI0-16X(HIL)-18

1,2,4,8,10
100
500

33.3 ksamples/sec 20 ksamples/sec
20 ksamples/sec
20 ksamples/sec
20 ksamples/sec
10 ksamples/sec

5 ksamples/sec
2 ksamples/sec
2 ksamples/sec

Both the OVERFLOW and OVERRUN bits in the Status Register are cleared by writing to the AID
Clear Register.

External Timing Considerations for Scanned Data Acquisition
After you follow the programming instructions listed under External Timing Considerations for
Multiple AID Conversions earlier in this chapter, complete these additional steps:
1. Set up the analog channel and gain sequence as previously described.
2. Set the SCANEN bit in Command Register 1.
3. Set the mux counter to Obefore starting the data acquisition operation.
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Resetting the Hardware after a Data Acquisition Operation
After a data acquisition operation is complete, if no errors occurred and the sample count was less
than or equal to 1 0000 hex, then the NB-MI0-16X is left in the same state as it was at the
beginning of the data acquisition operation. The counters do not need to be reprogrammed; another
data acquisition operation begins when a trigger is received. If the next data acquisition operation
requires the counters to be programmed differently, the Am9513A counters that were used must be
disarmed and reset.

Resetting Counter 2
To reset Counter 2, use the following programming sequence. All writes are 16-bit operations.
1. Write FFC2 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to disarm Counter 2.
2. Write FF02 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 2 Mode Register.
3. Write 4 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 2 mode value such that counter
output becomes high-impedance.
4. Write FFOA (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 2 Load Register.
5. Write 3 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the non-terminal count value in the Counter 2
Load Register.
6. Write FF42 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 2.
7. Write FF42 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register a second time to load Counter 2 again to
guarantee that Counter 2 is not left in a terminal count state.

Resetting Counter 3
To reset Counter 3, use the following programming sequence. All writes are 16-bit operations.
1. Write FFC4 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to disarm Counter 3.
2. Write FF03 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 3 Mode Register.
3. Write 4 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 3 mode value such that counter
output becomes high-impedance.
4. Write FFOB (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 3 Load Register.
5. Write 3 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the non-terminal count value in the Counter 3
Load Register.
6. Write FF44 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 3.
7. Write FF44 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register a second time to load Counter 3 again to
guarantee that Counter 3 is not left in a terminal count state.
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Resetting Counter 4
To reset Counter 4, use the following programming sequence. All writes are 16-bit operations.
1. Write FFC8 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to disann Counter 4.
2. Write FF04 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Mode Register.
3. Write 4 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 4 mode value such that counter
output becomes high-impedance. If Counter 4 is not to be used during the next data acquisition
operation, write Oto the Am9513A Data Register to drive the output low.
4. Write FFOC (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 4 Load Register.
5. Write 3 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the non-terminal count value in the Counter 4
Load Register.
6. Write FF48 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 4.
7. Write FF48 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register a second time to load Counter 4 again to
guarantee that Counter 4 is not left in a terminal count state.

Resetting Counter S
To reset Counter 5, use the following programming sequence. All writes are 16-bit operations.
1. Write FFDO (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to disann Counter 5.
2. Write FF05 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 5 Mode Register.
3. Write 4 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the Counter 5 mode value such that counter
output becomes high-impedance.
4. Write FFOD (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to select the Counter 5 Load Register.
5. Write 3 to the Am9513A Data Register to store the non-terminal count value in the Counter 5
Load Register.
6. Write FF50 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register to load Counter 5.
7. Write FF50 (hex) to the Am9513A Command Register a second time to load Counter 5 again to
guarantee that Counter 5 is not left in a terminal count state.
After resetting the counters, write O to the AID Oear Register to clear all error conditions and to
empty the AID FIFO.
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Programming the Analog Output Circuitry
The voltage at the analog output circuitry output pins (pins DACO OUT and DACl OUT on the
NB-MI0-16X J/0 connector) is controlled by loading the DAC in the analog output channel with a
12-bit digital code. This DAC is loaded by writing the digital code to the DACO and DACl
Registers. Writing to the DACO Register controls the voltage at the DACO OUT pin on the
NB-MI0-16X J/0 connector. Writing to the DACl Register controls the voltage at the DACl OUT
pin. The analog output on pins DACO OUT and DACl OUT can be updated in one of three waysimmediately when DACO or DACl is written to, when an active low pulse is detected on the OUT2
pin of the Am9513A Counter/Timer, or when an active low pulse is received from the RTSI bus.
Two bits in Command Register 1 specify which update method is used. If RTSIWGEN is set,
then updating is controlled by the RTSI bus. If TMRWGEN is set, then updating is controlled by
the OUT2 signal. If neither of these bits is set, then a DAC is updated immediately as it is written
to.
The output voltage generated from the digital code depends on the configuration, unipolar or
bipolar, of the associated analog output channel. This configuration is determined by configuration
jumpers on the NB-MI0-16X board. In bipolar mode, configuration jumpers also determine if the
digital code written to the DACs is in straight binary form or in a two's complement form. The
factory default is the bipolar configuration in two's complement mode. See Analog Input
Configuration in Chapter 2, Configuration and Installation, for more information. Table 4-7
shows the output voltage versus digital code for a unipolar analog output configuration. Table 4-8
shows the voltage versus digital code for a bipolar analog output configuration.
The formula for the voltage output versus digital code for a unipolar analog output configuration is
as follows:
V

_ V * (digital code)
out ref
4 , 096

where Vref is the reference voltage applied to the analog output channel. The digital code in the
preceding formula is a decimal value ranging from O to 4,095.
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Table 4-7. Analog Output Voltage Versus Digital Code (Unipolar Mode)

Digital Code

Voltage Output

=10 V

Decimal

Hex

0

0

0

1

1

Vref
4,096

2.44mV

1,024

0400

Vref
4

2.5V

2,048

0800

Vref
2

5V

3,072

ocoo

Vref * 3
4

4,095

OFFF

Vref * 4,095
4,096

Vref

Vout

ov

7.5V
9.9976 V

The formula for the voltage output versus digital code for a bipolar analog output configuration in
straight binary form is as follows:
V

_ V
... ( digital code - 2,048)
ref .,..
,
2 048

out -

where Vref is the reference voltage applied to the analog output channel. The digital code in the
preceding formula is a decimal value ranging from Oto 4,095.
The formula for the voltage output versus digital code for a bipolar analog output configuration in
two s complement form is as follows:
1

V

_ V
ref

out -

* (digital code)
2 , 048

where V ref is the positive reference voltage applied to the analog output channel. The digital code
in the preceding formula is a decimal value ranging from -2,048 to +2,047.
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Table 4-8. Analog Output Voltage Versus Digital Code (Bipolar Mode)

Digital Code
Straight Binary
Decimal

Voltage Output

Two's Complement

Hex

Decimal

Hex

0

0

-2,048

F800

1

1

-2,047

F801

1,024

0400

-1,024

2,047

07FF

2,048

Vref

= 10 V
0

Vout
-lOV

*

(-2,047)
2,048

-9.9951 V

FCOO

-Vref
2

-5V

-1

FFFF

-Vref
2,048

-4.88 mV

0800

0

0

0

2,049

0801

1

1

Vref
2,048

4.88 mV

3,072

ocoo

1,024

0400

Vref
2

5V

4,095

OFFF

2,047

07FF

Vref * 2,047
2,048

Vref

ov

9.9951 V

Programming the Digital I/0 Circuitry
The digital input circuitry is controlled and monitored using the Digital Input Register, the Digital
Output Register, and the two bits DOUTAEN and DOUTBEN in Command Register 2. See the
register bit descriptions earlier in this chapter for more information.
To enable digital output port A, set the DOUTAEN bit in Command Register 2. To enable digital
output port B, set the DOUTBEN bit in Command Register 2. When a digital output port is
enabled, the contents of the Digital Output Register are driven onto the digital lines corresponding
to that port. The digital output for both ports O and 1 are updated by writing the desired pattern to
the Digital Output Register.
In order for an external device to drive the digital I/0 lines, the input ports must be enabled. Clear
the DOUTAEN bit in Command Register 2 if an external device is driving digital I/0 lines
ADI0<3 .. 0>. Clear the DOUTBEN bit in Command Register 2 if an external device is driving
digital I/0 lines BDI0<3 .. 0>. The Digital Input Register can then be read to monitor the state of
the digital I/0 lines as driven by the external device.
The logic state of all eight digital I/0 lines can be read from the Digital Input Register. If the digital
output ports are enabled, the Digital Input Register serves as a read-back register; that is, you can
determine how the NB-MI0-16X is driving the digital I/0 lines by reading the Digital Input
Register.
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If any digital I/0 line is not driven, it floats to an indetenninate value. If more than one device is
driving any digital I/0 line, the voltage at that line may also be indeterminate. In these cases, the
digital line has no meaningful logic value, and reading the Digital Input Register may return either
1 or Ofor the state of the digital line.

P.rog.ramming the Am9513A Counte.r/Time.r
Counters 1, 2, and 5 of the Am9513A Counter/Timer are available for general-purpose timing
applications. The programmable frequency output pin FOUT is also available as a timing signal
source. These applications and a general description of the Am9513A Counter/Timer are included
in Data Acquisition Timing Connections in Chapter 2, Configuration and Installation. Timing 110
Circuitry in Chapter 3, Theory of Operation, explains how the Am9513A is used on the
NB-MI0-16X board.
Initialization of the Am9513A as required by the NB-MI0-16X and specific programming
requirements for the sample-interval and sample counters are given earlier in this chapter. For
general programming details for Counters 1, 2 and 5, and the programmable frequency output,
refer to Appendix C, AMD Data Sheet.
In programming the Master Mode Register, keep the following considerations in mind:
•

The Am9513A must be used in 16-bit bus mode.

•

The scalar control should be set to BCD division for correct operation of the clocks as
described under Programming Multiple AID Programming Conversions on a Single Input
Channel earlier in this chapter.

RTSI Bus T.rigge.r Line P.rog.ramming Considerations
The RTSI switch connects signals on the NB-MI0-16X to the seven RTSI bus trigger lines. The
RTSI switch has seven pins labeled A<6:0> connected to NB-MI0-16X signals, and seven pins
labeled B<6:0> connected to the seven RTSI bus trigger lines. Table 4-9 shows the signals
connected to each pin.
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Table 4-9. RTSI Switch Signal Connections

RTSI Switch Pin

Signal Name

Signal Direction

A Side:
AO
Al
A2
A2
A3
A4
A4
AS
A6
B Side:
BO
Bl
B2
B3
B4
BS
B6

EXTCONV*
RTSIWG
OUT2
GATEl
SOURCES
OUTS
STOPTRIG
OUTl
STARTTRIG*

Bidirectional
Input
Output
Input
Bidirectional
Output
Input
Bidirectional
Bidirectional

TRIGGERO
TRIGGERl
TRIGGER2
TRIGGER3
TRIGGER4
TRIGGERS
TRIGGER6

Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional
Bidirectional

Figure 3-8 in Chapter 3, Theory of Operation, diagrams the NB-MI0-16X RTSI switch
connections.

NB-MI0-16X RTSI Signal Connection Considerations
The NB-MI0-16X board has a total of nine signals connected to the seven A-side pins of the RTSI
switch. These same signals also appear at the NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector. As shown in
Table 4-8, two NB-MI0-16X signals are connected to pin A2, and two signals are connected to
pin A4. The routing of these signals is further controlled by the bits A4DRV, A4RCV, A2DRV,
and A2RCV in Command Register 2.
0

0

To drive the RTSI switch pin A2 with the signal OUT2, set the A2DRV bit in Command
Register 2. Otherwise, clear the A2DRV bit
To drive the signal GATEl from pin A2 of the RTSI switch, set the A2RCV bit in Command
Register 2. Otherwise, clear the A2RCV bit.

Note: If both the A2DRV and A2RCV bits are set, the GATEl signal is driven by the signal
OUT2. This arrangement is probably not desirable.

•

To drive the RTSI switch pin A4 with the signal OUTS, set the A4DRV bit in Command
Register 2. Otherwise, clear the A4DRV bit

•

To drive the signal STOPTRIG from pin A4 of the RTSI switch, set the A4RCV bit in
Command Register 2. Otherwise, clear the A4RCV bit.

Note: If both the A4DRV and A4RCV bits are set, the STOPTRIG signal is driven by the signal
OUTS. This arrangement is probably not desirable.
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Programming the RTSI Switch
The RTSI switch can be programmed to connect any of the signals on the A side to any of the
signals on the B side and vice versa. To do this, a 56-bit pattern is shifted into the RTSI switch by
writing one bit at a time to the RTSI Switch Shift Register and then writing to the RTSI Switch
Strobe Register to load the pattern into the RTSI switch.
The 56-bit pattern is made up of two 28-bit patterns--0ne for each side (A and B) of the RTSI
switch. The low-order 28 bits select the signal sources for the B-side pins. The high-order 28 bits
select the signal sources for the A-side pins. Each of the 28-bit patterns are made up of seven 4-bit
fields, one for each pin. The 4-bit field selects the signal source and the output enable for the pin.
Figure 4-1 shows the bit map of the RTSI switch 56-bit pattern.

Bit Number
55

51

47

A6 A5 A4

43

39

35 31

27

23

19

15

11

7

3

0

A3 A2 Al AO B6 BS B4 B3 B2 Bl BO
LSB

MSB
AO Control

Bit Number

S2

Sl

SO OUT

31

30

29

EN
28

Figure 4-1. RTSI Switch Control Pattern
In Figure 4-1, the fields labeled A6 through AO and B6 through BO are the 4-bit control fields for

each RTSI switch pin of the same name. The 4-bit control field for pin AO is shown in Figure 4-1.

The bits labeled S2 through SO are the signal source selection bits for the pin. One of seven source
signals can be selected. Pins A6 through AO can select any of the pins B6 through BO as signal
sources. Pins B6 through BO select any of the pins A6 through AO as signal sources. For
example, the pattern 011 for S2 through SO in the AO control field selects the signal connected to
pin B3 as the signal source for pin AO.
The bit labeled OUTEN is the output enable bit for that pin. If the OUTEN bit is set, the pin is
driven by the selected source signal (the pin acts as an output pin). If the OUTEN bit is cleared,
the pin is not driven regardless of the source signal selected; instead, the pin can be used as an
input pin.
If the AO control field in Figure 4-1 contains the pattern O111, the signal connected to pin B3
(Trigger Line 3) appears at pin AO. On the NB-MI0-16X board, this arrangement allows the
EXTCONV* signal to be driven by Trigger Line 3. Conversely, if the B4 control field contains
the pattern 1011, the signal connected to pin AS appears at pin B4. This arrangement allows
Trigger Line 4 to be driven by the NB-MI0-16X OUTl signal. In this way, boards connected via

the RTSI bus can send signals to each other over the RTSI bus trigger lines.
© National Instruments Corporation
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To program the RTSI switch, complete these steps:
1. Calculate the 56-bit pattern based on the desired signal routing.
a. Clear the OUTEN bit for all input pins and for all unused pins.
b. Specify the signal source pin for all output pins by setting bits S2 through SO to the source
pin number.
c. Set the OUTEN bit for all output pins.
2. For i = 0 to 55, do the following.
a. Copy bit i of the 56-bit pattern to bit O of an 8-bit temporary variable.
b. Write the temporary variable to the RTSI Switch Shift Register (8-bit write).
3. Write Oto the RTSI Switch Strobe Register (8-bit write). This operation loads the 56-bit
pattern into the RTSI switch. At this point, the new signal routing takes effect.
Step 2 above can be completed by simply writing the low-order 8 bits of the 56-bit pattern to the
RTSI Switch Shift Register, then shifting the 56-bit pattern right once, and repeating this two-step
operation a total of 56 times. Only bit O of the word written to the RTSI Switch Shift Register is
used. The higher-order bits are ignored.

Programming DMA Operations
DMA operations can be used for servicing the ND FIFO during a data acquisition operation if a
DMA board is used in the system and ifit is connected with the NB-MI0-16X board over the
RTSI bus.
The NB-MI0-16X can be programmed such that the ND FIFO generates a DMA request signal
every time one or more ND GOnversion values are stored in the ND FIFO. To program the
NB-MI0-16X for DMA operation, perform the following steps after the circuitry on the
NB-MI0-16X is set up for a data acquisition operation and before the data acquisition operation
begins:
1. Program the DMA board DMA controller to service DMA requests from the NB-MI0-16X
board.
2. Set the DMAA<2.. 0> bits in Command Register 2 to the DMA channel to be used. DMA
channels 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 are available. DMA channel 4 is not available over the RTSI
bus.
3. Set the DMAEN bit in Command Register 1 to enable DMA request generation.
When you have completed these steps, the DMA controller automatically reads the ND FIFO
Register whenever an AID conversion result is available and stores the result in a buffer in
memory.
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Programming instructions for a DMA board are included in the manual that came with your DMA
board. You need the following infonnation to program the DMA Controller on a DMA board:
•

The requestor is the NB-MI0-16X board.

•

The requester device type is an I/0 device.

•

The requester hold bit should be set to hold.

•

The requestor address is the ND FIFO Register NuBus address, as shown in the following
table.

Slot Number

NB-MI0-16X Requestor Address (Hex)

9
A
B
C
D

F9FO 002C
FAF0002C
FBFO 002C
FCFO 002C
FDF0002C
FEFO 002C

E

•

Transfer cycle mode is two-cycle (fetch-and-deposit).

•

Data transfer mode is single transfer mode.

•

The requester bus size is 16-bit.

•

The transfer type is write transfer (write to target).

•

The target device is a memory buffer (and therefore a memory device).

"

The target address is the program address of the memory buffer that is to be written to.

•

The target address bit should be set to increment

•

The target device bus size should be set to a 32-bit bus, which is more efficient

•

The byte count is two times the desired number of samples (sample count) minus 1.

Interrupt Programming
Three different interrupts are generated by the NB-MI0-16X board:

"

An interrupt is generated whenever a conversion is available to be read from the ND FIFO.

•

An interrupt is generated whenever a data acquisition operation completes or an acquisition
error occurs.

•

An interrupt is generated whenever a rising edge occurs on the OUT2 pin of the Am9513A.

© National Instruments Corporation
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Interrupts can be used for servicing the ND FIFO during a data acquisition operation. Two
different interrupts are generated by the NB-MI0-16X board-an interrupt that is generated
whenever a conversion is available to be read from the ND FIFO, and an interrupt that is generated
whenever the acquisition process terminates. The data acquisition process terminates whenever the
sample counter terminates or an error occurs. These two interrupts are enabled individually.
To use the conversion interrupt, set the CONVINTEN bit in Command Register 1. A conversion
interrupt has occurred if the following three conditions are met-the CONVINTEN bit is set, an
interrupt occurs from the NB-MI0-16X board, and the CONYAVAIL bit in the Status Register is
set. Reading from the ND FIFO Register clears this interrupt condition. Writing to the ND Clear
Register also clears the conversion interrupt.
To use the data acquisition completion interrupt, set the CMPLINTEN bit in Command Register 1.
A data acquisition completion interrupt has occurred if the following three conditions are met-the
CMPLINTEN bit is set, an interrupt occurs from the NB-MI0-16X board, and the CMPLINT bit
in the Status Register is set Writing to the ND Clear Register clears the conversion interrupt and
also empties the ND FIFO; therefore, read all remaining ND conversion results from the ND
FIFO Register before writing to the ND Clear Register.
Note: This interrupt is generated at the beginning of the last conversion of a data acquisition
sequence. Thus, an interrupt service routine may be called even before the last conversion
is finished. You should wait until the last conversion is finished (100 µsec is a safe period)
before reading the FIFO or terminating the DMA process, if one is being used.
Interrupts can also be generated at programmed intervals using Counter 2 of the Am9513A. This
kind of interrupt is useful for timer-controlled DAC waveform generation. To use the OUT2
interrupt, set the TMRINTEN bit in Command Register 1. If enabled, an OUT2 interrupt occurs
on the rising edge of OUT2, at which time the TIMERUP bit is set. Writing to the TMRINTCL
register or writing to either of the DACs clears the interrupt and clears the TIMERUP bit For
more infonnation, see Programming the Analog Output Circuitry earlier in this chapter.
The NBINIDIS bit in Command Register 2 must be cleared for these interrupts to be driven onto
the NuBus.
Refer to your Macintosh documentation for infonnation about initializing and servicing interrupts in the
Macintosh.
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This chapter discusses the calibration procedures for the NB-MI0-16X analog input and analog
output circuitry.
The NB-MI0-16X is calibrated at the factory before shipment To maintain accuracy of the
NB-MI0-16X analog input and analog output circuitry, recalibration at six-month intervals is
recommended. Factory calibration is performed with the NB-MI0-16X in its default factory
configuration:
•

DIFF analog input mode

•

-10 to +10 V analog input range (bipolar)

•

-10 to +10 V analog output range (bipolar with internal 10 V reference selected)

Recalibration of your NB-MI0-16X board is recommended any time you change your board
configuration.

Calibration Equipment Requirements
For best measurement results, the NB-MI0-16X should be calibrated so that its measurement
accuracy is within ±0.01 percent of its input range. According to standard practice, the equipment
used to calibrate the NB-MI0-16X should have ±0.001 percent rated accuracy. To calibrate the
NB-MI0-16X board, you need the following equipment:
•

~

For analog input calibration, you need a precision variable DC voltage source (usually a
calibrator) with these attributes:
Accuracy:

±0.001 %

Range:

±10 V or greater

Resolution:

100 µVin ±10 V range (51/2 digits)

For analog output calibration, you need a voltmeter with these attributes:
Accuracy:

±0.001 % recommended
±0.003% sufficient

Range:

±10 V or greater

Resolution:

100 µVin ±10 V range (51/2 digits)

© National Instruments Corporation
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Calibration Trimpots
There are seven trimpots on the NB-MI0-16X for calibration. The locations of these trimpots on
the NB-MI0-16X board are shown in the partial diagram of the board in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1. Calibration Trimpot Location Diagram
The following trimpots are used to calibrate the analog input circuitry:
•

Rl - Offset trim, analog input

•

R2 - Gain trim, analog input

•

R3 - Instrumentation amplifier input offset trim

The following trimpots are used to calibrate the analog output circuitry:
•

R4 - Gain trim, analog output Channel 0

0

R5 - Gain trim, analog output Channel 1

0

R6 - Offset trim, analog output Channel 0

0

R7 -Offset trim, analog output Channel 1
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Analog Input Calibration
To null out error sources that compromise the quality of measurements, you should calibrate the
analog input circuitry by adjusting the following potential sources of error:
0

Offset error at the input of the instrumentation amplifier

•

Offset error at the input of the ADC

•

Gain error of the analog input circuitry

Offsets at the input to the instrumentation amplifier contribute gain-dependent error to the analog
input system. This offset is multiplied by the gain of the instrumentation amplifier. To calibrate
this offset, you should ground the analog input, read it at two different gain settings, and adjust a
trimpot until the readings match at the two different gain settings.
Offset error at the input of the ADC is the total of the voltage offsets contributed by the circuitry
from the output of the instrumentation amplifier to the ADC input (including the ADC's own
offsets). Offset errors appear as a voltage added to the input voltage being measured. To calibrate
this offset, you should ground the analog input and adjust a trimpot until the ADC returns readings
of 0.
All the stages up to and including the input of the ADC contribute to the gain error of the analog
input circuitry. With the instrumentation amplifier set to a gain of 1, the gain of analog input
circuitry is ideally 1. The gain error is the deviation of the gain from 1 and appears as a
multiplication of the input voltage being measured. To calibrate this offset, you should apply
near V+fs to the analog input circuitry and adjust a potentiometer until the ADC returns readings
near the corresponding ADC code. We recommend using V+fs - 16 LSB.

Sample Averaging
At 16-bit resolution, calibration becomes complicated by the presence of even small amounts of
noise. The NB-MI0-16X itself contributes about 1 to 2 LSB rms of noise to the signal when the
range is -10 to+ 10 V. To resolve to greater precision than can be achieved with single readings,
you should take a few hundred samples (with a data acquisition sequence) and average the
samples. Averaging the samples reduces the amount of noise present in each sample by a factor of
approximately the square root of the number of samples averaged. For example, if 100 samples
are averaged, the amount of noise in the average is about l\10 of the noise in a single sample.

Board Configuration
Calibration procedure differs depending on the input ranges and input configuration modes
selected. This section describes two analog input calibration procedures-one for the bipolar input
configurations (-10 to +10 V and -5 to +5 V), and one for the unipolar input configurations (0 to
+10 V and Oto +5 V).
The calibration procedures presented here assume that your NB-MI0-16X board is configured for
DIFF input. If necessary, reconfigure your board for DIFF input before using the following
calibration procedures.

© National Instruments Corporation
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If you wish to calibrate your board with a nondifferential input setting, the procedure is similar to
the procedures outlined in this section with the following exception-the procedures in this section
apply the input calibration voltages across the positive (+) and negative (-) inputs for differential
channel 0. For single-ended input, apply your calibration voltages between the channel O positive
(+) input and the ground system you are using. Refer to Chapter 2, Configuration and Installation,
for instructions on using single-ended input connections.

Bipolar Input Calibration Procedure
If your board is configured for bipolar input (-5 to +5 V or-10 to +10 V range), then complete the
following procedure in sequence. This procedure assumes that ADC readings are in the range
-32,768 to +32,767.
1.

Adjust the programmable gain amplifier input offset.

To adjust the amplifier input offset, follow these steps:
a. Connect both ACHO (pin 3 on the I/0 connector) and ACH8 (pin 4) to AIGND (pin 1 or 2).
b. Take analog input readings from Channel O at the following gains:
•

Both 1 and 100 for the NB-MI0-16XL

•

Both 1 and 8 for the NB-MI0-16XH

c. Adjust trimpot R3 until the readings match to within one LSB of each other.
2.

Adjust the ADC input offset.

To adjust the ADC input offset, follow these steps:
a. Connect both ACHO (pin 3 on the I/0 connector) and ACH8 (pin 4) to AIGND (pin 1 or 2).
b. Take analog input readings from Channel Oat a gain of 1, and adjust trimpot Rl until the ADC
readings are within one LSB of 0.
3.

Adjust the analog input gain.

Adjust the analog input gain by applying an input voltage across ACHO and ACH8. This input
voltage should be V+fs - 16 LSB and depends on the input range selected:

NB-MI0-16X User Manual

Input Range

Calibration Voltage

-10 to +10 V
- 5 to +5 V

+9.995117 V
+4.997559 V
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a. Connect the calibration voltage across ACHO (pin 3 on the I/0 connector) and ACH8 (pin 4).
Connect the ground point on the calibration voltage source to AIGND (pin 1 or 2).
b. Take analog input readings from Channel O at a gain of 1, and adjust trim pot R2 until the ADC
readings are within one LSB of 32752.

Unipolar Input Calibration Procedure
If your board is configured for unipolar input (0 to +5 V or Oto +10 V range), then complete the
following procedure in sequence. This procedure assumes that ADC readings are in the range Oto
+65,535.

1. Adjust the amplifier input offset.
To adjust the amplifier input offset, follow these steps:
a. Connect both ACHO (pin 3 on the I/0 connector) and ACH8 (pin 4) to AIGND (pin 1 or 2).
b. If you are calibrating for a unipolar range, take analog input readings from Channel O at a gain
of 1, and adjust trimpot Rl until a reading of roughly ten LSBs is returned. This step is
necessary because in unipolar mode, the ADC cannot return readings below 0.
c. Take analog input readings from Channel Oat the following gains:
•

Both 1 and 100 for the NB-MI0-16XL

•

Both 1 and 8 for the NB-MI0-16XH

d. Adjust trimpot R3 until the readings at each gain setting match to within one LSB of each other.

2. Adjust the ADC input offset.
Adjust the ADC input offset by applying an input voltage across ACHO and ACH8. This input
voltage should be O V + 16 LSB, and depends on the input range selected:

Input Range

Calibration Voltage

Oto +lOV
0 to +5 V

+0.002441 V
+0.001221 V

a. Connect the calibration voltage across ACHO (pin 3 on the I/0 connector) and ACH8 (pin 4).
Connect the ground point on the calibration voltage source to AI SENSE (pin 19).
b. Take analog input readings from Channel Oat a gain of 1, and adjust trimpot Rl until the ADC
readings are within one LSB of 16.

© National Instruments Corporation
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3. Adjust the analog input gain.
Adjust the analog input gain by applying an input voltage across ACHO and ACH8. This input
voltage should be V+fs - 16 LSB, and depends on the input range selected:

Input Range

Calibration Voltage

Oto+lOV
Oto +5 V

+9.997559 V
+4.998779 V

a. Connect the calibration voltage (+9.99634 V) across ACHO (pin 3 on the I/0 connector) and
ACHS (pin 4). Connect the ground point on the calibration voltage source to AI SENSE
(pin 19).
b. Take analog input readings from Channel Oat a gain of 1, and adjust trimpot R2 until the ADC
readings are within one LSB of 65,520.

Analog Output Calibration
To null out error sources that affect the accuracy of the output voltages generated, you should
calibrate the analog output circuitry by adjusting the following potential sources of error:
"

Analog output offset error

"

Analog output gain error

Offset error in the analog output circuitry is the total of the voltage offsets contributed by each
component in the circuitry. This error appears as a voltage difference between the desired voltage
and the actual output voltage generated, and is independent of the D/A setting. To correct this
offset gain error, set the D/A to negative full-scale and adjust a trimpot until the output voltage is
the negative full-scale value ±0.5 LSB.
Gain error in the analog output circuitry is the product of the gains contributed by each component
in the circuitry. This error appears as a voltage difference between the desired voltage and the
actual output voltage generated, which depends on the D/A setting. This gain error is corrected by
setting the D/A to positive full-scale minus 1 LSB and adjusting a trim pot until the output voltage
corresponds to the positive full-scale value minus 1 LSB ±0.5 LSB.

Board Configuration
The calibration procedures in this section assume that the internal voltage reference + 10 V is
selected for the analog output channel to be calibrated.

If you wish to calibrate your board to an external reference input (DC only), you should recalculate
the desired output voltages to calibrate to the following values:
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For bipolar output:
1 LSB = V extref ( therefore, 0. 5 LSB
2,048
V_fs = -Vextref
V+fs = Vextref

•

=

Yextref)
4,096

For unipolar output:
1 LSB = V extref ( therefore, 0. 5 LSB = Yextref)
8,192
4,096
Y-fs=OV
V+fs = Vextref

.

In calibrating to your own external reference, you should write your own procedures using the
following procedures as a guide. Substitute your calculated voltages for those given.
If you are programming the board yourself, then you should clear the 1MRWGEN and
RTSIWGEN bits in Command Register 1 so that the outputs of the DACs are updated immediately
after they are written to.
The calibration procedure differs if you select either bipolar or unipolar output configuration. This
section has a procedure for each configuration.

Bipolar Output Calibration Procedure
If your board is configured for bipolar output (-10 to +10 V range), then complete the following
procedure in sequence.

1. Adjust the analog output offset.
Adjust the analog output offset by measuring the output voltage generated with the DACs set at
negative full-scale. This output voltage should be V_fs ±0.5 LSB. For bipolar output,
V_fs =-10 V, and 0.5 LSB = 2.44 mV.
•

For analog output Channel 0:
a. Connect the voltmeter between DACO OUT (pin 20 on the I/0 connector) and AOGND
(pin 23).
b. Set the analog output channel to -10 V by writing-2,048 to DACO.
c. Adjust trimpot R6 until the output voltage read is -10 V ±2.44 mV, that is, between
-10.00244 V and -9.99756 V.

© National Instruments Corporation
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•

For analog output Channel 1:
a. Connect the voltmeter between DACl OUT (pin 21 on the I/0 connector) and AOGND
(pin 23).
b. Set the analog output channel to -10 V by writing-2,048 to DACl.
c. Adjust trimpotR7 until the output voltage read is -lOV ± 2.44 mV, that is, between
-10.00244 V and -9.99756 V.

2. Adjust the analog output gain.
Adjust the analog output gain by measuring the output voltage generated with the DACs set at
positive full-scale. This output voltage should be (V+fs - 1 LSB) ±0.5 LSB. For bipolar output,
V+fs - 1 LSB +9.99512 V, and 0.5 LSB 2.44 mV.

=

•

=

For analog output Channel 0:
a. Connect the voltmeter between DACO OUT (pin 20 on the I/0 connector) and AOGND
(pin 23).
b. Set the analog output channel to +9.99512 V by writing 2,047 to DACO.
c. Adjust trimpot R4 until the output voltage read is +9.99512 V ±2.44 mV, that is, between
9.99268 V and 9.99756 V.

•

For analog output Channel 1:
a. Connect the voltmeter between DACl OUT (pin 21 on the I/0 connector) and AOGND
(pin 23).
b. Set the analog output channel to +9.99512 V by writing 2,047 to DACl.
c. Adjust trimpot R5 until the output voltage read is +9.99512 V ±2.44 mV, that is, between
9.99268 V and 9.99756 V.

Unipolar Output Calibration Procedure
If your analog output channel is configured for unipolar output (0 to + 10 V range), then calibrate
your board according to the following procedure.

1. Adjust the analog output offset.
Adjust the analog output offset by measuring the output voltage generated with the DACs set at 0.
This output voltage should be V_fs ±0.5 LSB. For unipolar output, Y-fs = 0 V, and
0.5 LSB 1.22 mV.

=
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• For analog output Channel 0:
a. Connect the voltmeter between DACO OUT (pin 20 on the I/0 connector) and AOGND
(pin 23).
b. Set the analog output channel to O V by writing O to DACO.
c. Adjust trimpot R6 until the output voltage read is O V ±1.22 m V.
fl

For analog output Channel 1:
a. Connect the voltmeter between DACl OUT (pin 21 on the I/0 connector) and AOGND
(pin 23).
b. Set the analog output channel to O V by writing Oto DACl.
c. Adjust trimpot R7 until the output voltage read is O V ±1.22 mV.

2. Adjust the analog output gain.
Adjust the analog output gain, by measuring the output voltage generated with the DACs set at
positive full-scale. This output voltage should be (V+fs - 1 LSB) ±0.5 LSB. For unipolar output,
V +fs - 1 LSB =+9.99756 V, and 0.5 LSB = 1.22 mV.
fl

For analog output Channel 0:
a. Connect the voltmeter between DACO OUT (pin 20 on the I/0 connector) and AOGND
(pin 23).
b. Set the analog output channel to +9.99756 V by writing 4,095 to DACO.
c. Adjust trimpot R4 until the output voltage read is +9.99756 V ±1.22 mV, that is, between
9.99634 V and 9.99878 V.

fl

For analog output Channel 1:
a. Connect the voltmeter between DACl OUT (pin 21 on the I/0 connector) and AOGND
(pin 23).
b. Set the analog output channel to +9.99756 V by writing 4,095 to DACl.
c. Adjust trimpot R5 until the output voltage read is +9.99756 V ±1.22 mV, that is, between
9.99634 V and 9.99878 V.

© National Instruments Corporation
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Appendix A
Specifications
This appendix lists the specifications of the NB-MI0-16X. These specifications are typical at
25° C, unless otherwise stated. The operating temperature range is 0° C to 70° C.

Analog Input
Number of input channels

16 single-ended, 8 differential

Analog resolution

16-bit, 1 in 65,536

Type of ADC

successive approximation

Relative accuracy (nonlinearity and
quantization error)

±1.5 LSB maximum over temperature

Integral nonlinearity
(see Explanation of Analog Input
Specifications later in this appendix)

±1 LSB maximum over temperature,
±0.5 LSB, typical

Differential nonlinearity

±1 LSB maximum (no missing codes over
temperature), ±0.25 LSB, typical

Differential analog input ranges

±10 V, ±5 V, 0 to+ 10 V, or Oto +5 V, jumperselectable

Analog input range

±12 V

Common mode range

±7 V for ±10 V or O to + 10 V differential analog
input range
±9.5 V for ±5 V or Oto +5 V differential analog
input range

Instrumentation amplifier
Common mode rejection ratio

75 dB minimum, DC through 100 Hz

Input bias current

±25 nAmaximum

Input offset current

±15 nAmaximum

Input impedance

1 GQ in parallel with 50 pF

System noise
(figures are for 20 V range; multiply
by 2 for 10 V range, by 4 for 5 V range)

© National Instruments Corporation
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Gains available

1, 2, 4, and 8 for NB-MI0-16XH,
1, 10, 100, and 500 for NB-MI0-16XL,
software-selectable

Gain adjustment range

+5.5%, -1.2% of fullscale

Gain accuracy
(for gain> 1, when gain error has
been adjusted to Oat gain= 1)
Instrumentation amp input
offset voltage adjustment range

±0.08% of fullscale, adjustable to 0

±50 mV for gain 1, adjustable to 0

±25 mV for gain 2

±15 mV for gain 4
±10 mV for gain 8
±5 mV for gain 10
±2 mV for gain 100
±1.5 mV for gain 500

ND offset voltage adjustment range

±4.5 mV

Offset voltage error:
(applies only when using OMA at
18 µsec or 42 µsec)

-2 LSB, maximum

This offset voltage occurs when sampling synchronously with OMA operations and does not occur
at any other frequencies.
Data transfers

OMA, programmed I/0, interrupts

Explanation of Analog Input Specifications
The integral nonlinearity specification is a measure of the fidelity of the the ADC. Because of noise
in the system, an ADC reading is really a sample of a statistical distribution whose ideal mean is the
digital code (possibly fractional) corresponding to the voltage input to the board. Integral
nonlinearity guarantees that the real mean of the distribution from which the sample comes does not
deviate from the ideal by more than the specified amount. The ideal analog-input-to-digital-output
transfer is a straight line connecting the endpoints, and thus is independent of the calibration. If the
NB-MI0-16X were perfectly calibrated, however, integral nonlinearity would indicate the absolute
accuracy of the system.

Differential nonlinearity is a measure of the deviation of code widths from their theoretical value of
1 LSB. The width of a given code is the sire of the range of analog values that can be input to
produce that code, ideally 1 LSB. A specification of ±1 LSB differential nonlinearity ensures that
no code has a width of OLSBs (that is, no missing codes) and that no code width exceeds 2 LSBs.
System noise is the amount of noise typically seen by the ADC when there is no signal present at
the input of the board. The noise is additive (with zero mean), is fairly Gaussian, and has typically
the variance specified (in units LSB's rms).
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Analog Data Acquisition Rates
Single°Channel Acquisition Rates
The following are the maximum data acquisition rates for each version of the NB-MI0-16X.

Board

Maximum Rate

NB-MI0-16X(HIL)-42
NB-MI0-16X(HIL)-18

24 ksamples/sec
55 ksamples/sec

Multiple-Channel Acquisition Rates
The following are the maximum recommended scan rates for each version of the NB-MI0-16X:

Board

Gain

Data Acquisition Rate
0.01% Settling

0.005% Settling

l/2 LSB Settling

NB-MI0-16X(H/L)-42

1,2,4,8,10 23.8 ksamples/sec 20 ksamples/sec
100
20 ksamples/sec 20 ksamples/sec
20 ksamples/sec 10 ksamples/sec
500

5 ksamples/sec
2 ksamples/sec
2 ksamples/sec

NB-MI0-16X(HIL)-18

1,2,4,8,10 33.3 ksamples/sec 20 ksamples/sec
100
20 ksamples/sec 20 ksamples/sec
500
20 ksamples/sec 10 ksamples/sec

5 ksamples/sec
2 ksamples/sec
2 ksamples/sec

Recommended multiple-channel scanning rates are slower than single-channel acquisition rates for
higher gains, because as gain is increased, the NB-MI0-16X circuitry takes longer to settle from
one channel voltage to the next. Also, the larger the voltage difference between two analog input
channels, the longer it takes for the NB-MI0-16X circuitry to settle to within a given accuracy of
the new channel voltage. A full-scale difference between input channels is the worst-case
switching condition for channel scanning settling time, with one channel at the positive end of the
full-scale range and the other channel at the negative end of the full-scale range. At a gain of 1, the
full-scale voltage difference is 20 V, and the half full-scale voltage difference is 10 V.
The lower the analog input source impedance, the better the settling time performance. The
measurements in the preceding table were made using a low noise, low impedance voltage source.
The settling times were in response to a full-scale voltage difference (20 V for unity gain) between
channels.
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Analog Output
Number of output channels

2

TypeofDAC

12-bit, multiplying, double-buffered

Integral nonlinearity

±0.5 LSB maximum, ±0.25 LSB typical

Differential nonlinearity

±1 LSB maximum (monotonic over temperature),
±0.2 LSB typical

Gain adjustment range

±0.44% of fullscale

Offset voltage adjustment range

±64 mV bipolar mode
±32 mV unipolar mode

Internal voltage reference
(can be multiplied by 2)

5 V; adjustable from 4.725 to 5.060 V
20 ppm/°C drift

Output voltage ranges

0 to 5 V or Oto 10 V, unipolar mode; ±5 V or
±10 V, bipolar mode, jumper-selectable

Current drive capability

±2mA

Output settling time to 0.01 %

15 µsec for 20 V step

Output slew rate

2.5 V/µsec

Output noise

12 mV rms, DC to 20 MHz

Data transfers

programmed I/0, interrupts

Output impedance

0.1 Qmaximum

Explanation of Analog Output Specifications
Integral ,wnlinearity in a D/A system is the worst-case deviation from the ideal digital-input-toanalog-output transfer (a straight line), excepting noise. If a D/A system has been calibrated
perfectly, then the relative accuracy specification reflects its worst-case absolute error.
Differential nonlinearity in a D/A system is a measure of deviation of code width from 1 LSB. In
this case, code width is the difference between the analog values produced by consecutive digital
codes. A specification of ±1 LSB differential nonlinearity ensures that the code width is always
greater than O LSBs (guaranteeing monotonicity) and is always less than 2 LSBs.

Digital 1/0
Compatibility

'TIL-compatible

Output current source capability

Can source 2.6 mA and maintain VOH at 2.4 V

Output current sink capability

Can sink 24 mA and maintain VoL at 0.5 V

NB-MI0-16X User Manual
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Timing 1/0
Number of channels

4: 3 counter/timers and 1 frequency output

Resolution

16-bit for 3 counter/timers,
4-bit for frequency output channel

Base clock available

1 MHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz, 1 kHz, 100 Hz

Base clock accuracy

±0.01%

Compatibility

TIL-compatible inputs and outputs. Counter
gate and source inputs are pulled up with
onboard 4. 7 Kn resistors

Counter input frequency

6.9 MHz maximum (145 nsec period) with a
minimum pulse width of 70 nsec

Power Requirement (from Macintosh NuBus)
Power consumption

1.4 A at +5 VDC
30mAat+12 VDC
36 mA at-12 VDC

Physical
Board dimensions

12.8 by 4 in.

I/0 connector

50-pin male ribbon cable connector

Operating Environment
Component temperature

0°to70°C

Relative humidity

5% to 90% noncondensing

Storage Environment
Temperature

-55° to 150° C

Relative humidity

5% to 90% noncondensing

© National Instruments Corporation
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1/0 Connector
Figure B-1 contains the pinout and signal names for the NB-MI0-16X 50-pin I/0 connector.

AIGND

1

2

AIGND

ACHO

3

4

ACH8

ACHl

5

6

ACH9

ACH2

7

8

ACHlO

ACH3

9 10

ACHll

ACH4

11 12

ACH12

ACH5

13 14

ACH13

ACH6

15 16

ACH14

ACH7

17 18

ACH15

AI SENSE

19 20

DACOOUT

DAClOUT

21 22

EX1REF

AOGND

23 24

DIGGND

ADIOO

25 26

BDIOO

ADIOl

27 28

BDI01

ADI02

29 30

BDI02

ADI03

31 32

BDI03

DIGGND

33 34

+5V

+5V

35 36

SCANCLK

EXTS1ROBE*

37 38

STARTIRIG*

STOPTRIG

39 40

EXTCONV*

SOURCE!

41 42

GA1El

OUT!

43 44

SOURCE2

GA1E2

45 46

OUT2

SOURCES

47 48

GA1E5

OUTS

49 50

FOUT

Figure B-1. NB-MI0-16X I/0 Connector
Detailed signal specifications are included in Chapter 2, Configuration and Installation.
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Appendix C
AMD Data Sheet*
This appendix contains the manufacturer data sheet for the Am9513AfAm'Zi,073A System
Controller (Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.) integrated circuit. This circuit is used on the
NB-MI0-16X.

*

Copyright© Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. 1985. Reprinted with permission of copyright owner.
All rights reserved.
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. 1985 Data Book MOS Microprocessors and Peripherals.
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Am9513A/ AmZ8073A

C?
....

C)

cc

N

E
c(
......

System Timing Controller

...~
u,
CJ)

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

E

c(

•
•
•
•
•
e
•
•
•

Five independent 16-bit counters
High speed counting rates
Up/down and binary/BCD counting
Internal oscillator frequency source
Tapped frequency scaler
Programmable frequency output
8-bit or 16-blt bus interlace
Time-of-day option
Alarm comparators on counters 1 and 2

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Complex duty cycle outputs
One-shot or continuous outputs
Programmable counVgate source selection
Programmable input and output polarities
Programmable gating functions
Retriggering capability
+ 5 volt power supply
Standard 40-pin package

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Am9513A System Timing Controller is an LSI circuit
designed to service many types of counting, sequencing
and timing applications. It provides the capability for programmable frequency synthesis, high resolution programmable duty cycle waveforms, retriggerable digital one-.
shots, time-of-day clocking, coincidence alarms, complex
pulse generation, high resolution baud rate generation,
frequency shift keying, stop-watching timing, event count
accumulation, waveform analysis, etc. A variety of programmable operating modes and control features allow the
Am9513A to be personalized for particular applications as
well as dynamically reconfigured under program control.
The STC includes five general-purpose 16-bit counters. A
variety of internal frequency sources and external pins may

be selected as inputs for individual counters with software
selectable active-high or active-low input polarity. Both
hardware and software gating of each counter Is available.
Three-state outputs for each counter provide pulses or
levels and can be active-high or active-low. The counters
can be programmed to count up or down in either binary or
BCD. The host processor may read an accumulated count
at any time without disturbing the counting process. Arrt of
the counters may be internally concatenated to form any
effective counter length up to BO bits.
The AmZB073A • is functionally equivalent to the Am9513A
with timing enhancements which allow it to be fully speed
compatible with the AmZ8001 and AmZB002 microprocessors.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

$0URCE1~-------------------'','---~
CATE 1.5 -------------------';<--,
Xl-----1

our,

x,-----1

our,

FOUT

OUT2

'lil!--im---

our,

8US

1HTER1ACE

eo,rrRO\.
cro--E!---._______.

80003380

Figure 1·1.
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>
3

CONNECTIQN DIAGRAM
Top View

...

U)

u,

c.)

....>
>

Ol1T 3

(+SV) VCC
Ol1T2

GATE 2

3

Ol1T 1
GATE1
Xt

Ol1T'
OUTS
GATE 3
GATE 4
GATES

~

X2
FOUT

CID
'im

N

CD
Cl

>

SOURCE 1
SOURCE 2
S0URCE3
S0URCE4
SOURCES

cs

lie

OBO
061
062
083
064

0915
0914
0913
0612/GATE SA
0611/GATE 4A

DBS

0610/GATE 3A
OB9/GATE2A

OB&

067
GATE 1A/OBS

VSS(GNO)

CD005210

Note: Pin 1 is marked for orientation

ORDERING INFORMATION

AMO products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number is formed by a combination of the following:
Device number, speed option ('If applicable), package type, operating range and screening option ('If desired).
Am9513A/

~T~Tr
Package_J

D • C<ITTf,p 24-pin

p • Plastie
L • Leadless Chip

Valid Combinations
ex;, DCB, DI,

B
Screening Op~on

B•Bum In
Blank • Std. Processing

Am9513A/
AmZ8073A

DIB, PC, PCB,
Pl, PIB, LC,
LCB. LI, LIB,
/BOA

Temperature

C • Commercial o•c to 70°C
I • Industrial -40°C to es•c

earner

J • Plastie Leaded
Chip Carrier

Valid Combinations
·Consult the local AMO sales office to confirm availability of specific valid combinations,
check for newly released valid combinations
and/or obtain additional data on AMO's standard military grade product

017310
2-363
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PIN DESCRIPTION

Pin No.

Name

Description

1/0

+ 5V Power Supply.

1

Vee

21
5, 6

Vss
X1. X2

O, I

(CrystaQ. X1 and X2 are the connactions for an external crystal used to determine Iha frequency of the
internal OSCtllator. The crystal should be a parallel-resonant. fundamental-mode type. An RC or LC or other
reactive networi< may be used inslead of a crystal. For driving from an external frequency source, X1 should
be left open and X2 should be connected to a TTL source and a pull-up rasistor.

7

FOUT

0

(Frequency Out). The FOUT output is derived from a 4-blt counter that may be programmed to dMde Its
inpUI by any Integer value from 1 through 16 ineluslve. The inpUI to the counter is selected from any of 15
sources, inciucfmg Iha internal sealed oscillator frequencies. FOUT may be gated on and oH under software
control and when oH win exhibit a low impedance to ground. Control over Iha various FOUT options resides
in the Master Mode register. After power-up, FOUT provides a frequency that is 1 /16 lhat of Iha OSCt11ator.
The input source on power-up is Fl.

4, 39,
36-34

GATE1 -GATES

I

(Gate). The Gale inpu1s may be used to control the operations of indMdual countern by detarmlning when
counting may proceed. The same Gate Input may control up to three counters. Gate pins may also be
selected as count sources for any of Iha counters and for Iha FOUT cfrvider. The active polarity for a
selected Gate input is programmed at each counter. Gating function options allow level-sensitive gating or
edge-initiated gating. Other gating modes are aveilable ineluding one that allows Iha Gate inpUI to select
between two counter output frequencies. An gating functions may also be disabled. The active Gate input Is
conditioned by an auxiflary Input when Iha unit is operating with an external 8-blt data bus. See Data Bus
destription. Schmitt-trigger circuitry on Iha GATE inpu1s allows slow 1ransttion times to be used.

33-29

SRC1 -SACS

I

Ground.

3, 2, 40,
36, 37

OUT1 -OUTS

12-19, 20,
22-28

DBO-DB7,
DB8-DB15

(Source).The Source inputs provide external signals that may be counted by any of Iha counters. Any
Source r.ne may be routed to any or all of Iha counters and Iha FOUT divider. The active polarity for a
selected SRC input is programmed at each counter. Any dilly cycle waveform will be eceepted as long as
the minimum pulse width is at least hall the period of Iha maximum specified counting frequency for Iha.
part. Schmitt-trigger circuitry on Iha SRC Inputs allows slow transition times to be used.

0

(Counter). Each 3-state OUT signal is directly associated with a corresponcfmg incflVldual counter.
Depending on the counter conf,guration, Iha OUT signal may be a pulse, a square wave, or a complex dilly
cycle waveform. OUT pulse polarities are Individually prograrnmable. The output circuitry datects Iha
counter state that would have been ell bits zero in Iha absence of a relnffiaflzation. Thal Information Is used
to generate Iha selected waveform type. An optional output mode for Count= 1 and 2 overrides Iha
normal output mode and provides a true OUT signal when Iha counter contents match the contents of an
Alarm register.

110

(Data Bus). The 16 bidirectional Data Bus lines are used for Information exchanges with the host processor.
HIGH on a Data Bus fine corresponds to one and LOW corresponds to zero. These Hnes act es inputs when
~ and ~ are active and as outputs when ffl5 and ~ are active. When ~ is Inactive, lhase pins are
placed In a highampedance state.
After power-up or reset. the data bus will be configured for 84ltt width and wlli use only DBO through D87.
DBO is Iha least significant and DB7 is the most Significant bit position. The data bus may be reconfigured
for 16-bil width by changing a control btt In the Master Mode register. This is accomplished by writing an I!bit command into Iha low-<>rder DB lines while holding the DB13 • DB15 Hnes at a logic high level.
Thereafter, an 16 Hnes can t,i, used, with DBO as Iha least significant and DB15 as Iha most significant bit
position.

When operating in Iha 84ltt data bus environment. DBS. DB15 will never be driven active by the Am9513A.
DBS through DB12 may optionally be used as additional Gate inputs (see Figure 1-3). If unused, they
should be held HIGH. When pulled LOW, a GATENA signal will disable Iha action of the corr~ng
counter N gating. DB13 • DB15 should be held HIGH in 6-bit bus mode whenever ~ and
are
simultaneously active.

-·
:.:-.,":'.10

cS

I

(Chip Select). The active-low Chip Select lnpUI enables Read and Write operations on the data bus. When
Chip Select is HIGH, Iha Read and Write inputs are igno<ed. The first Chip Select Signal after power-up Is
used to clear Iha power-on resat circuitry. If Chip Select is tied to ground permanently, Iha power-on reset
ciraitry may not function. In such a configuration, the software reset command must be Issued following
power-up to reset Iha Am9513A.

ffl5

I

(Read). The active-low Read signal is conditioned by Chip Select and Indicates that internal lnformatlOn is
to be 1ranslooed to Iha data bus. The source wi11 be determined by Iha~ being addressed and, for Data
Port reads, by the contents of Iha Data Pointer register. ~ and
should be mutually exclusive.

I

(Write). The active-low Write signal is conditioned by Chip Select and incficates that data bus Information is
to be transfooed to an internal location. The destination will be determined by Iha~ being addressed
and, for Data Port writes, by Iha con1ents of Iha Data Pointer register. W1l' and
should be mutually
exclusive.

I

(Control/Data). The Control/Data signal selects source and destination locations for Read and Write
operations on the data bus. Control Write operations load the Command register and Iha Data Pointer.
Control Read operations output the Status register. Data Read and Data Write 1ranslers communicate with
all other internal registern. lncf~ect addressing at Iha data port is controlled internally by the Data Pointer
register.

.';!'.

11

9

-.

~
·.::,,

e
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.
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Signal

Abbreviation

Ground

vcc
vss

Crystal

+ 5 Volts

Type
Power

1

Power

1

X1, X2

0, I

2

Read

RD

Input

1

Write

WR

Input

1

Input

1

cs·

Chip Select
Control/Data

CID

Input

1

Source N

SRC

Input

5

Gate N

GATE

Data Bus

DB

prevent damaging accumulations of static charge. The protection circuitry is designed to slow the transitions of incoming
current surges and to provide low-impedance discharge paths
for voltages beyond the normal operating levels. Note, however, that input energy levels can nonetheless be too high to be
successfully absorbed. Conventional design, storage, and
handling precautions should be observed so that the protection networks themselves are not overstressed.

Pins

Input

5

1/0

16

Frequency Out

FOUT

Output

1

Out N

OUT

Output

5

Within the limits of normal operation, the input protection
circuitry is inactive and may be modeled as a lumped series
RC· as shown in Figure 1-4(a). The functionally active input
connection during normal operation is the gate of a MOS
transistor. No active sources or drains are connected to the
inputs so that neither transient nor steady-state currents are
impressed on the driving signals other than the charging or
discharging of the input capacitance and the accumulated
leakage associated with the protection network and the input
circuit

Figure 1-2. Interface Signal Summary
Figure 1~2 summartz:8:s the interface signals and
their abbreviations for the STC.

Package
Pin
12

>

3

~
....

;......
>

3

N

CD

C)

.....
t,.)

>

11)

Data Bus Width (MM14)
16 Bits
080

8 Bits
080

13

DB1

081

14

082

DB2

15

DB3

DB3

16

DB4

DB4

17

DB5

DBS

18

DB6

DB6

19

DB7

20

DBS

DB7
GATE 1A

22
23

DB9

GATE 2A

DB10

GATE 3A

24

DB11

GATE 4A

25

DB12

GATE SA

26

DB13

(VIH)

27

DB14

(VIH)

28

DB15

(VIH)

b)
Xt

X2

AF002520

Figure 1-3. Data Bus Assignments

Figure 1-4. Input Circuitry

Interface Considerations

The only exception to the purely capacitive input case is the
X2 crystal input As shown in Figure 1-4(b) an internal resistor
connects X1 and X2 in addition to the protection network. The
resistor Is a modestly high value of more than 1OOkohms.

All of the input and output signals for the Am9513A are
specified with logic levels compatible with those of standard
TIL circuits. In addition to providing TIL compatible voltage
levels, other output conditions are specified to help configure
non-standard interlace circuitry. The logic level specifications
take into account all worst~se combinations of the three
variables that affect the logic level thresholds: ambient temperature, supply voltage and processing parameters. A
change in any of these toward nominal values will improve the
actual operating margins and will increase noise immunity.

Fanout from the driving circuitry into the Am9513A inputs will
generally be fimited by transition time considerations rather
than DC current fimitations when the loading is dominated by
conventional MOS circuits. In an operating environment, all
inputs should be terminated so they do not float and therefore
will not accumulate stray static charges. Unused inputs should
be tied directly to Ground or VCC, as appropriate. An input in
use will have some type of logic output driving it, and
termination during operation will not be a problem. Where
inputs are driven from logic external to the card containing this
chip, however, on-board termination should be provided to
protect the chip when the board is unplugged (the input would
otherwise float). A pull-up resistor or a simple inverter or gate
will suffice.

Unprotected open gate inputs of high quafity MOS transistors
exhibit very high resistances on the order of perhaps 1o14
ohms. It is easy, therefore, in some circumstances, for charge
to enter the gate node of such an input faster than it can be
discharged and consequently, for the gate voltage to rise high
enough to break down the oxides and destroy the transistor.
All inputs to the Am9513A include protection networks to help
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Appendix C

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

provides direct access to the Status and Command registers,
as well as allowing the user to update the Data Pointer
register. The Data port is used to communicate with all other
addressable internal locations. The Data Pointer register
controls the Data port addressing.

The Am9513A System Timing Controller (STC) is a support
device for processor oriented systems that is designed to
enhance the available capability with respect to counting and
timing operations. It provides the capability for programmable
frequency synthesis, high resolution programmable duty cycle
waveforms, retriggerable digital timing functions, time-of-day
clocking, coincidence alarms, complex pulse generation, high
resolution baud rate generation, frequency shift keying, stopwatching timing, event count accumulation, waveform analysis
and many more. A variety of programmable operating modes
and control features allow the Am9513A to be personalized for
particular applications as well as dynamically reconfigured
under program control.

Among the registers accessible through the Data port are the
Master Mode register and f1Ve Counter Mode registers, one for
each counter. The Master Mode register controls the programmable options that are not controlled by the Counter Mode
registers.
Each of the five general-purpose counters is 16-bits lonG and
is independently controlled by its Counter Mode register.
Through this register, a user can software select one of 16
sources as the counter input, a variety of gating and repetition
modes, up or down counting in binary or BCD and active-high
or active-low input and output polarities.

The STC includes five general-purpose 16-bit counters. A
variety of internal frequency sources and external pins may be
selected as inputs for individual counters with software selectable active-high or active-low input polarity. Both hardware
and software gating of each counter is available. Three-state
outputs for each counter provide either pulses or levels. The
counters can be programmed to count up or down in either
binary or BCD. The accumulated count may be read without
disturbing the counting process. Any of the counters may be
internally concatenated to form an effective counter length of
up to 80 bits.

Associated with each counter are a Load register and a Hold
register, both accessible through the Data port. The Load
register is used to automatically reload the counter to any
predefined value, thus controlling the effective count period.
The Hold register is used to save count values without
disturbing the count process, permitting the host processor to
read intermediate counts. In addition, the Hold register may be
used as a second Load register to generate a number of
complex output waveforms.

The Am9513A block diagrams indicate the interface signals
and the basic flow of information. Internal control lines and the
internal data bus have been omitted. The control and data
registers are all connected to a common internal 16-bil bus.
The external bus may be 8- or 16-bits wide; in the 8-bit mode,
the internal 16-bit information is multiplexed to the low order
data bus pins DBO through DB7.

All f1Ve counters have the same basic control logic and control
registers. Counters 1 and 2 have additional Alarm registers
and comparators associated with them, plus the.extra logic
necessary for operating in a 24-hour time-of-day mode. For
real-time operation, the time-of-day logic will accept 50Hz,
60Hz or 1OOHz input frequencies.

An internal oscillator provides a convenient source of frequencies for use as counter inputs. The oscillator's frequency is
controlled at the X1 and X2 interface pins by an external
reactive network such as a crystal. The oscillator output is
divided by the Frequency Scaler to provide several subfrequencies. One of the scaled frequencies (or one of ten input
signals) may be selected as an input to the FOUT divider and
then comes out of the chip at the FOUT interface pin.

be turned off when the output is not of interest or may be

Each general counter has a single dedicated output pin. It may
configured in a variety· of ways to drive interrupt controllers,
Darlington buffers, bus drivers, etc. The counter inputs, on the
other hand, are specifically not dedicated to any given
interface line. Considerable versatility is available for configuring both the input and the gating of individual counters. This
not only permits dynamic reassignment of inputs under software control, but also allows multiple counters to use a single
input and a single gate pin to control more than one counter.
Indeed, a single pin can be the gate for one counter and, at
the same time, the count source for another.

The STC is addressed by the external system as two
locations: a Control port and a Data port. The Control port

SAC
1&-8tl t.OAO REGrSTER

CATE

FRtO
TCN-1

COUNTER
COHTRO<.
LOG>C

SAC
1&-Btl COUHTcR

CATE

rREO

IHP<IT

1&,.Bn' LOAD RE.C$TER

SELECT

LOGIC

TCH-1

COUNTER
1&-81T HOLD REGISTER

COHTROL

LOC,C

16-Bfl HOLD REGrSTER

t&,.8TT COM.PARA.TOR

LS001230

LS001220

Figure 1-5. Counter Logic Groups 1 and 2

Figure 1-6. Counter Logic Groups 3, 4 and 5
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A powerful command structure simplifies user interaction with
the counters. A counter must be armed by one of the ARIQI
commands before counting can commence. Once armed, the
counting process may be further enabled or disabled using the
hardware gating facilities. The ARM and DISARM commands
permit software gating of the count process in some modes.
The LOAD command causes the counter to be reloaded with
the value in either the associated Load register or the
associated Hold register. It will often be used as a software
retrigger or as counter initialization prior to active hardware
gating.
The DISARM command disables further counting independent
of any hardware gating. A disarmed counter may be reloaded
using the LOAD command, may be incremented or decremented using the STEP command and may be read using the
SAVE command. A count process may be resumed using an
ARM command.
The SAVE command transfers the contents of a counter to its
associated Hold register. This command will overwrite any
previous Hold register contents. The SAVE command is
designed to allow an accumulated count to be preserved so
that it can be read by the host CPU at some later time.
Two combinations of the basic commands exist to either
LOAD AND ARM or to DISARM AND SAVE any combination
of counters. Additional commands are provided to: step an
individual counter by one count; set and clear an output
toggle; issue a software reset; clear and set special bits in the
Master Mode register; and load the Data Pointer register.
Note: Separate LOAD and ARM commands should be used
for asynchronous operations.

Power Supply
The Am9513A requires only a single 5V power supply.
Maximum supply currents are specified in the electrical
specification et the high end of the voltage tolerance end the
low end of the temperature range. In addition, the current
specifications take into account the worstcase distribution of
processing parameters that may be encountered during the
manufacturing life of the product. Typical supply current
values, on the other hand, are specified at a nominal + 5.0
volts, a nominal ambient temperature of 25'C, and nominal
processing parameters. Supply current always decreases with
increasing ambient temperature: thermal run-away is not a
problem.

port transfers are executed to and from the location currently
addressed by the Data Pointer register. Options available in
the Master Mode register and the Data Pointer control
structure allow several types of transfer sequencing to be
used. See Figure 1-7.
Transfers to and from the Control port are always 8-bits wide.
Each access to the Control port will transfer data between the
Command register (writes) or Status register (reads) and Data
Bus pins DBO-DB7, regardless of whether the Am9513A is in
8- or 16-bit bus mode. When the Am9513A is in 8-bus mode,
Dat,i. Bus pins DB13-DB15 should be held at a logic high
whenever CS and WR are both active.

>

..
3

.ID
C,TI

Co)

>
.......
>
3
~
~

Co)

>

Command Register
The Command register provides direct control over each of
the five general counters and controls access through the
Data port by allowing the user to update the Data Pointer
register. The "Command Description" section of this data
sheet explains the detailed operation of each command. A
summary of all commands appears in Figure 1-20. Six of the
command types are used for direct software control of the
counting process. Each of these six commands contains a 5bit S field. In a linear-select fashion, each bit in the S field
corresponds to one of the five general counters (S1 = Counter
1, S2 = Counter 2, etc.). When an S bit is a one, the specified
operation is performed on the counter so designated; when an
S bit is a zero, no operation occurs for the corresponding
-· counter.

fl

Data Pointer Register
The 6-bit Data Pointer register is loaded by issuing the
appropriate command through the Control port to the Command register. As shown in Figure 1-7, the contents of the
Data Pointer register are used to control the Data port
multiplexer, selecting which internal register is to be accessible through the Data port.
The Data Pointer consists of a 3-bit Group Pointer, a 2-bit
Element Pointer and a 1-bit 8y1e Pointer, depicted in Figure 18. The By1e Pointer bit indicates which by1e of a 16-bit register
is to be transferred on the next access through the Data port.
Whenever the Data Pointer is loaded, the By1e Pointer bit is
set to one, indicating a least-significant by1e is expected. The
By1e Pointer toggles following each 8-bit data transfer with an
8-bit data bus (MM13 = 0), or it always remains set with ttie
16-bit data bus option (MM13 = 1). The Element and Group
pointers are used to select which internal register is to be
accessible through the Data port. Although the contents of the
Element and Group Pointer in the Data Pointer register cannot
be read by the host processor, the By1e Pointer is available as
a bit in the Status register.

Supply current will vary somewhat from part to part, but a
given unit at a given operating temperature will exhibit a nearly
constant power drain. There is no functional operating region
that will cause more than a few percent change in the supply
current. Decoupling of VCC, then, is straightforward and witl
generally be used to isolate the Am9513A from VCC noise
originating externally

Random access to any available internal data location can be
accornpfished by simply loading the Data Pointer using the
command shown in Figure 1-9 and then initiating a data read
or data write. This procedure can be used at any time,
regardless of the setting of the Data Pointer Control bit
(MM14). When the 8-bit data bus configuration is being used
(MM13 = 0), two by1es of data would normally be transferred
following the issuing of the "Load Data Pointer'' command.

CONTROL PORT REGISTERS
The STC is addressed by the external system as only two
locations: a Control port and a Data port. Transfers at the
Control port (C/15 = HIGH) allow direct access to the Command register when writing and the Status register when
reading. All other available internal locations are accessed for
both reading and writing via the Data port (C/D = LOW). Data

To permit the host processor to rapidly access the various
internal registers, automatic sequencing of the Data Pointer is
provided.
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Figure 1-7. Am9513A Register Access
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I
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Mode Register
}
Load Register
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r
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01 = Alarm Register 2
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)
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.
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Figure 1-8. Data Pointer Register
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Element Cycle

Courrter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter

1
2
3
4
5

Load
Register

Hold
Register

Hold
Register

FF01
FF02
FF03
FF04
FF05

FF09
FFOA
FFOB
FFOC

FF11
FF12
FF13
FF14
FF15

FF19
FF1A
FF1B
FF1C
FF10

FFOO

f

Hold Cycle

Mode
Register

Counter 1 Mode Reg.

Counter 2 Hold Reg.

Counter 1 Load Reg.

'
f

....
..

Master Mode Register• FF17
Alarm 1 Register • FF07
Alarm 2 Register • FFOF
Status Register• FF1F

•

Notes:
1. All· codes are in hex.
2. When used with an 8-bit bus, only the two low order hex
digtts should be written lo the command port; the 'FF' prefix
should be used only for a 18-bil data bus interlace.

Counter 5 Hold Reg.

I

HOLD CYCLE

Figure 1·9. Load Data Pointer Commands

f

Counter 1 Hold Reg.

J
J

Counter 1 Hold Reg .

'

Counter 2 Mode Reg.

f

Counter 2 Load Reg.

'

Counter 2 Hold Reg.

f

..

. Sequencing Is enabled by clearing Master Mode bit 14 (MM14)
to zero. As shown in Figure 1-10 several types of sequencing
are available depending on the data bus width being used and
the initial Data Pointer value entered by command.

.--

•
G

•

f

When E1 • 0 or E2 - 0 and G4, G2, G1 points to a Counter
Group, the Data Pointer will proceed through the Element
cycle. The Element field will automatically sequence through
the three values 00, 01 and 10 starting with the value entered.
When the transition from 10 to 00 occurs, the Group field will
also be incremented by one. Note that the Element field in this
case does not sequence to a value of 11. The Group field
circulates only within the five Counter Group codes.

Alarm Reg. 1

f

Alarm Reg. 2

f

Counter 5 Hold Reg.

'---..J'.

ELEMENT CYCLE

f

MaS1er Mode Reg.

I

If E2, E1 • 11 and a Counter Group are selected, then only the
Group field is sequenced. This Is the Hold cycle. It allows the
Hold registers to be sequentially accessed while bypassing
the Mode and Load registers. The third type of sequencing Is
the Control cycle. If G4, G2, G1 • 111 and E2, E1
11, the
Element Pointer will be Incremented through the values 00, 01
and 10, with no change to the Group Pointer.

CONTROL GROUP CYCLE

*

STATUS CYCLE
LS001240

Figure 1·10. Data Pointer Sequencing
1. The Data Pointer register should always be reloaded before
reading from the Data port if a comrriand, other than "Load
Data Pointer," was issued to the Am9513A following the
last Data port read or write. The Data Pointer does not have
to be loaded again if the first Data port transaction after a
command entry is a write, since the Data port. write will
automatically cause a new prefetch to occur.

When G4, G2. G1 • 111 and E2, E1 • 11, no incrementing
takes place and only the Status register will be available
through the Data port. Note that the Status register can also
always be read directly through the Control port.
For all these auto-sequencing modes, ii an 8-btl data bus is
used, the Byte pointer will toggle after every data transfer to
allow the least and most significant bytes to be transferred
before the Element or Group fields are Incremented.

a, R and X allow the user to save
the counter contents In the Hold register by applying an
active-going gate edge. If the Data Pointer register had
been pointing to the Hold register in question, the prefetched value will not correspond to the new value saved in
the Hold Register. To avoid reading an incorrect value, a
new "Load Data Poirrtar'' command should be Issued
before attempting to read !he saved data A Data por1 write
(to another register) will atso lnltieta a prefetch; subsequent
reads w!II access the recemly saved Hold register data
Many systems will use the "saving" gate edge to interrupt
the host CPU. In systems such as 1h!s, the interrupt service
routine should Issue a "Load Data Pointer" command prior
to reading the saved data

2. Operating modes N, 0,

Prefetch Circuit
To minimize the read access time to Internal Am9513A
registers. a prefetch circuit is used for all read operations
through the Data port. Following each read or write operation
through the Data port, the Data Pointer register is updated to
point to the next register to be accessed. lmmeaiately
following this update, the new register data is transferred to a
special preletch latch at the interface pad logic. When the user
performs a subsequent read of the Data port, the data bus
drivers are enabled, outputting the prefetched data on the bus.
Since the internal data register is accessed prior to the start of
the read operation, Its access time is transparent to the user.
To keep the prefetched data consistent with the Data Pointer,
prefetches are also performed after each write to the Data
port and after execution of the "Load Data Pointer" command. The following rules should be kept In mind regarding
Data port Transfers.

Status Register
The 8-bit read-only Status register indicates the state of the
By1e Pointer bit In the Data Pointer register and the state of the
OUT signal for each of the general counters. See Figures 1-11
and 1-18. The OUT signals repor1ed are those intemal to the
017310
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chip after the polarity-select logic and just before the 3-state
interface buffer circuitry. Bits SR6 and SR7 may be o or 1.

modes, eiiher the Load or Hold register will be transferred into
the counter when TC occurs. In c<1ses where values are being
accumulated in the counter, the Load register action can
become transparent by filling the Load register with all zeros.

The Status register OUT bit reflects an active-high or activelow TC output, or a TC Toggled output. as programmed in the
Output Control Field of the Counter Mode register. That is, ii
reflects the exact state of the OUT pin. When the lowimpedance to Ground Output option (CM2-CMO = 000) is
selected, the Status register will reflect an active-high TC
Output. When a high-impedance Output option (CM2CMO = 100) is selected, the Status register will reflect an
active-low TC output.

Hold Register
The 16-bit read/write Hold register is dual-purpose. It can be
used in the same way as the Load register, thus offering an
alternate source for module definition for the counter. The
Hold register may also be used to store accumulated counter
values for later transfer to the host processor. This allows the
count to be sampled while the counting process proceeds
without interruption. Transfer of the counter contents into the
Hold register is accomplished by the hardware interface in
some operating mcxles or by software commands at any time.

For Counters 1 and 2, the OUT pin will reflect the comparator
output if the comparators are enabled. The Status register bit
and OUT pin are active-high if CM2 e O and active-low if
CM2 = 1. When the high-impedance option is selected and
the comparator is enabled, the status register bit will reflect an
active-high comparator output When the low-impedance to
Ground option is selected and the comparator is enabled, the
status register bit. will reflect an active-low comparator output.

Counter Mode Register
The 16-bit read/write Counter Mode register controls the
gating, counting, output and source select functions within
each Counter Logic Group. The "Counter Mode Control
Options" section of this document describes the detailed
control options available. Figure 1-17 shows the bit assignments for the Counter Mode registers.

The Status register is normally accessed by reading the
Control port (see Figure 1-7) but may also be read via the Data
port as part of the Control Group.

SR7

SR6

SAS

-0 OR 1

SR4

SR3

OUT 4
OUT 5

SR2

SR1

OUT 2
OUT 3

Alarm Registers and Comparators
Added functions are available in the Counter Logic Groups for
Counters 1 and 2 (see Figure 1-5). Each contains a 16-bit
Alarm register and a 16-bit Comparator. When the value in the
counter reaches the value in the Alarm register, the Comparator output will go true. The Master Mode register contains
control bits to individually enable/disable the comparators.
When enabled, the comparator output appears on the OUT pin
of the associated counter in placo of the normal counter
output The output will remain true as long as the comparison
is true, that is, until the next input causes the count to change.
The polarity of the Comparator output will be active-high if the
Output Control field of the Counter Mode register is 001 or 010
and active-low if the Output Control field is 101.

BYTE
POINTER
OUT 1
DF001900

Figure 1·11. Status Register Bit Assignments

DATA PORT REGISTERS

MASTER MODE CONTROL OPTIONS

Counter Logic Groups

The 16-bit Master Mode (MM) register is used to control those
internal activities that are not controlled by the individual
Counter Mode registers. This includes frequency control,
Time-of-Day operation, comparator controls, data bus width
and data pointer sequencing. Figure 1-12 shows the bit
assignments for the Master Mode register. This section
describes the use of each control field.

As shown in Figures 1-5 and 1-6, each of the five Counter
Logic Groups consists of a 16-bil general counter with
associated control and output logic, a 16-bit Load register, a
16-bit Hold register and a 16-bit Mode register. In addition,
Counter Groups 1 and 2 also include 16-bit Comparators and
16-bit Alarm registers. The comparator/alarm functions are
controlled by the Master Mode register. The operation of the
Counter Mode registers is the same for all five counters. The
host CPU has both read and write access to all registers in the
Counter Logic Groups through the Data port The counter
itself is never directly accessed.

Master Mode register bits· MM12, MM13 and MM14 can be
individually set and reset using commands issued to the
Command register. In addition, they can all be changed by
writing directly to the Master Mode register.
After power-on reset or a Master Reset command, the Master
Mode register is cleared to an all zero condition. This results in

Load Register

the following configuration:

The 16-bil read/write Load register is used to control the
effective length of the general counter. Any 16-bil value may
be written into the Load register. That value can then be
transferred into the counter each lime the Terminal Count (TC)
occurs. "Terminal Count" is defined as that period of time
when the counter contents would have been zero if an
external value had not been transferred into the counter. Thus,
the terminal count frequency can be the input frequency
cftvided by the value in the Load register. 111 all operating

Tme-<>f-Oay disabled
Both Comparators disabled
FOUT Solm:e is frequency F1
FOUT OiYidef set for divide-by-16
FOUT gated on
Data Sus B bits wide

Data Pointer Sequencing enabled
Frequency Scaler cftvides in binary
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FOUT Dlvldor

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100

=
•
=
•
•

=
•
•
=
•

=

•
=

1101 •

1110 •
1111 •

FOUT Source
0000 = El
0001 = $RC 1
0010 = SRC 2
0011 = SRC 3
0100 = SRC 4
0101 = $RCS
0110 = G.A.TE 1
0111 = GATE 2
1000 = GATE3
100\ = GATE 4
1010 • GATES

OMde by 16
OMde by 1
OMde by 2
0Mdeby3
OMde by 4
OMde by S
OMde by 6
Divide by 7
OMde by 6
0Mdeby9
Divide by 10
OMde by 11
OMde by 12
OMde by 13
Divide by 14
Divide by 15

1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

..

• Fl
• F2

= F3
= F4

= F5

FOUT Gate
0 = FOUTOn
t = FOIJT Off (Low Z to GNO)

~~Enable~
1 = Enabled
Compant 1 Enable
0 = Disabled
t = Enabled
Tln,--of..[)ay Mode _ _ _ _ _.....,

Data Bus \lildth

0
t

=S·Bil Bus
=1fl.Bil Bus

Data Pointer Control
O = Enable lncr1!fflelll
1 = Disable Increment

00
01
10
11

Scalet Control
0 = Binary Division
1 Division

= TOO Disabled
= TOO Enabled; + 5 Input
= TOO Enabled; + 6 Input
= TOD Enabled; + 10 Input

aco

DF001911

Figure 1·12. Master Mode Register Bit Assignments
Time-of-Day

FOUT Source

Bits MMO and MM1 of the Master Mode register specify the
iime-of-Day (TOD) options. When MMO = O and MM1 = 0, the
special logic used to implement TOD is disabled, and Counters 1 and 2 will operate in exactly the same way as Counters
3, 4 and 5. When MMO = 1 or MM1 = 1, additional counter
decoding and control logic is enabled on Counters 1 and 2,
which causes their decades to tum over at the counts that
generate appropriate 24-hour TOD accumulations. For additional information, see the iime-of-Day chapter in the 9513A
System timing controller technical manual.

Master Mode bits MM4 through MM7 specify the source inpu1
for the FOUT divider. Fifteen inpu1s are available for selection,
and they include the fJVe Source pins, the fJVe Gate pins and
the live internal frequencies derived from the oscillator. The
16th combination of the lour control bits (all zeros) is used to
assure !bat an active frequency is available at the input to the
FOUT divider following reset

FOUT Divider
Bits MM8 through MM11 specify the dividing ratio for the
FOUT Divider. The FOUT source (selected by bits MM4
through MM7) is d'IVided by an lntegar value between 1 and 16,
inclusive, and Is then passed to the FOUT oulput buffer. After
power-on or rl)SSI. Iha FOUT divider 1$ .set to divide-by-16.

Comparator Enable
Bits MM2 and MM3 control the Comparators associated with
Counters 1 and 2. When a Comparator is enabled, its outpu1 is
substituted for the normal counter outpu1 on the associated
OUT1 or OUT2 pin. The comparator ou1pu1 will be active-high
if the ou1put control field of the Counter Mode register is 001
or 01 O and active-low for a code of 101. Once the compare
outpu1 is true, it will remain so until the count changes and the
comparison therefore goes false.

FOUT Gate
Master Mode bft MM12 prO'Ades a 1IOftM!re gating capability
for the FOUT signal Vlt'hen MM12• 1, FOUT Is off and in a·

low-impedance Slala lo ground. MM12 may be set or cleared
in conj!mction wilh the loading of the other bits in the Master
Mode ·register, altemat!vely, there are commands that allow
MM12 to be individually set or cleared directly wi1hout chang-

The two Comparators can always be used individually in any
operating mode. One special case occurs when the Time-olDay option is revoked and both Comparators are enabled. The
operation of Comparator 2 will then be conditioned by
Comparator 1 so that a full 32-bit compare must be true in
order to generate a true signal on OUT2. OUT1 will continue,
as usual, to reflect the state of the 16-bit comparison between
Alarm 1 and Counter 1.

ing any other Master Mode bits. After power-up or reset, FOUT
is gated on.
When changing the FOUT divider ratio or FOUT source,
transient pulses as short as hall the period of the FOUT
source may appear on the FOUT pin. Turning the FOUT gate
on or off can also generate a transient This should be
considered when using FOUT as a system clock source.
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Bus Width

COUHTER ltOOE
REQSTER

Bit MM13 controls the multiplexer at the data bus interface in
order to configure the part for an 8-bit or 16-bit external bus.
The internal bus is always 16-bits wide. When MM13 = 1, 16·
bit data is transferred directly between the internal bus and all
16 of the external bus lines. In this configuration, the Byte
Pointer bit in the Data Pointer register remains set al all times.
When MM13 = 0, 16-bit internal data is transferred a byte at a
lime to and from the eight low-order external data bus lines.
The Byte Pointer bit toggles with each byte transfer in this
mode.

TCH-1

GATEIHPUT

CATEN-1

IIUt.llPt..EXER
ANO POU.Rm

GATEN

SELECT lOCM:

CAnN•1

When the Am9513A is set to operate with an 8-bit data bus
width, pins 088 through DB 15 are not used for the data bus
and are available for other functions. Pins DB 13 through DB 15
should be lied high. Pins 088 through DB12 are used as
auxiliary gating inputs and are labeled GATE1A through
GATESA respectively. The auxiliary gate pin, GATENA, is
logically ANDed with the gate input to Counter N, as shown in
Figure 1-13. The output of the AND gate is then used as the
gating signal for Counter N.

Thus, the host processor, by controlling MM14, may repetitively read/write a single internal location, or may sequentially
read/write groups of locations. Bit MM14 can be loaded by
writing to the Master Mode register or can be set or cleared by
software command.

Data Pointer Sequencing

Scaler Ratios

Bit MM14 controls the Data Pointer logic to enable or disable
the automatic sequencing functions. When MM14 = 1, the
contents of the Data Pointer can be changed only direc11y by
entering a command. When MM14 = 0, several types of
automatic sequencing of the Data Pointer are available. These
are described in the Data Pointer register section of this
document

Master Mode bit MM15 controls the counting configuration of
the Frequency Scaler counter. When MM15 = 0, the Scaler
cflVides the oscillator frequency in binary steps so that each
subfrequency is 1/16 of the preceding frequency. When
MM15 = 1, the Scaler divides in BCD steps so that adjacent
frequencies are related by ratios of 1O instead of 16 (see
Figure 1-14).

OF001920

Figure 1-13. Gating Control

,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ft
,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-n
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F3

.--~~~~~~~~

XI

FS

FREOU£HCY SCALER

AF002S40
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Scaling
MM15=1
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100
1,000
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F1
F1
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+
+
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16
256
4,096
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Figure 1·14. Frequency Scaler Ratios
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Counter Mode
Special Gate (CM7)

A
0

8
0

C
0

D
0

E
0

F

G

H

I

J
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0
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0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0
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1
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1

LEVEL EDGE
X

000

LEVEL EDGE

0
000

X

X
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X

X
X

X

X
X

next TC

X

X·

X
X

Start count on active gate edge and stop count on

LEVEL EDGE

X

X

X
X

Start count on acti've gate edge and stop count on

Reioad counter from Load register on TC

X

X
X

3

N

~
t,)

l>

X

X
X
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X

second TC

No hardware relriggering
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CD

Count to TC repeatedly without disarming
Gate input does not gate counter input

1
000

).(

Count to TC twice, then cftSann

Count only during active gale level

0
0
LEVEL EDGE

3

ID

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Reload counter on each TC, alternating reload

source between Load and Hold registers

X

X.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Transfer Load register into counter on each TC .that
gate is LOW, transfer Hold register into counter on

each TC that gate is HIGH.

On active gate edge transfer counter into Hold

register and then rekJad counter from Load register

M
1

N

0

p

Q

R

s

T

u

V

w

X

Special Gate (CM7)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Reload Source (CMS)

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

0

0

0

0

1

1

Counter Mode

Repetition (CMS)

0

Gate Control (CM15-CM13)

000

X

Count to TC once, then disarm

1

LEVEL EDGE

000

1
1
LEVEL EDGE

0

000

1

LEVEL EDGE

000

LEVEL EDGE

X

Count to TC twice, then disann

X

Count to TC repealedly without disarming

X

X
X

X

X

Gate input does not gate counter input

Count only during active gate level

X

X

. Start count on active gate edge and stop counl on

X

next TC

X

X

X

Start count on active gate edge and stop count on
second TC
No hardware relriggering

X

Reload counler from Load register on TC

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

'Reload counter on each TC, alternating reload
source between Load and Hold regislers.
Transfer Load regisler into counter on each TC that
gate is LOW, transfer Hold register into counter pn
each TC that gate. is HIGH.
On active gate edge transfer counler into Hold

regisler and then reload counter from Load regisler

X
X

X

X

X

X

On active gale edge transfer counter Into Hold
register, but counting continues

X

Notes: 1. Counter modes M, P, T, U and W are reserved and should not be used.
2. Mode X is available for Am9513A only.

Figure 1·15 Counter Mode Operating Summary

COUNTER MODE DESCRIPTIONS

the ARM command is omitted. The retriggering modes (N, 0,

a and R) are shown with one retrigger operation. Both a TC

Counter Mode register bits CM15-CM13 and CM7-CMS select
the operating mode for each counter (see Figure 1-15). To
simplify references to a particular mode, each mode is
assigned a letter from A through X. Representative waveforms
for the counter modes are illustrated in Figures 1-16a through
1-16v. (Because the letter suffix in the figure number is keyed
to the mode, Figures 1-16m, 1-16p, 1-161, 1-16u and 1-16w do
not exist.) The figures assume down counting on rising source
edges. Those modes which automatically diS13rm the counter
(CMS = O) are shown with the WR plus entering the required
ARM command; for modes which count repetitively (CMS= 1),

output waveform and a TC Toggled output wavefonn are
shown for each mode. The symbols L and H are used to
represent count values equal to the Load and Hold register
contents, respectively. The symbols K and N represent
arbitrary count values. For each mode, the required bit pattern
in the Counter Mode register is shown; "don't care" bits are
marked "X." These figures are designed to clarify the mode
descriptions; the Am9513A Electrical Specification should be
used as the authoritative reference for timing relationships
between signals.
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To keep the following mode descriptions concise and to the
point, the phrase "source edges" is used to refer to activegoing source edges only, not to inactive-going edges. Similarly, the phrase "gate edges" refers only to active-going gate
edges. Also, again to avoid verbosity and euphuism, the
descriptions of some modes stale that a counter is stopped or
disarmed "on a TC, inhibiting further counting." As is fully
explained in the TC section of this document, for these modes
the counter is actually stopped or disarmed following the
active-going· source edge which drives the counter out of TC.
In other words, since a counter in the TC state always counts,
·irrespective of its gating or arming status, the stopping or
disarming of the count sequence is delayed until TC is
terminated.

Mode A, shown in Figure 1-1 Sa, is one of the simplest
operating modes. The counter will be available for counting
source edges when it is issued an ARM command. On each
TC, the counter will reload from the Load _register and
automatically disarm itself, inhibiting further counting. Counting
will resume when a new ARM command is issued.

MODE B
Software-Triggered Strobe with Level Gating
CM15 CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11
LEVEL

MODE A
Software-Triggered Strobe with No Hardware
Gating
CM15 CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11

CM10

CM9

CMB

0

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

CM7

CMS

CMS

CM4

CM3

CM2

CM1

CMO

0

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

SOURCE

CM10

CM9

CMB

X

X

X

X

X

CM7

CMS

CMS

CM4

CM3

CM2

CM1

CMO

0

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

Mode 8, shown in Figure 1-16b, is identical to Mode A except
that source edges are counted only when the assigned Gate is
active. The counter m_ust be armed before counting can occur.
Once armed, the counter will count all source edges which
occur while the Gate is active and disregard those edges
which occur while the Gate is inactive. This permits the Gate
to tum the count process on and off. On each TC the counter
will reload from the Load register and automatically disarm
itself, inhibiting further counting unit! a new ARM command is
issued.

Fv\J\A

WR - - - - - " \

t;;;;"'

v;;:MANO

COUNT
VALUE - - - - - L _ - _ ,_ _ _

TC
OUTPUT

___.v-:-:
1\::..:...,

L - 1

2

------------.... ~-------'n

_____

.._

TCT~~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ~ - - - - - - - - - . . , ~ ~ - - - - ~
WF004590

Figure 1-16a. Mode A Waveforms
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Figure 1·16b. Mode B Waveforms
MODE C

armed counter. The counter must be armed before application
of the triggered Gate edge; Gate edges applioo to a disarmoo
counter are disregarded. The counter will start counting on the
first source edge after the triggering Gate edge and will
continue counting until TC. At TC, the counter will reload from
the Load register and automatically disarm itself. Counting will
then remain inhibited until a new ARM command and a new
Gate edge are applied in that order. Note that after application
of a triggered Gate edge, the Gate input will be disregarded for
the remainder of the count cycle. This differs from Mode B,
where the Gate can be modulatoo throughout the count cycle
to stop and start the counter.

Hardware-Triggered s.trobe
CM15 CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11
EDGE

CM10

CM9

CMS

X

X

X

X

X

CM7

CM6

CMS

CM4

CM3

CM2

CM1

GMO

0

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

Mode C, shown in Figure 1-16c, is identical to Mode A, except
that counting will not begin until a Gate edge is applioo to the

~

~------------L--....'----------'~2
TC OUTPUT

L-1

~-------------------~~------' '---------I\

TC~-----------------------------H---------------'x~-----------WF004610

Figure 1·16c. Mode C Waveforms
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MODE D

Q

Rate Generator with No Hardware Gating

C')

""'co

MODE E

N

E

Rate Generator with Level Gating
CMB

<
.....
<

CM15 CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11 CM10

CM9

X

....
in

CMS
X

C')

0,

E
<

CM4

CM3

CM2

CM1

CMO

X

X

X

X

X

CMO

0

Mode 0, shown in Figure 1-1 Bd, is typically used in frequency
generation appr.cations. In this mode, the Gate input does not
affect counter operation. Once armed, the counter will count
to TC repetitively. On each TC, the counter will reload itself
from the Load register; hence, the Load register value
determines the time between TCs. A square wave rate
generator may be obtained by specifying the TC Toggled
output mode in the Counter Mode register.

SOURCE

0

X

X

X

X

X

Mode E, shown in Figure 1-1 Be, is identical to Mode 0, except
the counter wm only count those source edges which occur
while the Gate input is active. This feature allows the counting
process to be enabled and disabled under hardware control. A
square wave rate generator may be obtained by specifying the
TC Toggled output mode.

JVVV\f\.f\JVV\_

COUNT~;.2

V A L U E ~ · ~

TC OUTPUT

- - - - ~ -- ~ ~
_ _ j/ \ ~
~~
r-

...,X..___. ,: ...· -------- '-----

TCT~: _ _ _ _ _

WF004620

Figure 1·16d. Mode D Waveforms
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\_)
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coummr

VALUE~2

K -

~
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Figure 1·16e. Mode E Waveforms
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MODE

F

EDGE

0

CMS

3(t)

Software-Triggered Delayed Pulse One-Shot

CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11

CM6

>

MODE G

Non•Retrlggerable One-Shot
CM10

CM9

CMB

CM1S CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11

U1

CM10

CM9

CMB

X

X

X

X

X

0

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

CM4

CM3

CM2

CM1

CMO

CM7

CM6

CMS

CM4

CM3

CM2

CM1

CMO

X

X

X

X

X

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

GATE

lC
OUTP\1T

lCT~

>
.....
>
3
N

Mode F, shown in Figure 1-161, provides a non-retriggerable
one-shot timing function. The counter must be armed before it
will function. Application of a Gate edge to the armed counter
will enable counting. When the counter reaches TC, it will
reload itself from the Load register. The counter will then stop
counting, awaiting a new Gate edge. Note that unlike Mode C,
a new ARM command is not needed after TC, only a new Gate
edge. After application of a triggering Gate edge, the Gate
input is disregarded until TC.

SOURCE

...w

In Mode G, the Gate does not affect the counter's operation.
Once armed, the counter will count to TC twice and then
automatically disarm itself. For most applications, the counter .
will initially be loaded from the Load register either by a LOAD
command or by the last TC of an earlier timing cycle. Upon
counting to the first TC, the counter will reload itself from the
Hold register. Counting will proceed until the secon<l TC, when
the counter will reload itself from the Load register and
automatically disarm itself, inhibiting further counting. Counting
can be resumed by issuing a new ARM command. A softwaretriggered delayed pulse one-shot may be generated by spec;;.
lying the TC Toggled output mode in the Counter Mode
register. The initial counter contents control the delay from the
ARM command until the output pulse starts. The Hold register
contents control the pulse duration. Mode G is shown in Figure
1-16g.

CD

0

""
>

w

fl

JV\J\/\JVVV\_
\\Th I ~\\\\\\\\\
I\
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Figure 1·16f.

Mode F

Waveforms
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Figure 1·16g. Mode G Waveforms
MODE H

MODE I

Software-Triggered Delayed Pulse One-Shot
with Hardware Gating

Hardware-Triggered Delayed Pulse Strobe

CM15 CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11 CM10
LEVEL

X

X

X

CM15 CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11 CM10

CM9

CMS

X

X

EOOE

CM7
CM7

CM6

0

CMS

CMO

0

X

QAn!

CMS

CMS

X

X

X

X

CM4

CM3

CM2

CM1

CMO

·X

X

X

X

Mode I, shown in Figure 1-16i, is identical to Mode G, except
that counting will not begin until a Gate edge is applied to an
armed counter. The counter must be armed before application
of the triggering Gate edge; Gate edg!ls applied to a disarmed
counter are disregarded. An armed counter will start counting
on the first source edge after the triggering Gate edge.
Counting will then proceed in the same manner as In Mode G.
After the second TC, the counter will disarm itself. An ARM
command and Gate edge must be issued in this order to
restart counting. Note ttiat after application of a triggering
Gate edge, the Gate inpu1 will be disregarded until the second
TC. This differs from Mode H, where the Gate can be
modulated throughou1 the count cycle to stop and start the
counter.

Mode H. shown in Figure 1-16h, is identic;:al to Mode G except
that the Gate inpu1 is used to qualify which source edges are
to be counted. The counter must be armed for counting to
occur. Once armed, the counter will count all source edges
that occur while the Gate is inactive. This permits the Gate to
tum the count process on and off. As with Mode G, the
counter will be reloaded from the Hold register on the first TC
and reloaded from the Load register and disarmed on the
second TC. This mode allows the Gate· to control the
ex1ension of both the initial ou1put delay time and the pulse
wid1h.

~

CMS

0

CM9

X

JV\.f\/V\NVVV\NVVV\/VVVV\/VVVV\_
~-----v'@ -----v'«t««o:X>

OUTl'\IT------------------1 '--------'----.....---'
I\
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Figure 1·16h. Mode H Waveforms
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Figure 1·161. Mode I Waveforms
MODE J

MODE K

Variable Duty Cycle Rate Generator with No
Hardware Gating

Variable Duty Cycle Rate Generator with Level
Gating ,;.~

CM15 CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11

o·

0

0

X

CM7

0

X

CM10

CM9

CMB

CMB

X

X

X

X

CM3

CMO

CM7

X

X

0

X

Mode J, shown in Figure 1-16i, will find the greatest usage in
frequency generation appfications with variable duty cycle
requirements. Once armed, the counter .will count continuously
until it is issued a DISARM command. On the first TC, the
counter will be reloaded from the Hold register. Counting will
then proceed until the second TC at which time the counter
will be reloaded from the Load register. Counting will continue,
with the.reload source alternating on each TC, until a DISARM
command is issued to the counter. (The third TC reloads from
the Hold register, the fourth TC reloads from the Load register,
etc.) A· variable duty cycle output can be generated by
specifying the TC Toggled output in the Counter Mode
register. The Load and Hold values then directly control the
output duty cycle, with high resolution available when relatively
high count values are used.

CM6

CMS

CM4

CM3

CMO

X

X

X

Mode K, shown in Figure 1-16k, is identical lo Mode J, except
that source edges are only counted when the Gate is active.
The counter must be armed for counting to occur. Once
armed, the counter will count all source edges which occur
while Gate is active and disregard those source edges which
occur while the Gate is inactive. This permits the Gate to tum
the count process on and off. As with Mode J, the reload
source used will altemate on each TC, starting with the Hold
register on the first TC after any ARM command. When the TC
Toggled output is used, this mode allows the Gate to modulate
the duty cycle of the output waveform. It can affect both the
HIGH and LOW portions of the output waveform.
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Figure 1·16J. Mode J Waveforms
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Figure 1·16k. Mode K Waveforms
MODEL
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Hardware-Triggered Delayed Pulse One-Shot

Software-Triggered Strobe with Level Gating
and Hardware Retrlggerlng
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Mode N, shown in Figure 1-16n, provides a software-triggered
strobe with level gating that is also hardware retriggerable.
The 'counter must be issued an ARM command before
counting can occur. Once armed, the counter will count all
source edges which occur while the gate is active and
disregard those source edges which occur while the Gate is
inactive. This permits the Gate to tum the count process on
and off. After the issuance of 1he ARM command and the
application of an active Gate, the counter will count to TC.
Upon reaching TC, the CCUlta' ¥Al reload from the Load
register and automatlcallyclsarmllsell, lnhibfting further counting. Counting will resume IJpOlt Ille ~ of· a new ARM
command. All activ&-gc,ing Gale edges Issued to an armed
counter will cause a Rltriggllr cpnllon. Upon application of
the Gate edge, the counler celWll'lls w8 be saY9d In the Hold
register. On the first quailled soun:e 9lfge lifter appfrcation of
the retriggering gale edge, the conl!lnts of the Load register
will be transferred into 1he count!lr. Counting will resume on
the second qualified source edge after the retriggering Gate
edge. Qualified source edges are activ&-go!ng edges which
occur while the Gate is active.

Mode L, shown in Figure 1-161, is similar to Mode J except that
counting will not begin unl!l a Gate edge is applied to an armed
counter. The counter must be armed before application of the
triggering Gate edge; Gate edges applied to a disarmed
counter are disregarded. The counter will start counting
source edges after the triggering Gate edge, and counting will
proceed until the second TC. Note that after application of a
triggering Gate edge, the Gate input will be disregarded for the
remainder of the count cycle. This differs from Mode K, where
the gate can be modulated throughout the count cycle to stop
and start the counter. On the first TC after application of the
triggering Gate edge, the counter will be reloaded from the
Hold register. On the second TC, the counter will be reloaded
from the Load register, and counting wm stop until a new gate
edge is issued to the counter. Note that unlike Mode K, new
Gate edges are required after every seconti TC to continue
counting.
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Figure 1-161. Mode L Waveforms
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Figure 1·16n. Mode N Waveforms

MODE

0

modulate counting. The counter must be armed before application of the triggering Gate edge; Gate edges applied to a
disarmed counter are disregarded. Irrespective of the Gate
level, the counter wi11 count alt· som-ce edges after the
triggering Gate edge until the first TC. On the first TC,lhe
counter will be reloaded from the load regist;er and disarmed.
A new ARM command and a new Gale edge must be applied
in that order to initiate a new counting cycle. Udke Modes C,
F, I and L. which disregani"tl1e Gate q,ut onc:e c:ounling starts,
in Mode O the count
will be 1e1wsed on all activegoing Gate edges, including the first Ga edge lllled to start
the counter. On each retriggering Gate edge, the counter
contents will be transferred Into 1he Hold register. On the first
source edge after the retriggering G:a'9 edge, the Load
register contents wiil be transferred into the counter. Counting
will resume on the second-source edge after a retrigger.

Software-Triggered Strobe with Edge Gatl,ng
and Hardware Retrlggering
CM15 CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11

EDGE
CM7

CM10

CM9

CMB

X

X
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X
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0

0

X

X

X

X

X

process

Mode 0, shown in Figure 1-16o, is similar Mode N, except that
counting will not begin until an active-going Gate edge is
applied to an armed counter and the Gate level is not used to
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Figure 1·16o. Mode O Waveforms
MODE Q

MODER

Rate Generator with Synchronization (Event
Counter with Auto-Read/Reset)

Retrlggerable One-Shot
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Mode R, shown in Figure 1-16r, is similar to Mode Q, except
that edge gating rather than level gating is used. In other
words, rather than use the Gate level to qualify which source
edges to coun~ Gate edges are used to start the counting
operation. The counter must be armed before application of
the triggering Gate edge; Gate edges applied to a disarmed
counter are disregarded. After application of a Gate edge, an
armed counter will count all source edges until TC, irrespective of the Gate level. On the first TC, the counter will be
reloaded from the Load register and stopped. Subsequent
counting will not occur until a new Gate edge is applied. All
Gate edges applied to the counter, including the first used to
trigger counting, initiate a retrigger operation. Upon application
of .a Gate edge, the counter contents are saved in the Hold
register. On the first source edge after the relriggering Gate
edge, the Load register contents will be transferred into the
counter. Counting will resume on the second
edge
after ·the retriggering Gate edge.

Mode Q, shown in Figure 1-16q, provides a rate generator with
synchronization or an event counter with au1o-read/resel The
counter must first be issued an ARM command before
counting can occur. Once armed, the counter will count all
source edges which occur while the Gate is active and
disregard those edges which cccur while the Gate is inactive.
This permits the Gate to tum the count process on and off.
After the issuance of an ARM command and the application of
an active Gate, the counter will count to TC repetitively. On
each TC.the counter will reload itself from the Load register.
The counter may be retriggered at any time by presenting an
active-going Gate edge to the Gate input The retriggering
Gate edge wm transfer the contents of the counter into the
1-lold register. The first qualified source edge after the retriggering Gate edge will transfer the contents of the Load
register into the Counter. Counting will resume on the second
qualified source edge after the retriggering Gate edge. Qualified source edges are active-going edges which occur while
the Gate is active.

source
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Figure 1·16q. Mode Q Waveforms
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Figure 1·16r. Mode R Waveforms
MOOE V

MOOE S

Frequency-Shift Keying

RELOAD SOURCE
CM15 CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11

CM10

CM9

CMS

0

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

CM7

CMS

CMS

CM4

CM3

CM2

CM1

GMO

0

X

X

X

X

X

CM15 CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11

CM10

CM9

CMS

0

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

CM7

CMS

CMS

CM4

CM3

CM2

CM1

GMO

X

X

X

X

X

Mode V, shown in Figure 1-16v, provides frequency-shift
keying modulation capability. Gate operation in this mode is
identical to that in Mode S. H Iha Gate Is Low, a LOAD
command or a TC-induced reloed will reload the counter from
the Load register. If tile Gate ls HIGH, LOAOs and reloads will
occur from the Hold register. The polarity of the Gate only
selects the reload source; it does not start or modulate
counting. Once armed, the counter wi!1 comt repetitively to
TC. On each TC, the counter will reload itself from the register
determined by the polarity of the Gate. Counting will continue
in this manner until a DISARM command is issued to the
counter. Frequency shift keying may be obtained by specifying
a TC Toggled output mode in the Counter Mode register. The
switching of frequencies is achieved by modulating the Gate.

In this mode, the reload source for LOAD commands (irrespective of whether the counter is armed or disarmed) and for
TC-initiated reloads is determined by the Gate input The Gate
input in Mode S is used only to select the reload source, not to
start or modulate counting. When the Gate is Low, the Load
register is used; when the Gate is High, the Hold register is
used. Note the Low-Load, High-Hold mnemonic convention.
Once armed, the counter will count to TC twice and then
disarm itself. On each TC, the counter will be reloaded from
the reload source selected by the Gate. Following the second
TC, an ARM command is required to start a new counting
cycle. Mode S is shown in Figure 1-1 Ss.
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Figure 1-16x. Mode X Waveforms
MODE X

After power-on reset or a Master Reset command, the
Counter Mode registers are initialized to a preset condition.
The value entered is 0800 hex and results in the following
control configuration:

Hardware Save (available In Am9513A only)
CM15 CM14 CM13 CM12 CM11
Edge
CM7

CMS

CMS

CM10

CM9

CMS

X

X

X

X

X·

CM4

CM3

CM2

CM1

CMO

X

X

X

X

X

Mode X, as shown in Figure 1-1 Sx, provides a hardware
sampling of the counter contents without interrupting the
count. A LOAD AND ARM command or a LOAD command
followed by an ARM command is required to initialize the
counter. Once armed, a Gate edge starts the counting
operation; Gate edges applied to a disarmed counter are
disregarded. After application of the Triggering Gate edge, the
counter will count all qualified source edges until the first TC,
irrespective of the gate level. All gate edges applied during the
counting sequence will store the current count in the Hold
register, but they will not interrupt the counting sequence. On
each TC, the counter will be reloaded from ihe Load register
and stopped. Subsequent counting requires a new triggering
Gate. edge; counting resumes on the first source edge
following the triggering Gate edge.
Note: Mode X is only available in the Am9513'A' devices.

COUNTER MODE CONTROL OPTIONS
Each Counter Logic Group includes a 16-bit Counter Mode
(CM) register used to control all of the individual options
available with its associated general counter. These options
include output configuration, count control, count source and
gating control. Figure 1-17 shows the bit assignments for the
Counter Mode registers. This section describes the control
options in detafi. Note that generally each counter is independently configured and does not depend on information outside
its Counter Logic Group. The Counter Mode register should be
loaded only when the counter is Disarmed. Attempts to load
the Counter Mode register when the counter is armed may
result in erratic counter operation.

Output low-impedance to ground
Count down
Count binary
Count once
Load register selected
No retriggering
F1 input source selected
Positive-true input polarity
No gating

Output Control
Counter mode bits CMO through CM2 specify the output
control configuration. Figure 1-18 shows a schematic representation of the output control logic. The OUT pin may be off
((l high~mpedance state), or it may be inactive with a lowimpedance to ground. The three remaining valid combinations
represent the active-high, active-low or TC Toggle output
waveforms.
One output form available is called Terminal Count (TC) and
represents the period in time that the counter reaches an
equivalent value of zero. TC will occur on the next count when
.the counter is at 0001 for down counting, at 9999 (BCD) for
BCD up counting or at FFFF (hex) for binary up counting.
Figure 1-19 shows a Terminal Count pulse and an example
context that generated it. The TC widlh is determined by the
period of the counting source. Regardless of arrJ gating q,ut
or whether the counter is Armed or Disarmed. the !erminl!lt
count will go active for only one clod; cycle. f9n 1-19
assumes active-high source polllrity, coun1er enned, counter
decrementing and an external reload Y&kle of K.
The counter will always be loaded from an· extemlll location
when TC occurs; the user can choo88 lhe 80IB'C8 localion and
the value. If a non-zero value Is picked, the counter will never
really attain a zero state, and TC wi!l lndicale the counter state
that would have been zero had no parallel transfer occurred.
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Count Contrcl

Ccun!So<.n:o-

~----------o - Enable Special Gata
Gato

0000 • TCH-1

1 ,.

0001 • SRC1

0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
CM15

CM14

CM13

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CM12

SRC2
SRC3
SRC4
SRC5
GATE!
GATE2
GATE3
GATE4
GATES
Ft
F2

OisabloSpeoaJ

. . - - - - - - - - - - 0 • Reload from Load
1 • Reload from Load ex Hold
Excep! in Mode X Wt,;ch
RalOads Only from Load
CcootOnce
1 • Count Repe!lwoly

,------o •
,----o -

Binary Coon!

1 • BCO C<xJnt

0 • Count Down
1 • CounlUp

F3

F4

FS
CM11

CM9

CM10

CMS

CIK1

CM6

CMS

O • COunt on Rising Edge
1 • Cooo!on Faling Edge

Gating Contrcl
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CM2

CMI

CMO

-~J

SourcoEdgo

000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

CM3

CM<

000 • tnaetive,o.rtp.nlow

No Gating
AdlveHighTCN-1
Ad!veHigh~elGATEN+1
AdlveHighLevelGATEN-1
AdlveHighLevelGATEN
Ad!velow ~IGATEN
AdlveHighEdgeGATEN
Ad!velow Edge GATE N

001
010
011
100
101
110
111

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ad!ve High Tenrinal Count Pulse
TC Toggled
Illegal
Inactive, Oul;:,ut High - I ~
Ad!veLowTMTrina!CountPu!so
Illegal

Illegal

DF003782

Note: See Figure 1-16 for restrictions on Count Control and Gating Control bit combinations.

Figure· 1-17. Counter Mode Register Bit Assignments
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Figure 1·18. Output Control Logic
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Figure 1·19. Counter Output Waveforms

The other output form, TC Toggled, uses the trailing edge of
TC to toggle a flip-flop to generate an output level instead of a
pulse. The toggle output is 1/2 the frequency of TC. The TC
Toggled output will frequently be used to generate variable
duty-cycle square waves in Operating Modes G through K.

In Mode L the TC Toggled output can be used to generate a
· one-shot function, with the delay to the start of the output
pulse and the width of the output pulse separately programmable. With selection of the minimum delay to the start of the
pulse, the output will toggle on the second source pulse
following application of the triggering Gate edge.

that a counter that is disarmed or stopped on TC is actually
disarmed/stopped immediately following TC.

This may cause count sequences different from what a user
might expect Since the counter is always reloaded at the start
of TC and since ii always counts at the end of TC, the counter
, contents following TC will differ by one from the reloaded
value, irrespective of the operating mode used.
If the reloaded value was 0001 for down counting, 9999 (BCD)
for BCD up counting or FFFF (hex) for binary up counting, the
count at the end of TC will drive the counter into TC again
regardless of whether the counter is gated off or disarmed. As
long as these values are reloaded, the TC output will stay
active. If a TC Toggled output is selected, it will toggle on each
count. Execution of a LOAD, LOAD AND ARM or STEP
command with .these counter contents will act the same as
application of a source pulse, causing TC to remain active and
a TC Toggled output to toggle.

Note that the TC Toggled output form contains no implication
about whether the output is active-high or active-low. Unlike
the TC output, which generates a transient pulse which can
clearly be active-high or active-low, the TC Toggled output
waveform only flips the state of the output on each TC. The
sole criterion of whether the TC Toggled output is active-high
or active-low is the level of the output at the start of the count
cycle. This can be controlled by the Set and Clear Output
. commands. (See Figure 1-20.)

Count Control
Counter Mode bits CM3 through CM7 specify the various
options available for direct control of the counting process.
CM3 and CM4 operate independently of the others and
control up/down and BCD/binary counting. They may be
combined freely with other control bits to form many types of
counting configurations. The other three bits and the Gating
Control field interact in complex ways. Bit CMS controls the
repetition of the count process. When CMS= 1, counting will
proceed in the specified mode until the counter is disarmed.
When CMS = 0, the count process will proceed only until one
full cycle of operation occurs. This may occur after one or two
TC events. The counter is then disarmed automatically. The
single or double TC requirement will depend on the state of
other control bits. Note that even if the counter is automalical·
ly disarmed upon a TC, it always counts the count source edge
which generates the trailing TC edge.

TC (Terminal Count)
On each Terminal Count (TC), the counter will reload itself
from the Load or Hold register. TC is defined as that period of
time when the counter contents would have been zero had no
reload occurred. Some ·special conditions apply to counter
operation immediately before and during TC.
1. In the clock cycle before TC, an internal signal is generated
that commits the counter to go to TC on the next coun~ and
retriggering by a hardware Gate edge (Modes N, 0, Q and
R) or a software LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command will
not extend the time to TC. Note that the "next count"
driving the counter to TC can be caused by the application
of a count source edge (in level galing,modes, the edge
must occur while the gate is active, or ii will be disregarded),
by the application of a LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command
(see 2 below) or by the application of a STEP command.

When TC occurs, the counter is always reloaded with a value
from either the Load register of the Hold register. Bit CMS
specifies the source options for reloading the counter. When
CMS= O, the contents of the Load registei:.\lli!I be transferred
CMS = 1,
into the counter ·at every occumince of TC;
the counter reload location will be either the Load or Hold
Register. The reload location in this case may be controlled
externally by using a Gate pin (Modes S and V) or may
alternate on each TC (Modes G through L). Wllh a!temating
sources and with the TC Toggled output selecl9d, the duty
cycle of the output waveform is controlled by the relative Load
and Hold values and very fine resolution of duty cycles ratios
may be achieved.

2. If a LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command is executed during
the cycle preceding TC, the counter will immediately go to
TC. If these commands are issued during TC, the TC state
will immediately terminate.

;When

3. When TC is active, the counter will always count the next
source edge issued to i~ even if it is disarmed or gated off
during TC. This means that TC will never be active for
longer than one count period and ii may, in fact, be shorter if
a STEP command or a LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command
is applied during TC (see item 2 above). This also means
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Bit CM7 controls the special gating functions that allow
retriggering and the selection of Load or Hold sources for
counter reloading. The use and definition of CM7 will depend
on the status of the Gating Control field and bits CMS and
CMS.

er will proceed unconditionally as long as it is armed. For any
other gating mode, the counl process is conditioned by the
specified gating configuration.
For a code of 100 in this field, counting can proceed only when
the pin labeled GATEN associated with Counter N is at a logic
high level. When it goes LOW, counting is simply suspended
until the Gate goes HIGH again. A code of 101 performs the
same function with an opposite active polarity. Codes 010 and
011 offer the same function as 100, but specify alternate input
pins as Gating Sources. This allows any of three interface pins
to be used as gates for a given counter. On Counter 4, for
example, pin 34, pin 35 or pin 36 may be used to perform the
gating function. This also allows a single Gate pin to simultaneously control up to three counters. Counters 1 and 5 are
considered adjacent when using TCN • 1 (001 ), Gate N + 1
(010) and Gate N -1 (011) controls.

Hardware Retrlggerlng
Whenever hardware retriggering is enabled (Modes N, 0, Q,
and R), all active-going Gate edges initiate retrigger operations. On application of the Gate edge, the counter contents
·will be transferred to the Hold register. On the first qualified
source edge after application of the retriggering Gate edge,
the Load register contents will be transferred into the counter.
(Qualified source edges are edges which occur while the
counter is gated on and Armed.)
This means that, if level gating is used, the edge occurring on
active-going gate transitions will initiate a retrigger. Similarly,
when edge gating is enabled, an edge used to start the
counter will also initiate a retrigger. The first count source
edge applied after the Gate edge will not increment/ decrement the counter but retrigger it

For codes of 110 or 111 in this field, counting proceeds after
the specified active Gate edge until one or two TC events
occur. Within this interval, the Gate input is ignored, except for
the retriggering option. When repetition is selected, a cycle will
be repeated as soon as another Gate edge occurs. With
repetition selected, any Gate edge applied after TC goes
active will start a new count cycle. Edge gating is useful when
implementing a digital single-shot since the gate can serve as
a convenient firing trigger.

If a LOAD, LOAD ANO ARM, or a STEP Command occurs
between the retriggering Gate edge and the first qualified
source edge, it will be interpreted as a source edge and
transfer the Load register contents into the counter. Thereafter, the counter will count all quafrtied source edges.
When some form of Gating is specified, CM7 controls hardware retriggering. In this case, wf\en CM7 = 0, hardware
retriggering does not occur; when CM7 = 1, the counter is
retriggered any lime an active-going Gate edge occurs.
Retriggering causes the counter value to be saved in the Hold
register and the Load register contents to be transferred into
the counter.

A 001 code in this field selects the TC (not TOGGLE) output
from the adjacent lower-numbered counter as the gate. This is
useful for synchronous counting when adjacent counters are
concatenated.

When No Gating is specified, the definition of CM7 changes. In
this case, when CM7 = 0, the Gate input has no effect on the
counting; when CM7 = 1, the Gate input specifies the source
(selecting either the Load or Hold register) used to reload the
counter when TC occurs. Figure 1-15 shows the various
available control combinations for these interrelated bits.

The command set for the Am9513A allows the host processor
to customize and manage the operating modes and features
for particular applications, to initialize and update both the
internal data and control information, and to manipulate
operating bits during operation. Commands are entered directly into the 8-bit Command register by writing into the Control
port (see Figure 1-7):

COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS

Count Source Selection

All available commands are described in the following text
Figure 1-20 summarizes the command codes and includes a
brief description of each function. Figure 1-21 shows all the
unused code combinations; unused codes should not be
entered into the Command register since undefined activities
may occur.

Counter Mode bits CMS through CM12 specify the source
used as input to the counter and the active edge that is
counted. Bit CM12 controls the polarity for all the sources;
logic zero counts rising edges and logic on13 counts falling
edges. Bits CMS through CM11 select 1 of 16 counting
sources to route to the counter input F"ive of the available
inputs are internal frequencies derived from the internal
oscillator (see Figure 1-14 for frequency assignments). Ten of
the available inputs are interface pins; five are labeled SRC
and five are labeled GATE.

Six of the command types are used for direct software control
of the counting process and they each contain a 5-bit S field.
In a linear-select fashion, each bit in the S field corresponds to
one of five general counters ($1 = Counter 1, S2 = Counter 2,
etc.). When an S bit is a one, the specified operation is
performed on the counter so designated; when an S bit is a
zero, no operation occurs for the corresponding counter. This
type of command format has three basic advantages. It saves
host software by allowing any combination of counters to be
acted on by a single command. It allows simultaneous action
on multiple counters where synchronization of commands is
important It allows counter-specific SSIVice routines to control
incfrvidual counters without needing to be aware of the
operating context of other counters.

The 16th available input is the TC output from .the adjacent
lower-numbered counter. (The Counter 5 TC wraps around to
the Counter 1 input) This option allows internal concatenating
that permits very long counts to be accumulated. Since all five
counters may be concatenated, it is poSStble to configure a
counter that is 80-bits long on one Am9513A chip. When TCN1 is the source, the count ripples between the connected
counters. External connections can also be made, and can
use the toggle bit for even longer cotints. This is easily
accomplished by selecting a TC Toggled output mode and
wiring OUTN to one of the SRC inputs.

Three of the commands use a 3-bit binary code (N4, N2, N1)
to identify the affected counter (a 001 programs counter 1,
etc.). Unlike the previously mentioned commands, these
commands allow you to program only one counter at a time.

Gating Control
Counter Mode bits CM15, CM14, CM13 specify the hardware
gating options. When "no gating" is selected (000),the count-
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Command Code
C7

C6

cs

C4

C3

C2

C1

co

0

0

0

E2

El

G4

G2

G1

Load Data Pointer register with contents of E and G fields.
(G;:000, G;:110)

0

0

1

S5

S1

·Arm counting for all selected counters

0

S2

S1

Load contents of specified source into

0

1

1

S2

S1

Load and Arm all selected counters'

1

0

0

S2

S1

Disarm and Save all selected counters

1

0

1

S4

S3
S3
S3
S3
S3

S2

1

ss
ss
ss
ss

S4

0

S2

S1

Save all selected counters in Hold register

1

1

0

SS

S4

S3

S2

S1

Disarm all selected counters

1

1

1

0

1

N4

N2

N1

Sat Toggle

1

1

1

0

0

N4

N2

N1

Clear Toggle

Step counter N (001 .; N

S4
S4
S4

Command Description

an

selected counters

out (HIGH) for counter N (001 .; N < 101)
out (LOW) for counter N (001 .; N.; 101)

fl

< 101)

1

1

1

1

0

N4

N2

N1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

Sal MM14 (Disable Data Pointer Sequencing)

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

Set MM12 (Gate off FOlJl)

1

1

1

0

.1

1

1

1

Sat MM13 (Enter 18-bit bus mode)

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

Clear MM14 (Enable Data Pointer Sequencing)

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

Clear MM 12 (Gate on FOlJl)

1

I

1

0

0

1

1

1

Clear MM 13 (Enter 8-bit bus mode)

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

Enable Prefelch for Write operations (Am9513'A' only)

1

1·

1

1

1

0

0

1

Disable Prefelch for Write operations (Am9513'A' only)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Master reset

'Not to be used for asynchronous operations.

Figure 1·20. Am9513A Command Summary
C7

cs cs

C4

C3

C2

C1

co
0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

·1

0

0

0

X

X

1

1

0

0

0

0

X

X

0

0

0

'1

1

1

1

1

X

'Unused except when XXX•111, 001

X
X
or 000.

Figure 1·21. Am9513A Unused
-Command Codes
Arm Counters
Coding:

I

~7

C6

cs

C4

C3

0

1

SS

S4

C2 Ct
S3 S2

Following each ARM or LOAD AND ARM command, a counter
in one of these modes will reload from the Hold register on the
first TC and alternate reload sources thereafter (reload from
the Load register on the second TC, the Hold register on the
third, etc.).

..

Load Counters
Coding:

~,

1~

C6

cs

C4

C3

C2

1

0

SS

S4

S3 S2

C1

~1

Description: Any combination of counters, as specified in the S
field, will be loaded with previously entered values. The source
of information for each counter will be either the associated
Load register or the associated Hold register, as determined
by the operating configuration in the Mode register. The Load/
Hold contents are not cl)anged. This command will cause a
transfer independent of any current operating configuration for
the counter. It wm often be used as a software retrigger or as
counter initialization prior to active hardware gating.

Description: Any combination of counters, as specified by the
S field, will be enabled for counting. A counter must be armed
•before counting can commerce. Once armed, the counting
process may be further enabled or disabled using the hardware gating facilities. This command can only arm or do
nothing for a given counter; a zero in the S field does not
disarm the counter.

If a LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command is executed during
the cycle preceding TC, the counter will go immediately to TC .
This occurs because the LOAD operation is performed by
generating a pseudo-count pulse internal to the Am9S13A,
and the Am9S 13A is expecting to go into TC on the next count
pulse. The reload source used to reload the counter will be the
same as that which would have been used if the TC were
generated by a source edge rather than by the LOAD
...
operation.

ARM and DISARM commands can be used to gate counter
operation on and off under software control. DISARM commands entered while a -counter is in the TC state will not take
effect until the counter leaves· TC. This ensures that the
counter never latches up in a TC state. (The counter may
leave the TC state because of application of a count source
edge, execution of a LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command, or
execution of a STEP command.)

Execution of a LOAD or LOAD 1INO ARM coinmand while the
counter is in TC will cause the TC to end. For Armed counters
in all modes except Sor V, the LOAD soorc:e used will be that
to be used for the upcoming TC. (The LOAOing operation will
not alter the selection of reload source for the upcoming TC.)
For Disarmed counters in modes except S or V, the reload
sources used will be the LOAD register. For modes Sor V, the
reload source will be selected by the GATE input, regardless
of whether the counter is Armed or Disarmed.

In modes which alternate reload sources (Modes G-L), the
ARMing operation is used as a reset for the logic which
determines which reload source to use on the upcoming TC.
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ct

M

~
co

N

e

ct
.....
ct
M

,1.!)
0,

e

ct

Description: Any combination of counters, as specified by the
S field, will be disarmed,' and the contents of the counter will
be transferred into the associated Hold registers. This command is identical to issuing a DISARM command followed by a
SAVE command.

Special considerations apply when modes with alternating
reload sources are used (Modes G-L). If a LOAD command
drives the counter to TC in these modes, the reload source for
the next TC will be from the opposile reload location. In other
words, the LOAD-generated TC will cause the reload sources
to alternate just as a TC generated by a source edge would .
Note that if a second LOAD command is Issued during the
LOAD-generated TC (or during any other TC, for that matter),
the second LOAD command will terminate the TC and cause a
reload from the source designated for use with the next TC.
The second LOAD will not alter the reload source for the next
TC since the second LOAD does not generate a TC; reload
sources alternate on TCs only, not on LOAD commands.

Set TC Toggle Output
Coding:

C7

C6

CS

o

C4

C3

C2

C1

CO

SS

S4

S3

S2

S1

Coding:

CS

C4

C3

C2

C1

CO

SS

S4

S3

S2

S1

C6

CS

O

C4

C3

C2

C1

CO

S5

S4

S3

S2

S1

Coding:

0

CS

C4

C3

C2

C1

CO

S5

S4

S3

S2

S1

C4

C3

C2

C1

CO

1

0

0

N4

N2

N1

C7 C6 CS C4
1

C3

C2

C1

CO

O

N4

N2

N1

(001,.; N "-101)

Description: Counter N is incremented or decremented by one,
depending on its operating configuration. If the Counter Mode
register associated with the selected counter has its CM3 bit
cleared to zero, this command will cause the counter to
decrement by one . .If CM3 is set to a logic high, this command
will increment the counter by one. The STEP command will
take effect even on a disarmed counter.

Load Data Pointer Register
Coding:

C7

C6

CS

C4

C3

C2

C1

CO

O

O

O

E2

E1

G4

G2

G1

(G4, G2, G1 s=OOO,-a:110)

Description: Bits in the E and G fields will be transferred into
the corresponding Element and Group fields of the Data
Pointer register as shown in Figure 1-8. The Byte Pointer bit in
the Data Pointer register is set Transfers into the Data Pointer
only occur for G field values of 001, 010, 011, 100, 101 and
111. Values of 000 and 11 O for G should not be used. See the
"Setting the Data Pointer Register'' section of this document
fc,r additional details.

Disable Data Pointer Sequencing
O)ding:

I~ ~ ~ c: ~ c: c: I
~1

Description: This command sets Master Mode bit 14 without
affecting other bits in the Master Mode register. MM14
controls the au1omatic sequencing of the Data Pointer register. Disabling the sequencing allows repe!iliYe host processor
access to a given internal location without repetitive updating
of the Data Pointer. MM14 may also be controlled by loading a
full word into the Master Mode register.

Disarm and Save Counters
C6

CS

1

1

Description: Any combination of counters, as specified by S
field, will have their contents transferred into their associated
Hold register. The transfer takes place without interfering with
any counting that may be underway. This command will
overwrite any previous Hold register contents. The SAVE
command is designed to allow an accumulated count to be
preserved so that it can be read by the host CPU at some later
time.

Coding:

C6

1

Step Counter

Save Counters ·
C7

C7

Description: The initial outpu1 level for TC Toggle mode is
Cleared (LOW) for counter N selected by N4, N2, N1 = 001
(Counter 1) thru 101 (Counter 5) respectively. This command
conditions the TC Toggle flip-flop (see Figure 1-18, but does
not appear at the counter outpu1 unless TC Toggle mode
(CM2, CM1, CM0=010) is selected.

Description: Any combination of counters, as specified by the
S field, will be disabled from counting. A disarmed counter will
cease all counting independent of other conditions. The only
exception to this is that a counter in the TC state will always
count once, in order to leave TC, before DISARMing. This
count may be generaied by a source edge, by a LOAD or
LOAD AND ARM command (the LOAD AND ARM command
will negate the DISARM command) or by a STEP command. A
disarmed counter may be updated using 'the LOAD command
and may be read using the SAVE command. A count process
may be resumed using an ARM command. See the ARM
command description for further details.

Coding:

I

(001 "- N "-101)

Disarm Counters
C6

~~ ~

Clear TC Toggle Output

A LOAD AND ARM command which drives a counter to TC
generates the same sequence of operations as execu1ion of a
LOAD command and then an ARM command. In modes which
disarm on TC (Modes A-C and N-0, and Modes G-1 and S tt
the current TC is the second in the cycle), the ARM part of the
LOAD AND ARM command will re-enable counting for another
cycle. In modes which alternate reload sources (Modes G-L),
the ARMing operation will cause the next TC to reload from
the HOLD register, irrespective of which reload source the
current TC used.
·This command should not be used during asynchronous
operations.

C7

~:

Description: The initial output level for TC Toggle mode is set
(HIGH) for counter N selected by N4, N2, N1 = 001 (Counter
1) thru 101 (Counter 5) respectively. This command conditions
the TC Toggle flip-flop (see Figure 1-18), but.does not appear
at the counter outpu1 unless TC Toggle mode (CM2, CM1,
CMO = 010) is selected.

Description: Any combination of counters, as specified in the S
field, will be first loaded and then armed. This command is
equivalent to issuing a LOAD command and then an ARM
command.

Coding:

C3

(001 ..; N "-101)

Load and Arm Counters*
Coding:

1~ ~ ~ ~
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Enable Data Pointer Sequencing

I

Coding:

C7
. 1

cs

C6
1

1

C4
0

C3
0

C2

C1
0

controls the output status of the FOUT signal. When MM12 is
cleared, FOUT will become active and will drive out the
selected and divided FOUT signal. MM 12 may also be
controlled by loading the full Master Mode register in parallel. .
When FOUT is gated on or off, a transient pulse may be
genera!ed on the FOUT signal.

CO
0

Description: This command clears Master Mode bit 14 without
affecting other bits in the Master Mode register. MM14
controls the automatic sequencing of the Data Pointer register. Enabling the sequencing allows sequential host processor
access to several internal locations without repetitive updating
of the Data Pointer. MM14 may also be controlled by loading a
full word into the Master Mode register. See the "Data Pointer
Register" section of this document for additional information
on Data Pointer sequencing

Disable Prefetch for Write Operations
Coding:

I

C7
. 1

C6
1

CS C4 C3 C2 Cl
1

CO

0

Description: This command sets Master Mode bit 13 without
affecting other bits in the Master Mode register. MM13
controls the multiplexer in the data bus buffer. When MM13 is
set, no multiplexing takes place and all 16 external data bus
lines are used to transfer information into and out of the STC.
MM13 may also be controlled by loading the full Master Mode
register in parallel.

I

~7

~ cs.

C4

~

C2 C1

Coding:

CO

Master Reset

0

Coding:

~7

C6

cs ~

C3

C2 C1

Description: This command sets Master Mode bit 12 without
affecting other bits in the Master Mode register. MM12
controls the output state of the FOUT signal. When gated off,
the FOUT line will exhibit a low-impedance to.ground. MM12
may also be controlled by loading the full Master Mode
·
register in parallel.

Coding:

1~7 C6

cs

~ ~

C2 Cl

~

CD
C

....

C2 C l ~ ,
0

0

3

N

t

.

,~
. 1

C6
1

cs
1

C4 C3 C2
1

1

0

~
0

~,
.

I~

C6

cs

C4 C3 C2

t

~I

Following either a power-up or software reset, the LOAD
command should be applied to all the counters to clear any
that may be in a TC state. The Data Pointer register should
also be set to a legal value, since reset does not initialize iL A
complete ·reset operation follows.

~

Gate On FOUT

1

)>

Description: The Master Reset command duplicates the action
of the power-on reset circuitry. It disarms all counters, enters
0000 in the Master Mode, Load and Hold registers and enters
0900 (hex) in the Counter Mode registers.

Gate Off FOUT

I

1

t

......

Description: This command re-enables the prefetch circuitry
for Write operations. It is used only to terminate the Disable
Prefetch Command. Note: This command is only available in
Am9513'A' devices; it is an illegal command in the "non-A
Am9513" device.

Description: This command clears Master Mode bit 13 withou1
affecting other bits in the Master Mode register. MM13
controls the multiplexer in the data bus buffer. When MM13 is
cleared, the multiplexer is enabled and 16-bit internal information is transferred eight bits at a time to the eight low-order
external data bus lines. MM13 may also be controlled by
loading the full Master Mode register in paratlel.

Coding:

1

<O

01

Enable Prefetch for Write Operations

Enable 8-Blt Data Bus
Coding:

1

3

...

Description: This command disables the prefetch circuitry
during Write operations Of does not affect Read operations).
This reduces the wri1e recovery lime and allows the user to
use block move instructions for initialization of the Am9513A
registers. Once prefetch is disabled for writing, -an Enable
Prefetch for Write or a Reset command is necessary to reenable the prefetch circuitry for writing. Note: This command is
only available in Am9513'A' devi.ces; ii is an illegal command
in the "non-A Am9513" device.

Enable 16-Blt Data Bus
Coding:

IC7 C6 CS C4 C3
. 1

)>

1. Using the procedure given in the "Command Initiation"
section of this document, enter the FF (hex) command to
perform a software reset.
·
2. Using the "Command Initiation" procedure, enter the LOAD
command for all counters, opcode SF (hex).
3. Using the procedure given in the "Setting the Data Pointer
Register" section ot this documen~ set the Data Pointer to
a· valid code. The legal Data Pointer codes are given in
Figure 1-9.

I

The Master Mode, Counter Mode, Load and Hold registers
can now be initialized to the desired values.

Description: This command clears Master Mode bit 12 without
affecting other bits in the Master Mode register. MM12
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

OPERATING RANGES

Storage Temperature ......•....••.•••...•.... -65'C to + 150'C
VCC with Respect to VSS ..................... -0.SV to +7.0V
All Signal Voltages
with Respect to VSS ......................... -0.SV to + 7.0V
Power Dissipitation (Package Limttation) .................. 1.5W

Grade

TA

Vee

Vss

o·e to 7o•e

5V ±5%

OV

-40'C to 85'C

5V ±10%

ov

Commercial
Industrial

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device
reliability.

Operating ranges define those limits over which the functionality of the device is guaranteed.

'

-·

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range unless otherwiSEl specified
Parameters

De&crlptlon
Input Low Voltage

Vll
VlH

Test Conditions

Input High Voltage

X2 Input

VSS-0.5

0.8

2.2V

vcc

3.8

vcc

VOL

X2 Input
Input Hysteresis (SAC and GATE lnpu1s Only)
Output Low Voltage

IOL•3.2mA

YOH

Output High Voltage

IOH • -200µA

IIX

Input Load Current (Except X2)

VSS ,;; VlN .;; VCC

IIX

Input Load Current X2

102

Output Leakage Currant (Except X1)

VITH

ICC

VCC Supply Current (Steady Slate)
Input Capacitance

COUT

Output Capacitance

CIO

IN/OUT capacitance

Volts
Volts
Volts

0.3

0.2

Volts

.0.4

Volts

2.4
±10

µA

±100

µA

VSS+ 0.4 ,;; VOUT "- VCC
High-Impedance State

±25

µA

TA~-55'e

275

I• !MHz.

mA

255

TA· o·c
190

TA• +25'C
CIN

0.8

VSS-0.5

All Input Exeap1 X2

Units

Max

Typ

Min

All Inputs Except X2

235
10

TA• +25•c.

An pins not under

pF

15

test at ov.

20

SWITCHING TEST INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORMS

c"

~

..L 18pF

x:2.0-- TEST

2.4V

~

-2.0x
O.S - P O I N T S - O~

0.4SV

WF004810

C!ystal is fundamental mode parallel resonant 32pF load capacitance lass 1han

X1

_L

CJ

T
..L 18pF

~

X2

TC002000

100Sl ESR Co lass than 100pF.

..

-
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS· over

>

3u:,

operating range unless otherwise specified (Notes 2, 3, 4)

.....
(.:>
(11

Am9513A AmZ8073A
Parameters

Description

Figure Min Max Min Max Units

TAVRL

CID Val;ct to Read Low

23

25

TAVWH

CID Valid to Write High

23

170

25
170

TCHCH

24

145

145

ns

24

70
70

10

ns

TCLCH

X2 High to X2 High (X2 Period)
X2 High to X2 Low (X2 High Pulse Width)
X2 Low to X2 High (X2 Low Puls,, Width)

70

ns

TDVWH

Date In Vaf!d to Write High

23

80

80

ns

TEHEH

Count Source High to Count Source High
(Source Cycle Time) (Note 10)

24

145

145

ns

TEHEL
TE LEH

Count Source Puls,, Duration (Note 10)

24

70

TEHFV

Count Source High to FOUT var!d (Note 10)

24

TEHGV

Count Source High to Gate Valid (Level Gating Hold Tnne)
(Notes 10, 12, 13)

24

10

10

ns

TEHRL

Count Source High to Read Low (Set-up Time) (Notes 5, 10)

23

190

190

ns

TEHWH

Count Source High to Write High (Set-up Time) (Notes 6, 10)

23
24

-100

TCHCL

TEHYV

24

I TC

Output

Count Source High to Out Valid (Note 10) I Immediate or Delayed Toggle Output

I Comparator Output

ns
ns

500

-100
300

24

300

300

24

350

350

ns

FN High to FN + 1 var!d (Note 14)

24

TGVEH

Gate Valid to Count Source High (Level Gating Set-up Time)
(Notes 10, 12, 13)

24

100

100

TGVGV

Gate var!d to Gate Valid (Gate Pulse Duration) (Notes 11, 13)

24

145

145

ns

TGVWH

Gate Valid to Write High (Notes 6, 13)

23

-100

-100

23

0

0

23

0

0

23

10

10

ns
ns
ns
ns

Read High to C/15 Don't Care

TRHEH

Read High to Count Source High (Notes 7, 10)

TRHQX

Read High to Data Out Invalid

TRHRL

Read High to Data Ou) at High-Impedance
(Data Bus ReleaS<> Time)
Read High to Read Low (Read Recovery Time)

TRHSH

Read High to ~ High (Note 15)

TRHWL

Read High to Write Low (Read Recovery Time)

TRLOV

Read Low to Data Out Val;ct

TR LOX

TRHOZ

-

23

75

ns

ns

85

85

ns

23

1000

1000

ns

23
23

0

0

1000

1000

ns
ns

Read Low to Data Bus Driven (Data Bus Drive Time)

23
23

20

110

110

ns
-ns

TR LAH

Read Low to Read High (Read Puls,, Duration) (Note 15)

23

160

20
160

TSLAL

~ Low to Read Low (Note 15)

23

TSLWH

~ Low to Write High (Note 15)

23

20
170

20
170

TWHAX

Write High to C/15 Don't Care

23

20

20

ns

lWHDX

Write High to Data In Don't Gare

23

20

20

ns

lWHEH

Write High to Count Source High (Notes 8, 1o, 17)

475

550
475

ns

Write High to Gate Varld (Notes 8, 13, 17)

23
23

550

lWHGV
lWHRL
.lWHSH

Write High to Read Low (Write Recovery Time)

23

1500

1000

ns

Write High to~ High (Note 15)

23

20

20

ns

lWHWL

Write High to Write Low (Write Recovery Time)

23

1500

1000

ns

lWHYV

Write High to Out Valid (Note 9, 17)

23

TWLWH

Write Low to Write High (Write Pulse Duration) (Note 15)

23

In short data write mode TWHRL and 1WHWL minimun -

ns

ns
ns

ns

650

650
150

(.:>

ns

TFN

TRHAX

">

ns

300

75

>

3
~
Q

ns

70
500

>
.......

150

ns
ns

1ooons.
A (Address) = bft5
G (Clock) • X2
D (Data In)• OBO-DB15
E (Enableil coonter source lnpul) SRC1 -SAGS,
GATE1-GATE5, F1-1"5,TCN-1
F=FOUT
G (Counter gate il1pul) • GATE1-GATE5, TGN-1
(Data Out) - OSO-OB15
R (Read)• RD
S (Cllip Select) • ~
W (Write)=WR
·Y (Output) - OUT1-0UT5

Notes:
1. Typical values are for TA= 25"G, nominal supply voltage
and nominal processing parameters.

=

2. Test conditions assume transition times of 1Ons or less,
timing reference levels of O.SV and 2.0V and output loading
of one TTL gate plus 1OOpF, unless otherwise noted.

a

3. Abbreviations used for the switching parameter symbols are
given as the letter T followed by four or five characters. The
first and third characters represent the signal names on
which the measurements start and end. Signal abbreviations used are:
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The second and fourth letters designate the reference states
of the signals named in the firsi and third letters respectively,
using the following abbreviations.

counter counts on risina source edges. The timing specifications are the same for falling-edge counting.
11. This parameter applies to edge gating (CM15-CM13 = 110
or 111) and gating when both CM7=f and CM15CM13 a=OOO. This parameter represents the minimum
GATE pulse width needed to ensure that the pulse initiates
counting or counter reloading.

H= HIGH

L=LOW
V=VALID
X = Unknown or Don't care
Z = High-Impedance

5. Any input transition that occurs before this minimum setup
requirement will be reflected in the contents read from the
status register.

12. This parameter applies to both edge and level gating
(CM15-CM13=001 through 111) and gating when both
·cM7 = 1 and CM15-CM13 = 000. This parameter represents the minimum setup or hold times to ensure that the
Gate input is seen at the intended level on the active
source edge and the counter may be off by one count

6. Any input transition that occurs before this minimum setup
requirement will act on the counter before the execution of
the operation initiated by the write and the counter may be
off by one count

13. This parameter assumes that the GATENA input is unused
(16-bit bus mode) or is tied high. In cases where the
GATENA input is used, this timing specification must be
met by both the GATE and GATENA inputs.

7. Any input transition that occurs after this minimum hold time
is guaranteed to not influence the contents read from the
status register on the current read operation.

14. Signals F1-F5 cannot be directly monitored by the user.
The phase difference between these signals will manifest
itself by causing counters using two different F signals to
count at different times on nominally simultaneous transitions in the F signals. F1 = X2.

4. Switching parameters are listed in alphabetical order.

8. Any input transition that occurs after this minimum hold time
is guaranteed to be seen by the counter as occurring after
the action Initiated by the write operation and the counter
' may be off by one count

15. This timing specification assumes that GS is active whenever RD or WR are active. GS may be held active
indefinitely.

9. This parameter applies to cases where the write operation
causes a change in the output bit

16. This parameter assumes X2 is driven from an external gate
with a square wave.

10. The enabled count source is one of F1-F5, TCN-1 SRC1SRC5 or GATE1-GATE 5, as selected in the applicable
Counter Mode register. The timing diagram assumes the

17. This parameter assumes that the write operation ls to the
command register.
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BUS TRANSFER SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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~
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N

CD

~
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Col

>

cs

(HOTE 15)

TWKOX
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WF004790

COUNTER SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
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COOHT

SOORCE

(NOTE 10)

TEKEL

TEHGV
GATE
("OTE 13)

FOUT
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FH\

FH+1

)
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Appendix D
Customer Communication
For your convenience, this appendix contains a form to help you gather the information
necessary to help us solve technical problems you might have as well as a form you can use to
comment on the product documentation. Filling out a copy of the Technical Suppon Form
before contacting National Instruments helps us help you better and faster.
National Instruments provides comprehensive technical assistance around the world. In the U.S.
and Canada, applications engineers are available Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. (central time). In other countries, contact the nearest branch office. You may fax
questions to us at any time.

Corporate Headquarters

(512) 795-8248
Technical support fax: (800) 328-2203
(512) 794-5678
Branch Offices
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Norway
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
U.K.

Phone Number

Fax Number

02n51.oo.20

02n51.03.11

(03) 879 9422
(0662) 435986

(03) 879 9179
(0662) 437010-19

45 76 2600
(90) 527 2321
(1) 48 14 24 00
089n41 31 30
02/48301892
(03) 3788-1921
03480-3 3466
32-848400
(91) 640 0085
08-730 49 70
056/20 51 51
0635 523545

© National Instruments Corporation

45 76 7111
(90) 502 2930
(1) 48 14 24 14
o89n14 60 35
02/48301915
(03) 3788-1923
03480-30673
32-848600
(91) 640 0533
08-730 43 70
056/20 51 55
0635 523154
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Technical Support Form
Photocopy this form and update it each time you make changes to your software or hardware, and use the completed
copy of this form as a reference for your current configuration. Completing this form accurately before contacting
National Instruments for technical support helps our applications engineers answer your questions more efficiently.
If you are using any National Instruments hardware or software products related to this problem, include the

configuration forms from their user manuals. Include additional pages if necessary.

Name
Company
Address
Fax { _ )_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Model

Computer brand
Operating system
Speed _ _ _ _ _ _ :MI-Iz
Mouse _ _ _ _ yes

Phone ( _ )_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

RAM

_ _ _ _ no

Hard disk capacity _ _ _ _ _ _ :rvrn

Processor - - - - - - - -

______ :rvrn

Display adapter

Other adapters installed
Brand

Instruments used
National Instruments hardware product model - - - - - - - -

Revision

Configuration
National Instruments software product
Configuration
The problem is

List any error messages

The following steps will reproduce the problem

Version

NB-MI0-16X Hardware and Software
Configuration Form
Record the settings and revisions of your hardware and software on the line to the right of each item. Complete a
new copy of this form each time you revise your software or hardware configuration, and use this form as a
reference for your current configuration. Completing this form accurately before contacting National Instruments
for technical support helps our applications engineers answer your questions more efficiently.
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Macintosh Model
Type of Video Board Installed
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Programming Language
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320157-01
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If you find errors in the manual, please record the page numbers and describe the errors.

Thank you for your help.
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( _ _ _ ,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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National Instruments Corporation
6504 Bridge Point Parkway, MS 53-02
Austin, TX 78730-5039

Fax to:

Technical Publications
National Instruments Corporation

MS 53-02
(512) 794-5678

Index
16*/32CNT bit, 4-10
2SCADC* bit, 4-10

A
A2RCV bit, 4-12
A4RCV bit, 4-12
abbreviations used in the manual, vi-vii
ACH<15 .. 0> signal pins, 2-15
ND Clear Register, 4-16
ND conversions
multiple. See multiple ND conversions.
overview, 3-5 to 3-7
ND FIFO Register
binary format of output, 4-41 to 4-42
description, 4-26, 3-5 to 3-6
reading ND conversion result, 4-42
ADC, 16-bit, v
features of, 1-1
theory of operation, 3-5
ADC calibration, internal, 4-40
ADI<3 ..0> bits, 4-32
AD0<3 .. 0> bits, 4-33
A2DRV bit, 4-12
A4DRV bit, 4-12
AI GND signal pins, 2-15
AI SENSE pin, 2-14
Am9513NAmZ8073A System Timing Controller
block diagram, C-2
characteristics, C-2
command descriptions, C-28 to C-31
connection diagram, C-3
control port registers, C-7 to C-9
counter mode control options, C-25 to C-28
counter mode descriptions, C-13 to C-25
data port registers, C-10
description, detailed, C-6 to C-7
description, general, C-2
interface considerations, C-5
master mode control options, C-10 to C-12
ordering information, C-3
pin description, C-4
specifications, C-32 to C-35
Am9513A Command Register, 4-29
Am9513A Counterffimer
initializing, 4-39 to 4-40
programming, 4-73
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Index

theory of operation, 3-11 to 3-13
Am9513A Counter/Timer Register Group, 4-27
Am9513A Command Register, 4-29
Am9513A Data Register, 4-28
Am9513A Status Register, 4-30
Am9513A Data Register, 4-28
Am9513A Status Register, 4-30
AMUX-64T multiplexer board, v, 1-2
analog input calibration
bipolar input, 5-4 to 5-5
board configuration, 5-3 to 5-4
description, 5-3
sample averaging, 5-3
unipolar input, 5-5 to 5-6
voltages, 5-4
analog input circuitry
description of, 3-5 to 3-6
diagram of, 3-4
programming, 4-41
AID FIFO output binary formats, 4-42 to 4-44
clearing the analog input circuitry, 4-44
initiate AID conversion, 4-41
read AID conversion result, 4-42
select analog input channel and gain, 4-41
analog input configuration
DIFF input, 2-4
input mode, 2-4
NRSE input, 2-6 to 2-7
RSE input, 2-5 to 2-6
Analog Input Register Group, 4-22
AID FIFO Register, 4-26
Mux-Counter Register, 4-23
Mux-Gain Register, 4-24 to 4-25
analog input signal connections
common mode signal rejection considerations, 2-21
differential connection considerations, 2-17
differential connections for floating signal sources, 2-18 to 2-19
differential connections for grounded signal sources, 2-17 to 2-18
floating signal sources, 2-16
grounded signal sources, 2-16
instrumentation amplifier, 2-14 to 2-16
overview, 2-14 to 2-15
single-ended connections
considerations, 2-20
for floating signal sources, 2-20
for grounded signal sources, 2-21
analog input specifications, A-1 to A-2
analog output calibration
bipolar output, 5-7 to 5-8
board configuration, 5-6
overview, 5-6
unipolar output, 5-8 to 5-9
analog output circuitry
description of, 3-8 to 3-9
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diagram of, 3-8
initializing, 4-41
programming, 4-70 to 4-72
analog output configuration, 2-9
bipolar output selection, 2-10 to 2-11
external reference selection, 2-9
internal reference selection, 2-9 to 2-10
unipolar output selection, 2-12
Analog Output Register Group, 4-19
TMRINTCL Register, 4-21
analog output signal connections
analog output connections, 2-22 to 2-23
description, 2-22 to 2-23
analog output specifications, A-4
AO GND pin, 2-22

B
BDI<3 .. 0> bits, 4-32
BD0<3 .. 0> bits, 4-33
binary mode, straight. See straight binary mode.
bipolar input
calibration procedure, 5-4 to 5-5
range for, 2-7
bipolar output
calibration procedure, 5-7 to 5-8
selection of settings, 2-10 to 2-12
board configuration, 2-1
for calibration, 5-3 to 5-4
parts locator diagram, 2-3
BP*/UP bit, 4-8
BYTEPTR bit, 4-30

C
C<7 .. 0> bits, 4-29
cabling considerations, 2-33
calibration
analog input calibration
bipolar input, 5-4 to 5-5
board configuration, 5-3 to 5-4
description, 5-3
sample averaging, 5-3
unipolar input, 5-5 to 5-6
analog output calibration
bipolar output, 5-7 to 5-8
board configuration, 5-6
overview, 5-6
unipolar output, 5-8 to 5-9
equipment requirements, 5-1
trimpots, 5-2
channel scanning. See multiple ND conversions, programming.
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CLK<2 .. 0> bits, 4-9
CMPLINT bit, 4-6
CMPLINTEN bit, 4-9
Command Register 1, 4-8 to 4-10
Command Register 2, 4-11 to 4-12
common mode signal rejection considerations, 2-21 to 2-22
configuration. See setup and configuration.
Configuration and Status Register Group, 4-5
Command Register l, 4-8 to 4-10
Command Register 2, 4-11 to 4-12
Status Register, 4-6 to 4-7
configuration EPROM, 4-37
continuous channel scanning. See multiple ND conversions, programming.
CONVAVAIL bit, 4-6
conversion speeds, for NB-MI0-16X, 1-2 to 1-3
CONVINTEN bit, 4-9
Counter/Timer, Am9513. See Am9513A Counter/Timer.
customer support, viii

D
D<l 1..0> bits, 4-20
D<15 ..0> bits, 4-26, 4-28
DACO, DACl, DACO and DACl Registers, 4-20
DACO OUT signal pin, 2-22
DACl OUT signal pin, 2-22
DACs, 12-bit, v
features of, 1-1
theory of operation, 3-8 to 3-9
DAQEN bit, 4-9
DAQPROG bit, 4-6
data acquisition. See also programming.
diagram of analog input and data acquisition circuitry, 3-4
resetting hardware after
counter 2, 4-68
counter 3, 4-68
counter 4, 4-69
counter 5, 4-69
specifications
multiple-channel, A-3
single-channel, A-3
timing circuitry
multiple-channel data acquisition, 3-7
overview, 3-6 to 3-7
single-channel data acquisition, 3-7
timing connections, 2-26 to 2-28
differential connections
considerations for, 2-17
for floating signal sources, 2-18 to 2-19
for grounded signal sources, 2-17 to 2-18
differential input, 2-4
DIG GND pin, 2-23
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digital J/0 circuitry, v, 1-1
description of, 3-9 to 3-10
diagram of, 3-10
programming, 4-72
specifications, A-4
Digital J/0 Register Group, 4-31
Digital Input Register, 4-32
Digital Output Register, 4-33
digital J/0 signal connections, 2-23 to 2-25
DMA operations, programming, 4-76 to 4-77
DMAA<2 .. 0> bits, 4-11
DMAEN bit, 4-9
DOUTAEN bit, 4-11
DOUTBEN bit, 4-11

E
equipment, optional, 1-4
event counting, 2-28 to 2-29
Event Strobe Register Group, 4-13
ND Clear Register, 4-16
External Multiplexer Strobe Register, 4-17
Internal Calibration Register, 4-18
Start Convert Register, 4-14
Start DAQ Register, 4-15
EXTCONV* data acquisition timing signal, 2-26 to 2-27, 4-13, 3-6, 3-15
controlling multiple ND conversions with, 4-54 to 4-55
External Multiplexer Strobe Register, 4-17
external reference selection, 2-9
external timing considerations
for multiple ND conversions, 4-49 to 4-55
for scanned data acquisition, 4-67
EXTREF pin, 2-22
EXTSTROBE* data acquisition timing signal, 2-26, 3-10, 4-17

F
field wiring and cabling
cabling considerations, 2-33
field wiring, 2-32 to 2-33
floating signal sources, 2-16
differential connections, 2-18 to 2-19
single-ended connections, 2-20
FOUT data acquisition timing signal, 2-28, 2-30, 2-31
frequency, measuring, 2-29 to 2-30

G
GAIN<l..0> bits, 4-7, 4-24
gain ranges and settings, for NB-MI0-16X, 1-3
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GATE timing signal, 2-28 to 2-32, 3-12 to 3-13, 3-15
general purpose timing signal connections
event-counting application, 2-28 to 2-29
frequency measurement application, 2-29 to 2-30
general-purpose timing signals (illustration), 2-31
signals for, 2-28
specifications and ratings, 2-30 to 2-31
grounded signal sources, 2-16
differential connections, 2-17
single-ended connections, 2-20

I
initializing the NB-MI0-16X board, 4-38 to 4-39
initializing the AM9513A, 4-39 to 4-40
initializing the analog output circuitry, 4-41
initializing the RTSI bus switch, 4-39
performing internal ADC calibration, 4-40
input configuration, analog. See analog input configuration.
input polarity and range
jumper settings, 2-7
range and measurement precision vs. input range selection and gain, 2-8
ranges, selecting, 2-7 to 2-8
input signal connections, analog. See analog input signal connections.
installation, 2-13. See also setup and configuration.
unpacking the NB-MI0-16X, 1-5
instrumentation amplifier, 2-14 to 2-16, 3-5
INT* bit, 4-6
Internal Calibration Register, 4-18
internal reference selection, 2-9 to 2-10
interrupt programming, 4-77 to 4-78
interval channel scanning. See multiple AID conversions, programming.

J
jumper settings
chart of, 2-2
factory default, 2-1
for bipolar output, 2-10 to 2-12
for differential input, 2-4 to 2-5
for external reference signal, 2-9
for input polarity and input range, 2-7
for internal reference signal, 2-9 to 2-10
for NRSE input, 2-6 to 2-7
for RSE input, 2-5 to 2-6
for unipolar output, 2-12

L
Lab VIEW software, 1-4
LASTONE bit, 4-23
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M
MA<2 .. 0> bits, 4-7
MA<3 .. 0> bits, 4-25
MC<3 .. 0> bits, 4-23
multiple ND conversions, programming
with continuous channel scanning, 4-56
apply a trigger, 4-60
clear ND circuitry and reset mux counter, 4-59
definition, 4-55
enable scanning data acquisition operation, 4-59
program sample-interval counter, 4-57
program the sample counter, 4-58 to 4-59
round-robin approach, 4-55
service the data acquisition operation, 4-60
set up analog channel and gain selection sequence, 4-56
external timing considerations, 4-49
controlling conversions with EXTCONV* signal, 4-54 to 4-55
pretriggering with the STOPTRIG signal, 4-49 to 4-53
with interval channel scanning, 4-61
apply a trigger, 4-66
clear the ND circuitry and reset the mux counter, 4-66
definition, 4-55
enable the scanning data acquisition operation, 4-66
program the sample counter, 4-63 to 4-64
program the sample-interval counter, 4-62 to 4-63
program the scan-interval counter, 4-65
pseudo-simultaneous scanning, 4-55
service the data acquisition operation, 4-66 to 4-67
set up the analog channel and gain selection sequence, 4-61 to 4-62
on a single input channel, 4-43
apply a trigger, 4-48
clear ND circuitry, 4-48
enable data acquisition operation, 4-48
program the sample counter, 4-46 to 4-48
program the sample-interval counter, 4-45 to 4-46
select analog input channel and gain, 4-45
service data acquisition operation, 4-48 to 4-49
multiple-channel data acquisition, 3-7
multiplexer
input multiplexer, 3-5
mode selection jumpers, 3-5
Mux-Counter Register, 4-23
mux-gain memory, 3-5
theory of operation, 3-7
Mux-Gain Register, 4-24 to 4-25
MUXCTRCLK signal, 3-7
MUXOEN bit, 4-7
MUXlEN bit, 4-7
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N
NB-MI0-16X
block diagram, 3-1
contents of kit, 1-3
definition, v
features, 1-1
functional overview, 3-1 to 3-2
general description, 1-2 to 1-3
illustration of, 1-2
optional equipment for, 1-4
related documentation, vii
software packages for use with, 1-3 to 1-4
versions of, 1-2 to 1-3
NBINTDIS bit, 4-11
NI-DAQ software for Macintosh, 1-3
noise pickup, minimizing, 2-32 to 2-33
NRSE input, 2-6 to 2-7
NuBus interface circuitry, 3-2 to 3-3

0
operating environment specifications, A-5
OUT<5 .. 1> bits, 4-30
OUT timing signal, 2-28, 2-30 to 2-32, 3-12 to 3-13, 3-15
output configuration, analog. See analog output configuration.
output signal connections, analog. See analog output signal connections.
overflow and overrun conditions, 4-48, 4-53, 4-54, 4-60
OVERFLOW bit, 4-7
OVERRUN bit, 4-7

p
parts locator diagram, 2-3
pin description, for AM9513NAmZ8073A System Timing Controller, C-4
pinout, for NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector, B-1, 2-14
power connections, 2-25
power requirements from NuBus, A-5
programming. See also register.
Am9513A counter/timer, 4-73
analog input circuitry, 4-41
AID FIFO output binary formats, 4-42 to 4-43
clearing the analog input circuitry, 4-44
initiate AID conversion, 4-41
read AID conversion result, 4-42
select analog input channel and gain, 4-41
analog output circuitry, 4-70 to 4-72
digital I/0 circuitry, 4-72
OMA operations, 4-76 to 4-77
external timing considerations, multiple AID conversions, 4-49
controlling conversions with EXTCONV* signal, 4-54 to 4-55
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pretriggering with the STOPTRIG signal, 4-49 to 4-53
initializing the NB-MI0-16X board, 4-38 to 4-39
initializing the Am9513A, 4-39 to 4-40
initializing the analog output circuitry, 4-41
initializing the RTSI bus switch, 4-39
performing internal ADC calibration, 4-40
interrupt programming, 4-77 to 4-78
multiple ND conversions on a single input channel, 4-44
apply a trigger, 4-48
clear ND circuitry, 4-48
enable data acquisition operation, 4-48
program the sample counter, 4-46 to 4-48
program the sample-interval counter, 4-45 to 4-46
select analog input channel and gain, 4-45
service data acquisition operation, 4-48 to 4-49
multiple ND conversions with continuous channel scanning, 4-56
apply a trigger, 4-60
clear ND circuitry and reset mux counter, 4-59
definition, 4-55
enable scanning data acquisition operation, 4-59
program sample-interval counter, 4-57
program the sample counter, 4-58 to 4-59
round-robin approach, 4-55
service the data acquisition operation, 4-60
set up analog channel and gain selection sequence, 4-56
multiple ND conversions with interval channel scanning, 4-61
apply a trigger, 4-66
clear the ND circuitry and reset the mux counter, 4-66
definition, 4-55
enable the scanning data acquisition operation, 4-66
program the sample counter, 4-63 to 4-64
program the sample-interval counter, 4-62 to 4-63
program the scan-interval counter, 4-65
pseudo-simultaneous scanning, 4-55
service the data acquisition operation, 4-66 to 4-67
set up the analog channel and gain selection sequence, 4-61 to 4-62
register programming considerations, 4-38
RTSI switch
programming considerations, 4-73
programming of, 4-75 to 4-76
signal connection considerations, 4-74
pulse and square wave generation, 2-28
pulse-width measurement, 2-29

R
range, input. See input polarity and range.
Real-Time System Integration (RTSI) bus. See RTSI bus.
register
Analog Input Register Group, 4-22
ND FIFO Register, 4-26
Mux-Counter Register, 4-23
Mux-Gain Register, 4-24 to 4-25
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Analog Output Register Group, 4-19
DACO, DACl, DACO and DACl Registers, 4-20
TMRINTCL Register, 4-21
Configuration and Status Register Group, 4-5
Command Register 1, 4-8 to 4-10
Command Register 2, 4-11 to 4-12
Status Register, 4-6 to 4-7
Counter/Timer Register Group, 4-27
AM9513A Command Register, 4-29
AM9513A Data Register, 4-28
AM9513A Status Register, 4-30
description, 4-4
Digital J/0 Register Group, 4-31
Digital Input Register, 4-32
Digital Output Register, 4-33
Event Strobe Register Group, 4-13
ND Clear Register, 4-16
External Multiplexer Strobe Register, 4-17
Internal Calibration Register, 4-18
Start Convert Register, 4-14
Start DAQ Register, 4-15
map (chart), 4-3
programming considerations, 4-38
register sizes, 4-3
RTSI Switch Register Group, 4-34
RTSI Switch Shift Register, 4-35
RTSI Switch Strobe Register, 4-36
slot address space, 4-1 to 4-2
resetting hardware after data acquisition operation
counter 2, 4-68
counter 3, 4-68
counter 4, 4-69
counter 5, 4-69
RSE input, 2-5 to 2-6
RSI bit, 4-35
RTSI bus
features of, 1-1
initializing the RTSI bus switch, 4-39
interface circuitry
description, 3-13 to 3-15
diagram of, 3-14
programming
procedure for, 4-75 to 4-76
programming considerations, 4-73
signal connection considerations, 4-74
switch control pattern, 4-7 5
RTSI Switch Register Group, 4-34
RTSI Switch Shift Register, 4-35
RTSI Switch Strobe Register, 4-36
RTSIWG signal, 3-15
RTSIWGEN bit, 4-8
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s
sample counter, programming, 4-46 to 4-48, 4-51 to 4-52, 4-58 to 4-59, 4-63 to 4-64, 3-6 to 3-7
sample-interval counter, programming, 4-45 to 4-46, 4-50 to 4-51, 4-57, 4-62 to 4-63, 3-6
scan interval, 4-55
scan sequence, 4-55
SCANCLK data acquisition timing signal, 2-26, 3-7
SCANDIV bit, 4-9
SCANEN bit, 4-9
SCN2 bit, 4-8
setup and configuration
analog input configuration
DIFF input, 2-4
input mode, 2-4
NRSE input, 2-6 to 2-7
RSE input, 2-5 to 2-6
analog output configuration
external reference selection, 2-9
internal reference selection, 2-9 to 2-10
polarity selection, 2-10 to 2-12
board configuration, 2-1
parts locator diagram, 2-3
field wiring and cabling
cabling considerations, 2-33
field wiring, 2-32 to 2-33
input polarity and range
chart of, 2-7
jumper positions, 2-7
ranges, selecting, 2-7 to 2-8
jumper settings, 2-1 to 2-2
signal connections
analog input signal connections, 2-14 to 2-16
analog output signal connections, 2-22 to 2-23
digital I/0 signal connections, 2-23 to 2-25
overview, 2-13
pinout for NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector, B-1, 2-14
power connections, 2-25
timing connections, 2-26 to 2-32
signal connections
analog input signal connections
common mode signal rejection considerations, 2-21 to 2-22
differential connection considerations, 2-17
differential connections for floating signal sources, 2-18 to 2-19
differential connections for grounded signal sources, 2-17 to 2-18
floating signal sources, 2-16
grounded signal sources, 2-16
input ranges for ACH<15 .. 0>, 2-15
maximum ratings for ACH<15 .. 0>, 2-15
overview, 2-14 to 2-16
single-ended connection considerations, 2-20
single-ended connections for floating signal sources, 2-20
single-ended connections for grounded signal sources, 2-21
analog output signal connections
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analog output connections, 2-22 to 2-23
description, 2-22 to 2-23
digital I/0 signal connections, 2-23 to 2-24
overview, 2-13
pinout for NB-MI0-16X I/0 connector, B-1, 2-14
possible damage, 2-13, 2-15
power connections, 2-25
timing connections
data acquisition timing connections, 2-26 to 2-28
general purpose timing signal connections, 2-28 to 2-32
single-ended connections
considerations for, 2-20
for floating signal sources, 2-20
for grounded signal sources, 2-21
single-ended input
NRSE input, 2-6 to 2-7
RSE input, 2-5 to 2-6
single input channel, programming. See multiple ND conversions, programming.
slot address space, 4-1 to 4-2
software, for use with the NB-MI0-16X, 1-3 to 1-4
SOURCE timing signal, 2-28 to 2-32, 3-12 to 3-13, 3-15
specifications
for AM9513AfAmZ8073A System Timing Controller, C-32 to C-35
analog data acquisition rates
multiple-channel, A-3
single-channel, A-3
analog input, A-1 to A-2
analog output, A-4
digital input/output, A-4, 2-23, 2-30 to 2-31
operating environment, A-5
physical, A-5
power requirement, A-5
storage environment, A-5
timing input/output, A-5.
square wave generation, 2-28
Start Convert Register, 4-14
Start DAQ Register, 4-15
STARTTRIG* data acquisition timing signal, 2-27 to 2-28, 4-15, 3-7, 3-15
Status Register, 4-6 to 4-7
STOPTRIG data acquisition timing signal, 2-28, 3-7, 3-15
pretriggering with, 4-49 to 4-53
storage environment specifications, A-5
straight binary mode
ND conversion values, 4-42 to 4-43
for bipolar output selection, 2-11
support, technical, viii

T
technical support, viii
timelapse,measuring,2-29
TIMERUP bit, 4-7
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timing, external. See external timing considerations.
timing circuitry, data acquisition. See data acquisition.
timing connections, 2-26
data acquisition timing connections, 2-26 to 2-28
general purpose timing signal connections, 2-28 to 2-32
timing I/0 circuitry
block diagram, 3-11
counter block diagram, 3-12
description, 3-11 to 3-13
specifications, A-5
TMRINTCL Register, 4-21
TMRINTEN bit, 4-8
TMRWGEN bit, 4-8
two's complement mode
ND conversion values, 4-43
for bipolar output selection, 2-12

u
unipolar input
calibration procedure, 5-5 to 5-6
range for, 2-7
unipolar output
calibration procedure, 5-8 to 5-9
selection of settings, 2-12
unpacking the NB-MI0-16X, 1-5

V
voltage output vs. digital code, 4-70 to 4-72
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This manual represems a commirment from National Insuumems to rhe
environment. The paper used in rhis manual is made from a large percentage
of recycled material. In rhe future National Instruments will look for new
and better ways to furrher our commirmem to rhe environment.

